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9 CHAMPWiAN JENSCH: Please come to order.  

Citizens' Committee, do you have further 

interrogation? 

11 VOIGT: Mr. Chairman , 

Clt IRIAN JENSCH: Yes.  

MR_ VOIGT: Could I once again take a moment of 

the Roards time to deliver a further report on the matter 

of the production of documents? 

CHAIR NAN JENSCH: Yes, please.  

MR VOIGT:" L evening elivered to Ir0 ismail 

'cop i-es of three additional documents which the Applicant 

has discovered concerning the matter of the welding work that 

was done on the reactor vessel support i-ring. These are a 

quality control inspection report of UE&C bearing date of 
August 9, 1968; a second quality control inspection report 

of UE&C bearing date of August 12, 1968; and a copy of a 

letter dated July 12, 1.968, which is referred to in the 

second document that I have just identified.  

I have just hrnded copies of these documents to the 

Board. I have additional copies here for the other parties 

to the proceeding.  

In addition, Mr. Chairman, we have received from 

UE&C headouarters in 'Phi ladelphia the original design 

calculation sheets with respect to the reactor ring girder 

and the steam generator shoes and also e have now a copy of

557
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the supplemental calculation perfo-:mned under Mr. Slotterback's 

direction at the specific request of the Compliance Division.  

The latter document is one sheet and it bears the date of 

4/12/72. At the moment I have only two copies of these 

design documents. I would propose to give one to xvr, Roisman 

and have the other set zeproduced as quickly as possible so 

that the Board may have copies, perzhaps by the recess- this 

morning .  

CHAI&4AN JTENSCH: Very well. Thank you,

I.  
I.,
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Mi, VOIGT: .. ?Chairman~, the applicant, in 

ace rdance with. the 10oard's OTrderD has endeavored to search 

the :Zile documents of itself and its contmactrs., I should 

point out that wie have not had access to the files of 

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation expect to the extent that 

1hey produced certain docum ents In response to the Board's 

supona 
b VJe have, On the other hand, had the cooperatidof 

the other contractors and subcontractors, 

B asied upon tesearch that ha s been made, Ijbeli~ve 

Sthat w,.e have n.ow prodrided--all of -thd documont-, tha-t- we --have 

CAIRM~AN JENSCH: Very well., Thank~ you.  

4 Are we ready to proceed with further interrogation? 

M-1. ROSAK: I just have a question. Of courvse, I 

16 haven~'t seen these documents that were mnade available -this 

naorning. Are the origlnal and final stress analyses .-- ell;; 

we have the final, if that's all there was thiat you had 

Ie provided at an earler timue. Are the original stress aaalyses 

jinaluded in this? 

M. VOIGT: It is my understanding, L&.~ ROIS!MIan, 

that these are the devign load and stress analysts. X 

*should perhaps poinLt out thatr. there is not ira ezietence any 

Ilongthy formal aaly-tica' report an these matters. Those a7-a 

ji1 simply the ognlelginering calculations that sered as
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the basis for the design drawings. They are in fact all that 

we have from United Engineers and Constructors.  

Mi. . OSMTAD: Is the basis for the use of the 

fraction that the F figure is multiplied by in doing stress 

analyses included in this? 

9M-. VOIGT: I would prefer you address that question 

to one of the witnesses, Mr. Roisman.  

1MO. XISM R : Mr. Slotterback, do you remember we 

had talked about this on the first day? 

M. SLOTTRBAC: Yes.  

MEL ROSAfAN: X can't remember. ifybe yesterday.  

M-16 SILOTTETACK: We talked "about 1-t. blitiff Isn ' 

in the package, M, Roi.sman. That was inforrmation that was 

coming from Westinghouse. Xid like to defer to Mr. Berkowitz.  

MR. DERKkXVTZ: Would you please hold for just a

Moment?

Table A3-I

report in

MR.~L ROISMAN: Yes.  

AM RViI. 2ANN RM M. Roisman 

MR. VOIGT: Identify yourself, please.  

MRi WILSEMANN: Robert Wiesemann, Westinghouse.  

I believe it was yesterday that Mr. Voigt identified 

which appea rs in Appendix Ap I believe 

D. ROISMAN: In the FSAR? 

M. WEESEMANN: In the F4AR, yes. That section of the 

the appendi.,r tovether with that table, identJ[ied



the basis for the allowable stresses in -the. supports .  

don't know whether you had an opportunity to study that.  

AM. ROiSMANM: No.  

MR, W ,VIESE AtN: I d be happy to answer any 

particular questions you might have regarding that. But that 

is whe-r:e the alowable stresses wei:e derived.

112 

115 

21 
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MR. ROISMAN: In other words, that explains the 

basis of using the fraction that half is multiplied by in 

determining -

Mi. WIESEMANN: Not in that sense. it explains 

the basis for the criteria in the sense that it explains ;.;hat 

the objective of the ees i gn is, in other. words. what 

limit t ions. that the supports are called upon to impose upon 

the structure and gives the li.iting considerations. The 

stresses being assuried at yield or a fraction of yieid are 

more restrictive than the allowance given in the FSA .[.  

MR. ROISMAN: Thank youo 

CHA!TE4NN JENSCH: Are we ready to proceed then with: 

cros s-exarinet ion? 

MLR. ROISMAN: Yes.  

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed, please.  

MR. ROIS1%4N41: Mr. Slotte back or whoever would be 

knowledgeable about the actual work done with regard to doing 

the repair work, I have some questions regarding the qualty' 

control inspection report 'With regard to the work that was 

done on the reactor support ring. That inspection report 

indicates in a section near the bottom -- Do you have a 

copy of that? 

MR. WHITEHOUSE: Right. Can ! see the document and 

compare it?

2OISMMN : Yes.
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MP, WHITEOUSE: Yes$ Sir, 

R. ROISMAN: Thank you , The next to the last 

sentence in the first, paragraph states, 'qio peering, pre

heating, postheating or stress relieving was done. " 

Now vias that sentence meant to indicate that none 

of it was done with respect to the new welds that were made 

or the new build-up of ield materia! that vlas made? 

MR. W JiTEHOUSE: i was not the originator o! this 

documient and I would only have to tJ-e an assumptiam on 

whatever I said4 

MR. RO!S1,, AR: Do you kno, ,ohether or not stress 

-el'hv ing was mone. fort..he new. welds.t.hat 'wer ade on._.e.  

reactor support ring, that is welds made in the 'repair process 

M.4 WHITEHOUSE: No, .
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MR. R0ISANW: You do not know? 

I correct inm supinthatonterinawld 

Istress relieving was required? 

VaR. SLOTTERBACK: Yes, Sir, on the total ring section 

DER. R0ISWNH~: That's right. The stress relieving 

wssomething inA the neighborhood of 1150 degrees Fahrenheit.  

IMR. SLOTTERRACK: I don't recall the numbers but 

SI think that is nez the same.  

VIR. ROIS!4AN: Thank you.  

,OQI guOlI 9crr1 

do you have that in front of you? 

MR,, WHEITEHOUSE: Yes, Sir.  

DMS, ROISMiAN: And tr.hat report states,, "rinne 1 

jCorporation satisfactorily magnetic particle-inspected all 

1repair welds accom~plished by Todd Shipbuilding Company and 
found no objectionable indic-ations~. Do you see that statement 

in there? 

MR. ROISIVX: Now Mr.. Slotterback, car. you tell me 

is that theEOUE YeSSdo i spctinofwed that was used for 

ring?

YU. "3RFUKWITZ: INr. Branting will ans ,er that questior
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MR. ROISIMN: Thank you.  

21 MR. BRNTING: We had the option of using that type 

of inspection, yes. sir.  

0MR. ROISMAN: 4hat kind was in fact used? 

5 MR. BRPANTING: Magnetic particle inspection.  

NR ROISMAN: Was any other type of inspection used 
on the welds' also? 

8, BRANTING: I believe not.  

1R. ROiSMAN: Mal-c h one of you gentlemen would be 

0 able to tell me anything about the Todd Shipbuilding Company 

melders? In particular i em interested in finding out the 

. .... ed.ig procedures, those..re, uied by_ the American -Welding 

eSociety, and ere the Todd Shipbuilding Company welders 

34 qualified tnder those requirements? 

95 M R. BERKOWITZ: Mr. Cunningham will answer that one.  

16 NR. ROISMAN: Thank you.  

SMR. CUNNINGH1AM: Would you repeat the question' 

please? I Am sorry.  

M. ROISMAN: Yes. According to the specifiations 

20 for the fabrftation of the reactor support ring, and I am 

7-1 referring now to specifications number 9321-01-12-3,1, it 

219. states on page two thereof, "All welding shall conform to 

3 the latest tradition of the American Welding Society Code.  

04 Welders shall be qualified in accordance with the standard 

a5 qualifica-ion procedure of the Amer-Ican Welding Society Code."
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No my question is, 'was the work that was done by 

Todd Shipbuilding Compuny done by welders who were qualified 

in accordance with the standard qualification procedure of 

the American Welding Society Code? 

M.GNo CI'IIA.'I: The specific question I cannot 

answer directly. The welding engineer, Tom Nader, vwho 'was 

responsible for this job and reported to we on the site, 

reported back to me that he 'was satisfied that Todd Shipyard 

-was properly qualified and the 'elders were properly 

qualified to perform the repair work.. I can't answer directly 

wnether they were or not I have to =nswer it in this manner.
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* tl RO.SMAN: Did you understand him to mOan that 

I they were properly qualified within the meaning of the 

standard qualification procedure for the American Welding 

4 Soioty or really that in i1is judgment, regardless of what 

5 p:ocedure they may have been qualified to, he felt they 

could do the job? 

2, R. CUNl4INGRAH: In his judgment it met all of the 

specifications thit he considered applicable for this repair 

work.  

Ie lR. ROISUAN: But you don't know whethe, he con

I sidered thls o 

BEP. CRNNXNGA4M: 2I don~t.  

PRI. ROISIAN: Do you know whether or not the welding 

was done in conformity with the latest revision of the 

Awo.ican Welding Society Code, or does any member o)! the panel 
S know i.t? 

1 7 P.M. CONTNGHAM: Y don't know, again.  

MIR. ROISMAN: Referring now to the letter dated 

July I 12 1068 to r!o, Sam Hawe from R. Lander of the Pittsburgh 

ig Bridge & Iron Works., 

? 1i1 VOIGT: Mcuse me. i think the gentleman's name 

CA is Nawv-, but X do)n't blame you for not being able to read ita 

i R. ROISUMN: All right.  

M 3rantisag. do you have a copy of that lett er in 

1'ront of you?
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M . BRAWK ING: Yes, Sir.  

M ROISMN: It indicates on the bottonm of -the 

3 second paragraph that, "All repair welds are to be checked 

by magnetic particle or dye penetrant inspection in accordance 

with the original contract specification." 

Can you tell me, what :is the practical diffe nce 

between the dye penetrant or the magneti:c particle' test, and 

what factor-would enter into a cho:ce to use ane or the other 

for the purposes of inspecting the weld? 

AM. BERKOWITZ: MWr. Roisman, Ar. Beer will answer 

that question.  

M R. ROISMAN: lbank you.  

. BEER: rile di-ference between the two,in the 

effects oGf using one versus the other, that liquid penetrant 

detects only those defects which come completely to surface.  

Magnetic particle does detect detects some depths down into 

the material.  

,Ro HOISTAU: Can you tell me roughly how far down? 

19L-. BEER: Xt varies depending on the material and 

the method. In the neighborhood of a quarter inch.  

.1 R IOISWIN: You mean that it would detect that 
22 even if on the surface the:?e vias nothing visible? 

2I In other words, it would detect a defect of any 

24 kind within that quarter-inch distance that was covered over 

25 at the surface and wouldn't be visible from the surface? H{
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Be. BtR: That~s correct, within the sensitivity 

of the method.  

t, ROISY&-N: Thank you.  

raiybe r. Whitehouse is the one, but can you tell me 

in doing the repair welds o.? the reactor support ring, how 

much weld material was deposited before any test for defects 

was made? Do you know? 

S . WHVTEHOUSE: There was a very small amount of 

weld material. I cannot tell pu exactly how miuch was put on., 

. t was a very small amount, though.  

6 M.PR. ROISMN: Is there anyone on the panel that 

would know. X thought someone knew the exact quantity.  

3 IMr. Slotterback, you, I understand, have cdone a 

14 drawing which is dated Ray 18, 1971, designed to indicate the 

I closest distanCe to the edge og the vertical gusset support 

T in the generator support shoo. Let me just ask so we will 

L7 get the figures into the record.  

If you take a look at this and tell me !X I am 

19 correct in indicating that the distance, the shortest distance 

20 is two and eleven-sixteenths inches from the center line of 

21 the pin, and that that is the distance which is perpendicular 

22 to the side of the gusset whichis nearest to the generator, 

23 please.  

-4 RLt SLMEiBACK: That's correct.  

125 IMA. ROISDIAN. - Thank you.
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I may., I'd like to as.- M. Lofy a question.  

AR. LOFY: Yes.  

MR. HOISAN:' Mr. Logy, I am going to return to you 

so that you can look at it, reference B7. which is a 

Westinghouse Electric Corporation sketch sheet. !t is Marked 

at.t he bottom, EDSK-232021, Revision 1, 4/2/66.  

On this drawing that you gave me, which is a phot .  

copy of an orig.nal,. presumably, there are several penciled

in numbers. I anted to ask you about those.  

For the record, K would state tkat I have made no 

marks on this document. I ask you with regard to these 

penciled references -]h"Wit they mean,
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MVjR. LOFY: Yes, 

2 MR. RO!SON: The first one is a penciled reference 

3 which has not been erased at all. It says Z direction or 

4 appears to say Z direction. Could you tell me what they 

5 represent?.  

6 MR, LOFY: Well, that is merely the direction that 

7 the analyst has identified for purposes of his analysis, 

X2 Y and Z, the vertical and the two horizontal directions.  

MR. ROISMAUN: Nhat is moving in that direction? 

f 0 is there anything that uoves in that direction? In other 

11 words,, is that indicated the direction of a stress? 

SI R. LOFY: I think that we determine, through 

, conversations with Mr. Slotterback at this point, that the 

tangential load T was applied for purposes of analysis here 

U in Z, the horizontal direction, and two Es or two support pads, 

201 one on either side of the vessel. This was the subject of 

our conversation that was associated with these markings.  

:: MR. ROISIMN: On the same drawing there is another 

live which has been erased. It is still possible to see it 

is at a forty-five degree angle to the Z direction, and it, 

too, was initially marked Z direction, and that portion of it 

has been erased, allmo.  

Do you know what: the reason for the change was, or 

P.4 whether that represented some uncertainty in terms of what 

direction that load would be received?
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NtR. LOFY: I can't answer that directly. It appears 

that the analyst first assume that the orientation was at 

forty-five degrees, and that it was perpendicular to the 

axis betxween two support pad.s. Possibly Mr, Slotterback could 

clarify this, I'm assuming that the loads are oni-directional fi! 

can act in any direction. But for purposes of analysis, Ie 

have to apply them at one point.  

MR.. ROISMAN: Do you know whether the particular 

direction that was assumed was the one that applied against 

the coldest, weakest portion of the support ring? 

10R. LOFY: hat? 

M. ROISMAN: That portion of the support ring that 

was least likely to withstand the stress, 

MI. LOFY .- I don't believe it would make any 

difference.  

MRW. ROiSMAN: On the top of the page there is a chart 

divided into columns A, B, C and D, and beneath each column 

it indicates that there is a load factor associated with that 

particular item that it identified for columns A, B, C and D.  

Then the load factor is applied for different types of 

.stresses.  

Can you tell me, am I correct in my interpretation 

of that chart, that at no time is it assumed that the load 

to which the support ring uiltl be subjected will be the 

combination load of earthquTake and a pipe break?
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IR, LOFY: I'm not able to answer that.  

MR. ROISMN: These figures that are written up 

above the chart in pencil, .9F and 1.33F, what do those 

represent? 

bo LOFY: These represent the allowable stresses 

for the individual cases. .9 times yield for the pipe break 

case, .9 times yield for pipe break case .three, and one and 

one-third yield for the earthquake.  

MR. ROISI VAI: Do you know, what does this one and 

one-third mean? Does it mean the allowable stress is a third 

k.gher than the yield point of the material?
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MR. LOFY: I believe so.  

MR. ROISMAN: Do, you know in your analysis whether 

or not the amount of load to which the support ring would 

be subjected as a result ,of an earthquake was in any case 

higher than the yield point,, although still below the 

allowable? 

MR. LOFY: I can't answer that in terms of the 

earthquake case. We checked the worst loading condition 

given to us and determined that stress levels in general. were 

very fow. They did not approach these limits, and it appears 

that the ring is designed more for structural stability than 

allovable stress as a limiting criteria.  

MR. ROISMAN: I notice at one point here you have 

also the upper part of the page the following DL., and there 

is some unusual-looking sign, and then E.Q,, and the figure 

227000. and beneath one and one-third, it looks like it may 

be F.Y. with an arroo pointed up. Can ycu tell me what does 

that little set of symbols mean, if you know? 

MR, LOFY: I don't know directly wohat these symbols 

mean.  

MR. ROIS4AN: Thank you.  

MR. LOFY: I'd like to correct something.  

MR. ROISMAN: Yes.  

V41 LOFY: I think I stated that the one and one

third was one and one-third times yield. I believe we mean
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one and one-third tices F with F being 22,000 for the steel.  

MR. ROISMVAN: What is the difference between E and 

yield? 

MR. LOFY: F would he a conventional design allowable 

stress.  

NkR ROISMAN: So this is one and one-third times the 

conventional alloable stress rather than one and one-third 

times yield? 

LOFY: That is correct, 

PUo ROISMAN: Now am I correct that the information 

that's contained in here regarding the yields and the F figures 

comes from., or ies obtained as the result of telephone conver

sations betweeon Mr. Foley of your office and Mr. Slotterback 

of UE&C that is recorded on May 4, 1972, in a document which 

was a portion of -- Well, it's v por:tion of one of your 

references and right norw I can't find which reference number 

it Was.  

M.R LOFY: I believe it was D.14.  

MR. ROISMAN: Yes, that's correct. Is that where 

the information vas contained that's penciled in on this 

sketch sheet that you just looked at? You want to look at 

the memorandum of the telephone conversation? 

MR. LOFY: From this telephone conversation we 

verified that for some loading conditions the design 

criteria allowed .9 "times yield. For others we used one and
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I one-third F per AiSC. To get the actual alloawable !stress 

we went to the A1C for the material.  

3 ROISIV: Thank you.  

4 Now I'. Slotterback, do you remember this telephone 

5 conversation on the 4th of May, 1972, in which Mr. Foley 

5 asked you some questions regarding the stresses with regard 

7 tothereatorsupport ring? And I will show you the

a .memorandum of the phone conversation to see if it refreshes 

9 your meraory.  

DO 10,.o SLOTTERBACK: ,Yes, Sir." 

MR. ROISAN: Can you'tell me from the draoing that 

is referred to as E.B.SoK"-323021, revision I, dated 

133 April 2, 19662 what does pipe break case two and pipe break 

q 4 case three refer to? Wht .:are those cases, if you know? 

17 

19 

'I 

2:3 

4
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M. SLOTTERZACK: The derscriPtion on there in this 

case is between the pump and the el.bow on the reactor nozzle.  

Case 3 is at the steam "enerator i~iiot.  

MR. !1,5O01SMAK~: N~ow do elther of those involve the 

rupture of the largest pipe in the primary coolant system? 

M. SLOTTERBACK: As fa~r as I know they bolth do,, 

D~R. flOISMA: And In your opinion would those be the.  

ones which would produce the hihest loads in terms of a load 

in the reactor pressure vessel --,*n the event of a'rupture? 

Wt. SU7TER.BACK: I assume so, but without look~ing 

at a detail - iraybe som-ebody from Westinghouse could respond.  

RM. ROISIMAN: Ok~ay.  

While we are waiting toM get the person up miaybe I 

can go on and ask~ you, the FY, the F figures that are on that 

chart that Mr. Lofy haic indicated were obtained by his company 

from. telephone cohvereations with you, can 'you tell me what 

is the support for the use of -Fose pe.rtilcular figures, the 

.9 figure and the 1.32 fia7"e? 

rVAR, SL~rl'rERBAC1K: The support for. the .!9 is as I 

stated the other day, based on a criteria Zrom Westinghouse 

that for the pipe break cvnditions vie could design to .9FY 

The 1.33F is based on the allowable stress, and the AISC code 

permits you to increase your stresses by one-third for 

seismic wind and extenuating loads that are not coatinuous.  

RM. ROISMAT: Can you tell me is the use o tlioe
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figures that are there when you used them you based it upon 

lestinghouse in terma oi the .9 figure and not upon any 

3 Iindependent judgment on your part, is that correct? 

MR* SLOTIMfBACK: I guess so, yes.  

t.R ROISMIN: Is Ur. Wiesemann the gentleman who is 

going to answer the earlier question? 

7 MR BURKGiVXTZ: Yes, X believe. so.  

MR. ROISMAN: I see he is just coming into the room.  

Mr. Wiesemann, just to sort of bring you up to da:,e, 

this has todo with the figures that have been used for pur" 

poses of stress analysis of the reactor support ring loadings, 

1 and the question which X had asked TIr. Slotterback was whether 

or not the pipe break cases 2 and 3 which are used in that 

chart on the sketch sheet that we have been referring to 

represent the most severe possible loadings that could occur 

on the reactor pressure vessel that are postulated for pur

poses of this plant 

pss 'rere is, according to Tr. Slotterback, on the sheet 

a description of where those pipe breaks are assumed'b occur.  

M.IR° WIESEMAINN: Give me a monent to look at it, 

2e 

22 I. IOISYAN: Yes, 

2 M. WYESEMANN: i would like to have an opportunity 

. to check some other information before I answer that.  

RR. ROXMAN: Boou need the sheet in order to do
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the checking? 

o WE SEMMI: I will need it again. I dont' need 

3 it at the moment 

L . ROSMAN: I just thought that 19d complete my 

S Cross-examination with regard to all but that. Was this some 

i checking that you would be able to do in the next few 

' minutes -or was it something you wanted to do over a period of 

timrw and report back in some written manner? 

'Im. -wiESEmANN: I think it's probably best if I 

20 1 have to get some reference material which I think is in the 

room here, but I don't know how long it will take to find what 

1 am lookirgfo,. Perhaps . could do it after a break, whet 

ever that is.  

2 r,. ROISDIAN: Well, if it's all right with your 

counsel here we will just defer it and you could report back 

tA -I and indicate whether or not before we end the session 

today you'd be able to answer it, and if not we will try to 

work out some other method to get the answer Into the record.  

IM. VOIGT: Mr. Roisi.uan, if we can obtain the 

answer before the end of the session that will be agreeable.  

If there is any difficulty in obtaining the answer, 

then I have some objections to lodge with the Board.  

23 1. LOXSAN.: 'rat's fine.  

Mr. Slotterback, could I see the sketch sheet again, 

please.
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Ai r. Slotterback, the. decision that Y. Lofy referred 

? to that is implicit in this document, namely that the loading 

3 that would be considered would only be the loadirgs involving 

the reactor vessel weight itself and a pipe break and not the 

5 reactor vessel weight, L pipe brez% and an earthquake 

simultaneously, is that a decision that you in any way 

participated in, ol, is 1;hat samething wihich is simply accepted 

frw Solaeone else? 

; 

] 

ii 
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MR. SLOTTERBACK: That was accepted from someone else.  

2 MR. ROIS1,4N- From where did that decision come? 

3 MR. SLOITTERACK: I'm not sure. Someone from 

4 Westinghouse should respond.  

5 MR-. ROISHAN: Mr Berkowitz? 

MR. BERK0WITZ: Just hold for a moment, 

7 MRV. TROSTEN: Read the question. (Question read.) 

1R. ROiSMAN: Mr. Wiesemann, the question Was, 

Mr. Slotterback indicated that Westinghouse advised him that 

the proper computation of the maximum load to vhich the 

support ring could be subjected should include the reactor 

. f vessel weight and either a pipe break or an earthquake, but 
not a pipe break and an earthquake at the satme time; that that 

was a Westinghouse determination; is that correct? 

1.3 IJT,. WIESEMAI .: That information -was provided to 

9 United Engineers by Westinghouse° The requirement, however, 

17 was an AEC requirement at the time. I believe if you will 

11% check the Staff's safety evaluation -- I think it is covered 

i in other places in the application. In the Staff safety 

20 evaluation, this particular item is addressed and is pointed 

2 out that at the time this plant was designed that was the 

2 requirement of the AEC. Since that time the requirement has 

I changed.  
This plan has been reviewed from the standpoint of 

whether or not it is adequate from that standpoint based upon
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analyses that have been formed for another unit, I think I 

could locate that in the Staff safety evaluation if that 

would be helpful to you. The requirement is a requirement 

that was developed. I believe Indian Point Unit 2 was the 

first reactor, first or second reactor to have the requirement 

of imposing the consideration of blowdown forces.  

In other words, taking into account some design 

criteria to prevent blaodown forces from resulting in further 

failure of the coolant system.  

Probably all the plants that are designed can 

tolerate that, But it vas the first time that it became a 

specific requirement, Sibsequently it was decided to combine 

the tWo. I think it is fair to say that the contribution 

from blowdown forces is by far the dominant factor. Loads 

are extremely large from the blodown forces, whereas from 

the earthquake forces they are fairly small multiples of 

the mass of the component.  

VR. ROiS11AN: I'm not sure what those qualitative 

words mean, but the chart reference, B.7, the sketch sheet 

indicates that in terms of poundsl the loading of pipe case 

break would have 523,000 pounds; earthquake, 395,000 pounds.  

MRo WIESEMANM: It is almost double.  

DMo ROIS1,1AN: And in the tortion situation, the 

pipe break case two would have been 866,000 pounds and the 

earthquake would have 969,000 pounds.
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MR. wIESEYANN: Thatts correct.  

MR. ROISNAN: In that case the earthquake would 

3 be the dominant force in terms of tortion or tangential load; 

is that, correct? 

MR. WIESEMANN: In that restricted sense, yes. In 

the overall sense it is not.  

7 M. ROISMAN: But the current requirement ',ould 

8 be the total load pipe break and earthquake together on 

9 plants currently now seeking construction permits; is that 

0 correct? 

WI. SEMANN: As determined by a dynmaic analysis, 

'which is different than taking the equivalent static loads 

T and simply adding them together.  

MR. ROISMAN: I understand. 'But that type of 

I analysis was not done, to your knowledge, with regard to the 

reactor support ring modifications to see if it would meet 

that dynamic stress load combination; is that correct? 

3 i. WIESSEMAN: An analysis was performed, not 

.19 soecifically on Indian Point Unit 2, but on the same type of 

2 design "Ahere it would show that you would not expect a 

21 problem 'with respect to the combined loads. I think that's 

27 the point I was referring to in the Staff safety evaluation.  

23 MR. ROISMAN: But on the other unit there have not 

N4 been modifications on the reactor support ring that have been 

made hereq or was there?
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M. WIESEMANN: There is no connection between the 

modifications you are talking about here and the structural 

3integrity of the support.  

ZMa. ROISMAN: That is what the hearing is about, 

Of Coursea.  

MR.o WIESEYANN: I understand that, but: there is no 

-7 connection between them. Nothing has been done to the girder 

8 that affects its ability to withstand the loads.  

,.j ROISIMAN: I understand your judgment on that.  

L y question, though, was in the other plant that 

has had this anaiysis done with dynamic loads, was the 

reactor support ring covstructed eXactly as this one with 

the sakiie problem vith regard to warping and the requirements 

to machine the spl.ce plates and the other deviations that 

have been discussed here and modifications that were made? 

M fR. WIESET.AW4N: I have no know ledge of what 

U7 0eviations might have existed. I only know that the deviations 

Is in this particular plant have no bearing on the effect of the 

structure, 

20 

2 

U4
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M, ROISRAN: we are always pleased to have ,your 

judgment, Mr. Wiesemann. Thank you.  

3 Mr. Lofy, turning back to the stress analyses that 

were done for purposes of the reactor support ring integrity, 

were you here yesterday when I believe the gentleman -- we 

had a discussion about the Bujliard method of computing 

stresses, a method used for intersecting cylinders and the 

problems dealing with safety valve header ruptures.  

I IR. LOPY: Yes, I was here.  

RM. ROISMAN. Can you tell me, was the Bujliard 
T i method of computing stresses, would that have boen appropriate 

, iifor any of the stress loadings associated with the reactor 
support rings? 

14 In other words, do you have a situation in which 
is there were intersecting cylinders in the context of that 

is method? 

MR. LOPY: 146. 

MR. ROISTAN: Were the tethods of stress analysis 

that were used, the A. D. Little stress analysis in terms of 

20 the types of loads that were considered and the directions in 

21 which they might go, and the detailed analysis? 

2 1M'. LOFY: I understand A. 1). Little is the piping 

,2s flexibility program. I don to think it would be directly 

? applicable here.  

. RISI.AXM': Is the type 0 stress analysis that was
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*t2 I done here the most sophisticated in terms of attempting to 

2 appropriately predict and compute the loadings as the result 

of, say, blowdown forces from a pipe break , or was it a more 

, I simplified version than the most sophisticated might be? 

5JMR TRYOS% N: Excuse me, Rr-o Chairmaa. X don t 

understand the question. lire you referring to the analysis 

tha' Mr. Lofy performed? 

;Ioim R~OXIi& N: Yes, 

]M. LOFY: Our analysis was certainly not the most 

sophisticated.  

M W, ROISIMN: Zn terms of the blowdown, do you know 

whethe:v or not there would be forces acting in conceivabl[y 

1 many different directions, some of which were not considered 

in the course of your analysis o.T the str-esses to which the 

15 support ring would be subjected? 

MR. LOFY: I cannot answer that. The .forces we 

I used were those that were tab.lated on that particular 

specific£tion sheet.  

MI. ROMSMNA: N Mr. Slotterback, would you know if 

S there were forces that would be likely in the event of a pipe 

break other than the ones that are tabulated on this 

2 reference B7, the sketch sheet we have been talking about? 

23 If you like, I will hand it back to you.  

M. VOIGT: Mr. Chairman, I have been sitting here 

25 very patiently this morning listening°
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CIMIHRA1N JENSCH: I'd 1ik to compliment you, but 

go ahead and say what you had in mind.  

M. VOIG-T: -- listening to M?. Roisman pursue this 

tedious line of inquiry concerning the original design values.  

I really submit to you, sir, that that is irrelevant znd 

immaterial and beyond the scope of this hearing.  

If 1r. Roiswan had questions about the original 

design of the plant, they obviously 7ould have been 

appropriate during the original hearings.  

The piwpose of this hearing, as ! understand it, 

is to explore the ef'ect, if any, with certain modifications 

on the components that it may have had on the integ -Ity and 

safety of the planto 

I really must object to any further inquiry con

cerning the original design values unless there has been some 

foundation showing on Ur. Roisman's part -that the modifica

tions have resulted in a departure from those values. I 

do not believe that it is appropriate at this stage of this 

hearing, which has been reopened to consider the limited 

issues raised by Ur'. Brillljs allegations, to go back and 

rehash all of the original design numbers.  

I would ask for a ruling. I -could ask that I have 

a continuing objection, and I would ask for a ruling on that 

subject by the Board, 

CAR!IAN JENSCJRIM: Would you care to speak to his
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1 matter? 

IM. ROISIMR: Yes.  

0 11,e origirzI stress analyses, so Zar, at lvaast :ill 
4 the sense that the draving you have lo~oked at and are just 

nwlooking at., have not been cotupared to the current stress 

analyses to indicate that therc mou41d not be higher loadings 

on*the raactor support ring as the reault of the Bnodifiatoi 

whifch took place.  

In fact; I boelieve that -C;iere is some evidence from 

O Parameter, In. vhich indicate there will "as some changes.  

11 Tiherefore, I th2ink it is pertint, if this reacztor support 

1 .ring is ini any way- less strong, 12 you ivill, than the origInal, 

%3 t o flnO out whother or not the original limit, so-called 

14 I allowable lISmit or the method of computing the ability of the 

9s eactor siappnrt ring to xvithstand., forces, is accurate.' 

'That is9 why the current question outstanding is an 

T7 attemp1G to 21nd out whether or rnot the computation Of the 

I' stresses~ to which the reactor support ring would be ouibjected 

Is a computation which va i ~y inc, uds al 0f th appropriat-e 

10 stresses.  

We can't measure the strength of this ring as 

022 installed without knowing whether or not* the formulae used for 

23 -those stress analyses were appropriately conservative and 

?A covered all of the reaso.nably preedictable forces. That has 

P 1 been the subject of the dsussion for the last ten or
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fifteen minutes with Mr. Lofy and Ur. Slotterback.  

AR. VOIGT: Mr. Chairnwn, what Mar. Roisman has just 

said is a complete non sequitur. It is entirely possible and 

arguably appropriate to compare any increase in stress as a 

result of these modifications with the original allowables.  

It is, X submit, inappropriate to go back and question the 

or;iginl allowables at this point in time. That is what M, 

Roisman has just admitted he has 'aen doing for the last 

fifteen minutes.  

I ask that you rule that this i irrrelevant and 

out of order and beyond the scope of this portion of the 

hearing, and that he be directed to proceed to establAsh the 

comparison with what exists and what was designed, anid to 

desist from re-examining and rehashing the original design: 

which I submit is not in issue here.  

CHAIVIYAN JENSC-: Can the reporter find the pending

quest ion?

(Question referred to was read by the reporter.)

5611
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MR. ROISMAN: Mr. Chairman, I have located the 

reference I was referring to regarding the effect on the 

load-carrying ability of the support ring in a Par~meter, Inc.  

4 study. Ok page eleven of the summary of the study it states 

under paragraph I!I-B, subparagraph 1, "Elongation of the 

anchor bolt holes does affect the load-carrying capability 

of the support ring." 

CHAIPMAN JENSCH: In one respect, of course, if 

V that is the predicate of your question, the interrogation should 

Sh be directed to Mr. Lofy. But I think one thing that we 

must keep in mind in this proceeding, there hasn't been a 

2 reopening -- I think it would be helpful, I appreciate, 

i Ar. Voigt, ycv. have just come in the hearing, but until you 

'm see an order from the Board closing a portion of the reiord, 

i you may assume that the record is open, and I think it gives 

is you an impression that there has been some special dispensation 

17 granted in the reopening which has certain limits.  

Radiological safety matters will be under 

i consideration in this proceeding until it is closed, and you 

20 may be informed-in that regard when you see an order frcn 

2.1 the Board.  

Now in one sense this question of the support ring 

23 has just been placed in sharp focus by the transmittal by 

24 the Regulatory Staff of a letter from Mr. H. K. Brill.  

. As you know, Mr. Voigt, the Commission has suggested
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that there not be de novo reviews in every particular of an 

FSAR unless there is some sort of a contention or issue 

developed in reference to a matter, and I think your 

associate counsel, kMr. rosten, ha3 indicated that several 

times, that parties sholxld .be careful not to go over too much 

of the FSAR unless there is some particular issue.  

Now this whole question of the support ring has had 

a different context since the letter of Mr. H K, Brill, 

The Board has been concerned abotit the statements that 

M-. Brill made, and we have his views presented by his 

deposition and also by his statement here. His views, of 

course, are not necessary conclusive, except insofar as he, 

as a resPonsible engineering contractor, raised some questions.  

Now this matter of the support ring has been 

subjected to very intensive analysis by both the Applicant 

and the Staff, and in the t'0ay it was not presented in the 

FSAR because there 'Was no specific contention raised in 

reference to the matter prior to the Brill letter, But the 

Brill letter has put an entirely different character on this 

whole situation. I think to the extent that the interrogation 

is directed to a ParAmeter predicate, the interrogation is 

more properly directed to Mr. Lofy.  

Did you have a statement? 

iR. ARTU N: Yes,, 11r. Chairman. I have just been 

advised by Mr. Lofy that there is a typographical error cn
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page eleven which we would like to correct at this time, 

SCAIIRAN JENSCH: Is t-his going to change some of 

the contentions? 

4 MR. KARMAN: Yes it will change it, but only to put 

it in accord with one of the other parts of the report itself.  

6 CHAIEZU4N JENSCH: Proceed then.  

SAR . KA. M-N: On page eleven of the summary under 

Roman numeral III.B. the first sentence under number one 

should read, "Elongation of the anchor bolt holes does .not 

affect the load-carrying capabilities. ' 

A slight change, Mr. Chairman, which is supported 

by sheet nixiber four of the attach-ment to said report, called 

SAttachm t Number Two and this is page four of twenty-two 

pages, and I read from the last paragraph of said attachment.  

S"From the considerations presented, it is safe to 

conclude that structural integrity of the support ring is 

17 not affected by the elongated anchor bolt holes." 

CAIRM .N JENSOi: Well, Mr. Brill had to use 

MR. KAR14AN: No, Mr. Chairman, we'have one view.  

The typist may have had another one, 

21 CRAIMN JENSCH: Well, since the predicate for 

22 the interrogation seems somewaIt removed now by this correctiL'on, 

23 perhaps we can approach it deifferently.  

24 We will sustain the objection to the pending question 

2s and without preJudice to reexamination of the subject matter
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I in the course of interrogation. Will you proceed, Mr. Roisman? 

IM. ROISMAN: Yes.  

Mr. Lofy, without getting into how does became does 

not, can you tell me, the thing that has bothered me in the 

attachments is that it appeared to be subject to the 

interpretation that you ere using qualitating judgment words 

7 rather than Oords In other words, you concluded that the 

8 stractural integrity of the support ring is not affected, 

What I was unclear about, you mean that the support ring is 

0 just as strong as it would have been if it had been 

T I constructed without any of these modifications having to take 

place? "Was that your conclusi-on? 

31 4R. LOFY: That is the general conclusion that we 

come to on page twelve of our report.  

SMR. ROIS-AN: What do you mean by using the 

is qualifying term "general"? Is there a specific way in which 

17 the support ring is not as strong? 

19 

2o 

23 

24
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tat. LOFY: No mean as it applies to all four 

mod.ifications investigated.  

3 11To be speciftc, we have to talk about one modific'

4 tion or another.  

5 M. 110OrSdAN: But in other words, going down each 

one of the modifications, the result of your study, unlike, 

if I m .ar compare it, the result of your study of the support 

shoes, where you did find that the modiflcations, for lack 

d of a better word, weakened the support shoes, didn't weaken 

it to the point where it was a safety problem. Here your 

il judgaent -is that the modifications did not weaken the support 

3 IM. LOFY: That is correct° 

4 10..° PISMAN: And' that is proper comparison. I mean 

5 it was your conclusion that the support shoes were weakened 

16 but not weakened to a point where in your judgment it in-: 

T7 vored a safety risk? 

M~R, LOPY.: 'Yes.  

M.Rq, RO£SDRIN: Thank you.  

MI am sorry, Lr., Chairman. Itoo, had operated 

under the assinption that that statement meant what it said.  

22 For purposes of the record is this going to be officially 
amended 1ie direct tes"Faron , Mr. Kaman, or what? 

24 M KARMAN: I thought I had just done t.at. If 

.21 you would like Mr. Lofy to state it --



MR. ROISHAN: All I am concerned about, I will be 

very honest with you, is the transcript goes into the Public 

Document Room and someone reading it will read that statement 

and obviously come to the sane conclusion that X did.  

ME. KARWAN: The transcript has to be read as a wholej 

LW. Ioisman.  

CHAIR &IN JENSCIH: I think that the documentary 

evidence should be corrected since it's still within the range 

of correction, and the Staff is requested to correct the 

officially filed docuents 

Rlo. VOXGT: EZLcuse we, .lr. Hoisman.  

Ur. Wiesemann has indioated that he would like to 

see again the document tht $You had asked hird a question 

about.  

g% ROXSv cN: M. Slotterbsack, do you know if with 

regard to any of the. stress analyses that were done on the 

parts that were subject to modification support shoes or 

support ring, whether the stress analyses that were initially 

done and the stress analyses which were done subsequently, in 

other words, recently, whether the same criteria and 

standards were used for both sets of stress analyses, same 

vectors assumed, and so forth? 

oM. SLOTTERBACK: As far as I ktnov, yes.  

RM. ROKSTAN: Did you personally have an opportunity 

to look at the earlier ones aad the later ones?
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of theoldcomutaionshetsno. Te related it to the 

orgnlsrsesbzdo h original loads th.t wie Comn

5 ~M.A IROKQS1MAi: Thank. you.  

Mr C- airt-n. nwt the except ion oi the response 

I that Ifesmnn hsadwt h exception ofhaving aa 

Sopportunity1 re ad the documents t.bat wiere provided this 

norningn and as-certain vnee thley raise any additional 

quest 1ons, Xaen r . qui e s t 10n S at this time with 

I rgar tothe subject of W Drill's algtos 

CHA ML-MN JESH Very wa21. De ta bring us up 

toaSos~rto;o ur Aequest, the Board'o request for 

soi di cus ion by nd 'ni ng the a to r . s e I n re .ference to 

the testing Ulcense? 

M~R. ROMMAN: r.Chairman, there is still two a"?t 

standing items,. Onie, thel question 1t-hat the Board had a~ked Iin a letter ssont to the parties regan:ding-the resoution of 

Sthe Problem. of document reforences gor iodine removaZ fadtion, 

.2, and I don't know if the Bcjard stIll wishes to have some 

21 resolution of that., 

CHAIPMAAN JNSCH1: Yes yest we do. I didn't und~r 

23 stand Nv~aether that was going to be submnitted by way of a 

written reponse or oral. r.esponse . We could take somte time now 

to do that.
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ule did addroess a letter to the parties in reference 

to those two documents, one of wh.ch-wjas an EML document, .  

3 and the other, being a Battelle Northwes1t1 Laboratory docvnent.  

There was a consideration at an earlier session as to whether 

S mht be advisable to request the authors of those reports 

to be present, and. the 13,ard concluded that If the parties, 

7 the author were present , he would probably say that they con

3 ducted the experientents tihat the report states thait they 

1 conducted. So it may not assist to h ave their oral presenta

t ion in that respect.  

So the first question is is there any question in 

22 the mind of any of the parties as to the authenticity of 

U4 those documents, and if those persons were to be srorn that 

they ould testify as the reports indicate? 

'B Applicant, Z think you made a more substantial 

I objection reparding the matter.  

17 

1-0 
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22
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_.R TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman., as far as the authenticit3 
of the documents in the sense that the authors, if they were 

swornf would say that, yes, they prepared the dccu nts or 

the documents were prepared under their supervision, we are 

5 not questioning the authenticity in that sense. The basic 

objection of receipt into evidence of these documents has 

been stated in various papers. We feel that the documents 

a contain a great deal of data that tre not relevant to the 

concers expressed here. The position of the part-ies has 

been expressed in swnorn testimony by the Applicant and by 

the Staff, and for that reason we have objected to the Board's 

taking officia! notice of the portions of the documents or 

the entire documents which Kr. Roisman referred t.  
p) 

[* ,i CMAIRVAN JENSCH: Did you indicate, I don't know, 

I have in mind particularly those portions to which you 

i's objected -saying that they were not relevant to the inquiry 

17 1 on the iodine releases. Did you specify sections? 

I . TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, we have not specified 

b particu.lar sections. We have testified, Mr. Wiesemann has 

20 "Cestified on page 2130 and 213. of the transcript concerning 

211 the views of the Applicant with respect to the releases which 

2211 were 1reported in ORNL 4635. 1 can refer the Board to that, 

Asa if the Board wi1shes. ' 

.4 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Miy question is dealing with 

25 docntents. We understand that Mr,, Wiesemann expressed h3i.s
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views. I was dealing in my inquiry, particuarly did you 

a endeavor to specify those portions of the documents which 

3 you felt contained irrelevant matter? 

4 1R. TROSTEN: No sir, oe haven't gone through the 

s entire document to specify which portions -we consider to be 

6 irrelevant. We assumed that the Chairman's inquiry was 

7 directed principaly to the Staf" r to the 1ntervenor, 

0 CHAIRA4AN ENSCH: Well, you have made an objectim 

to the official notice, have you not? 

MR. T.OSTEN: Yes,, sir.  

CRAIRAN JENSC.1: We wondered whether you had just 

I given us the blanket irrelevant objection or ufhether you had 

133 something specific in mind. I take it it was the former? 

4 IM. 1TOSTEN: It was a general objection, 1-.  

Chairman.  

i CPHUARYAN JENSCH: Does anybody else desire to spe.a 

l'7 to this matter? 

iRo K9APIAN: Mr. Chairman, our position has not changei 

with respect to this. We have had three or four briefs on the 

0 official notice problem and I don2t think there realy has 

ii been anything which would change the position of the Regulatory 

a2 Staff on that. Official notice is aot the proper vehicle for 

2s getting these documents into the record°.  

24 CHAIR,4N JENSCH: Assume that for the moment. Is 

h there any .basis for st'ipukltion? 
"'
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1R6 ARIPN: We will stipillate only to the effect 

that as far as 77e are concerned we stipulate as to the 

3 authenticity of thii thing,, that if the gentlemen were brought 

4 to testify they would say that, yes, this was their work.  

5 CIDAIMIAAN JMISCH: And they are qualified to 

6 express the conclusions so indicated in their reports, is 

7 that correct? 

s I.. . IAR4rAN: Yes, that is correct. But we certainly 

-will not yield as to the validity of the -

C}IAIRM4M JENSCH: You are entitled to have your 

11 views but the evidence that you have adduced is in support 

12 of your view-s entirely proper, but the question that we really 

113 have is that f-irst of all a great problem with this form of 

14 the official notice regulation. First it says you may take 

official notice of those matters that are generally recognized 

16 in the Federal. Courts, but if anybody desires to disagree with 

17 that they will have a chance to prove the contrary. So I 

18 would assume that there would be some conflict on matters.  

19 But aside from that, the- inquiry that the Board is now making, 
is there a basis for stipulation and as to that we raise 

the foundation inquiries of the parties.  

First, are the authors of the reports with 

sufficient qualifications to express an opinion and to report 

the data from the experiments they have undertaken? And I 

take it both the Applicant and the Staff, you recognized that
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these authors are qualified individuals. Now you may disagree 

I itkn Their views.  
VIOL. TKA AN.: They may be qualified, but I am not 

quite sure they are qualifie1 with respect to the particular 

item that thery -- You see, Mir. Cheirman, we have a basic 

problem here, and the basic probleri is the getting into the 

record of these matters by way of official notice'
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II CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Try stipulations.. That's what 

we are trying to do.  

2 MS. KAR AN: No. We have gone through this route 

4. before and this is no different then the myriad of other 

5 items which Mr, Roisiian requested. The.Chairman discussed 

® the possibility of bringing these gentlemen to the hearing, 

7 ~~Mr. Roismin wrote a letter to me in which he requested that 

we bring them to the hearing. I have responded that as far 

as we -were concerned, the evidence with respect to this was 

-n 3n the record, and we had no intention of bringing them as 

our witnesses.  

2 Allowing the inference that Mr. Roisman wants, 

he could ask for that. We did not feel it necessary to bring 

E them here. But the basic qitestionof official notice still 

lies'; and the Board has not ruled on this.  

GCIRIA JENSCH: And we are still pondering, that.  

jPut that aside now. We have two problems here. One is 

to official notice and one is a possilbility of stipulation.  

1 Let us put the official notice aside. We will talk about the 

20 possibility of stipulation. The admissibility of the 

21 evidence, as to ..hat we will have a question of the foundation 

2 and the adequacy of the experimental work, 

23 I take it both the Applicant and the Regulatory 

091 Staff recognize these people have qualifications to underte 

experiments of the kind indicated; is that right?
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Ia. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, woe are not prepared to 

stipulate as to the reliability of the authors' conclusions.  

SCUAIRMAN JENSCH: I am not reaching that point yet.  

I am just asking, do you recognize that these individuals are 

qualified in the field of which they have undertaken these 

6 experiments ? 

7 HL TROSTEN: In a genera! way, Mr. Chairman, but 

I i believe for example -

C.AIPAN JENSCH: Was your answer yes? 

D.. TROSTEN: I'm afraid I can't give you an 

1 unqualified..,es no, sir.  

CiHiA-INIA JENSCH: Hw far can you go on it? 

. TROSTEN: I think these gentlemen have 

qualificatos, M. GMr Chairman. I believe that some of the 

testimony, for example, that the emergency core cooling systew 

rules making proceeding raises some substantial questions.  

197 CAIRAN JENSCtI: I didn't want to try that one here.  

is Let's stay with the iodine releases, please.  

19 MR. TROSTEN: i think there is some substantial 

20 question concerning some of the conclusions expressed, for 

! example, e-xpressed by Mr. Rittenhouse. We are not prepared 

22, to stipulate generally as to the reliability of these 

21 Conclusions.  

4 jjCIRUMN JENSCH: I am not asking that, I am just 

asking, do you recognize that thes Persons are cu"lified
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persons to undertake experiments of this kind, and while you 

may disagree with the conclusions as perhaps other people 

disagree with the conclusions that you have introduced., 

nevertheless they recognize the validity of the qualification.i 

of the persons to undertake experiments and express 

conclusions. Do you not likewise recognize that these authors 

of these. two reports by experienced and trained and 

qualified people, are sufficiently valid for the experiments 

they have undertaken, and to expres conclusions? Whather 

you agree or disagree is a secondarv matter for the o)ent.  

MR. ThOSTEM: * . Chaiman, i am simply not 

prepared to stipulate to 'hat point at this stage.  

CHAIMRAN J.NSCH: You would then prefe,. that tihis 

matter be handled either by way of deposition or calling 

these '3itnesses to -= 

MR. TROSTEN: No. I do nat- prefer that, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAiDAN JENSCH: It is one nr the other. It seems 

to me we have to resolve that. You can't be halfway about it.  

Either you recognize these people as qualified now or ve 

may have to ask to have them brought here on the recor'do Thi' 

is one of the problems that would expedite the proceeding or 

call it a delay and disaster and destruction that is going 

to befall and we way have to take our chances, You ;hould be 

able to, in your aerience rrive at a conclusim as to 

whether th-Lese authors are qualified individuals just like
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11 any one of these persons for whow~ you have submitted 

2 statements of qualification, If there is anythitng about 

M~essrs. Rittenhouse and the others for the OT.M repor- , 

4we will be glad to get a statement of qualifications to bring 

Ito the record and. have you analyze them, just as yoty have 

brcugh-L in your statemlents and asked us to analyze statem~ents 

of your witnesses. Aren't you able to do tbnt? 

Mt. R,, GT EN- Mr. Chairman, there is a question 

B beyond the point wbich y-atv are rai sing a s:, T4elL 

CID CHIUJA1l JENSC.H. Let us stay with the first ore I 

S am making,. then ve wi have the next one, 

22 1S., TROSTEN: I'm~ affraid we have to look 1,; h e 

13 second point, too,".'That is twhat is the very specific point 

Shthat the Intervenor or thc-,,Board 'Wishes to be considered in 

evidence? This pok- t has n o't b ee n carefully established as 

yet in my vieve 

11R BRIGGS: -lr. Trosten, vie do have as problerrm in 

[that the Intenyenors pu- som-e calculations into their findings 

and conclusions. of cour.-e. you have pottd out that those 

calculations aren't evidence. But Ibelieve we also" h"ava 

introduced. into evidence some -- Let me say furthers 

Apparently those calcu.lations vere based on infor:mat'na that 

1. w as in these reports. We also seem to have in evidence,' 

Lm tbough, some letters that -vent bick and forth between 1t.he 

2,, Intervenors and JDr, 'Morris. its I read those letters, I think
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the letter says that we have revieved those calculations; 

v.e have done some us irgg the Mane in formation; we get the sAae 

results. So we 0on't disagree with your calculations. WVe 

disagree with these numbers.  

Of course,, Dr. M~orris put some information in showing 

why he disagrees with the-se numbers. One of the references 

that was used with one of these reports, that is. It does, 

seera rasonable to us. that these t-vo reports can be put in 

evidence in SOMe waV so 'that the Board c-an consider them, cm.  

consider what Dr. ilorrns rays in the evidence, and cart 

consider the basis that Wewting-;hTose uses for its information 

on org~inic iodine, and the basis that t'he Staff uses.  

But it seems nilso to u.s that thtcre is no resson to 

bring these people here if -vwe are just goling to have -them sit 

here and. say, I wrote the report 9 and then have the Staff say, 

ue have no questirons and ha- the Appl-leant sey -we have nai 

questions, and then send them home. We have the alternati ves 

of takjig official notice, possibiyp or the alternatives of 

you People saying, -yes, we accept th eve reports as AEC reports; 

we don't accept everything thte authors say, but this 

information has 'hean used. So let'e ler it in.  

M, TMOSTEN: Mr. Briggs, 1 full understand the 

concern that you are expTressizag. We lcave been endealvorirg 

aincerely to uieet it The problew -that we have is thait there 

~is a tremendous amo:_it of-' information in theore reotG o
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example, 4635 has absolutely nothing to do with the iodine 

release situation Excuse e, sir.  

M. RIGGS: *Ca i one decide betoeen the lawyers 

that w3..t. the Intexenors are interested in is the iodine 

information, and there are certain things in there that ure 

accept? 

7 MR. TOSTEN: We have mwade efforts to do that, 

Mr. Briggs. Mr. .oisman has narrowed the scope of his request 

:to soie degree. He has identified particla: portic s of the 

tw o dcuz .ments, 'but thore particularz portions of the -tvo 

' docurzr:nts ccntain a great many t7," containi certain generalized 

conclusions. Xe wishes to have official notice taken of tIhese.  

9,s We simply canoi: accept these generalized conclusions -as bering 

14 evidence iv. this jroceefding.  

t Iie matter came down to more specific items9 

1 if tIbey were particular peints that the Board ,;ishes tO 

,17 consider, that: the Board considered -to be significant, that 

it wished to have stipulations developed on, perhaps something 

could be deve oped, Rr. Briggs. I donot know because 1 am 

frankl at somewhat of a. osz. I do disagree, Mr. Briggs, 

with the full report coming inz., because I real ly feel that 

thet would be an inappropriate thin to dlo ib this preg 

Dut if they were a very particular statemacint of facits that 

M you were interested in or the Board were interested in , 

S1 pe-haps there vould be some bosis. for a stipulati .on, I simply
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am not in a position to say that yet because I don't really 

knom exactly what the problem is in your mind. I do knoCw 

that we have been unable to come. to agreement with 
M-. Roisman on this, although in otber cases we have been able 

to reach stipulations ais to ,adiss_ on of documents in evidence.  

iO 

17 

16 

204
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M . BRIGS: I don't have any problem with it. It 

seems to me the problem is between you people and whether you 

want to cross-exmiine the authors or whether you don't want 

4 to cross-e.amine the authors.  

Possibly the intervenors could be more specific on 
2 

s wvhct paragraphs they want put in. Xf that could I, done, 

that will be fine, 

C!Lk .MN JENSCH: 1 think that certainly would be 

a start.  

Ti~. ROMMIN 12r1. Chal--rmn 

C IR~N Mh 1 ,003C: Re-.use! me just a moment.  

I think we ought to bear this in mind in reference 

to Applicant's counsells statenent that you can't stipulate 

4 as to conclusions. If the witnesses were called aad if 

' jqualificato nsw were established, adequi. , for example to 

express conclusion, then it wouldn't be necessary for you 

17 necessarily to agree to the conclusion.  

18 If the witness is qualified on the stand to express 

1.9 a conclusion, you may continue to disagree, but the conclusion 

20 would seem validly given and be a part of the record.  

21, M...ROST N: Ys, but 

2.I CHAIMIN JEWNSCH: By way of oral presentation, they 

m-,iay arrive at the same situation wh ether you accept the con

clusions or not.  

s . TROSTEP: Yes, that's true, Mr. Cihairra:.no But
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0. W~ if they expressed a conclusion, alter being properly qaalified 

-to do so, there rn~ght well be cross -examinat Ion with11 -vespoct 

to that conclusion.  

(71AIWr4'N JENSCX:. You are entitled to that, if that 

is the purpose. Then Ithink that raises the question of 

what is it you w-,ould like to have cross-examined in reference 

to particular sections of these two docam-ents that the 

Mc1Wizens Committee should identify.  

AM. TROT' 4r. Chairman, I really don't -believe 

it is appropriate, sir, for the burdenA to be, cast Lkpoa the 

Applicant to decide wvhat portions of these documents it 

wishes to object to. There are poxtions of the 

C~rS-,-LRWAN JENSCHI: Hope:? uAy,if the portions are 

specifted by the Intervenor then you don't object to Section 

A, B, Cq 'D, duvin to Xt IT, Z, we will assume that A, B, C and 

D are without: objection and would be admissible, and the 

burden is on an attorney appearing for a party to say yes or.  

no about certain secti.ons when they are offered in evid~ence.  

ThA-1s could be done orally with a witness on tilhe 

stand. 1:2 you could not atcommodate yourself to. doing it 

through analysis o~i the record, wve may bave to go back to.  

the old tried and true method of calling the witnesses or 

getting some oral Presentation.  

M. RIOSITi: Hr. Cha irman., I think Ur. Trosten has 

distoxted to t-he point of really crimiinal,- distortion o:'F the
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~.vt3 i record with regard to this matter. we have been remark'ably 

spec if c particularly with the docmant in 81FAL 31g9. We 

SIhave not requested that the entire Cocument be received in 

4 evidence i.n this proceing. We havo identigied the portions 

Z5 i ft.  

i tct many of those portions w culypo 

fAw cual r 
duced and put !nto otar. proposed findiags sio 1.he Board would 

'have it handy and directly before it. It cosists pririari.y 

~~oT a few Paragreaphs o12 1,c 1-Ushima Is conclusion. The chart 

Sappeara on Pag~e 17 of tho document.  

~ Insofar as 4635, the ORML docuea-cit ia concern~ed, 

we have f ocuse-d onl'-y on the portions. that deal with the 

Siodine rel.ease that showed the nmeta.1 iodine to be 6.7 per cent, 

-4and requested that the Boaxrd take official not icaorscn 

Is other appropriate procedure icy br-Rnging that dlata in.  

I Mr. Trosten had never onez stated, other than his 

17 concl2usion, which he is ezrellent zoIL stating. He never onc 

18 jstated what part of any of thos~e identified portions he even 

Ands to be objectionable in generl. He has never pointed 

si to "t paragraph. He has never called me on the telephone and 

Ssaid to vraa. remove this paragraph, and It is okay with met or 

22j remove that portion of the chart. Ele has continued to make 

123 general vague blanket objections without giving any specificity.! 

241 Yet, he turas and screams to the Board, If don' 

25 spig after Applicant pr~oduces -kifo aDtion,. what portions
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I or tiat -information we disagree with or choose to cross

2 ~1examine. Now he says, with a straight 2ace, that- no burden 

3 of roofrests with the Applicant to identify the portions of 

4 thze documents willth which they disagree That is an incredible : misinterpretation~ of the obligatixon of an attorney.  

We have levfe ith grat specificit~y and TG 

S do notfleel it is necessary to further identify. We have 

whittled dowin to thle barost essentials the information in 

EM7 P1i 319 and the information In all (rI M-5 related to the 

'to etal iodine vith which we axe concerned, and the Applicant 

hias Fawas yet told zr-s In any specif icity whatsoever what they 

12 1object to.  

13 With regard to the questions of Rittenhouse and 

Hobon I would say tha.t D)ocument M65 Is one of the three 

i~~hundred or so docu-ments thaLt were prod-deed by the Sta~?f in the 

1.6 course of the ECCS hearings. Doctors Rittenhouse and Fbson 

17 IIwere called as witnesses by the Staff iun that proceeding. They 

18o were accepted as qualified by t:he APPli1cant operating iithrough 

is its representative there, a utility unit of whiich the 

2)Applicant is a member. They were accepted by Westinghoube as 

21 experts,. and they have been subjected to cross-examination 

22 n ow both by the representatives of intervoning groups and the 

2s representatives of the Intervenors, including Westinghouse-" 

and no one has objected that they were not qua'1ified with 
25 reg,rd totedocumunt 4C35.
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I d ould say. that it is fairly well established thcft 

2 hey are qualified to express the opinions they expressed 

:the-e t te 

f the Applicant disagroes with those opinions, it 

5 h.,s had plenty of opportuinity to introduce contrary evidence.  

G rfhe St-aff has chosen that oppor tunity and has introduced what 

7 it considers to be contrary evidence. But the idea that the 

6 only portion of the recoad that should be available is the 

portio, that agrees with the Applicant and the Staff, is some-, 

10 thing to hich vie cannot agree. We believe that we have -been 

isufficiently specific and thin% "tha't it 'is incumb ent upon the 

12 Applicant or the Staff to identify what they don't agree with 

in deotal! 

113 
17 

21 

.I
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~M. TROSTEN: Ial% Chairma~n, I will let the record 

2 SPeak for itself with regard to 11r IRoisman's inordinately in

I emiperata characterization of may rem~arks and my pk'evious 
dealings with him., 

Cfl&fRAN JRNSC: Let 's got at least one stipulation 

h ~ere~. Nobody is-going to call th.e other Tellow a bad arn or 

anyting.Une6 us just talk about wh~at the issue o:! the,, 

discussion is 

I .MR. 7MOSTEN: I completely agree xwith that, M..  

Chairr..an.  

jCILII1AN JEHISCi: All right. Consider those portion' 

strick~en. We wvill suggest that the part~ies do some conferring, 

myeeven orally, face to face, if" t1&he t eephone Ahasanlt 

-worked it out before.  

By Juine I. the parties report to us what you ha~ve 

accomiplished. If you don't have so-nthing reached by then, 

10 we will develop soJ~e. rulin in~ this regard and m~ove the 

7 Situation alon,-. It appears "t-hat tbat is one roason whiy the 

Sradiol-agical matters viere nevor closed on a consideoratiton of 

19 the casce0 

We are going to 'suggest that the partles coxside~r 

what their obligations are. as attorneys and what the obl iga 

22 tions the Board will expectI to be performed with reforence to 

2 3 an enide.avor to reach a decision about something.  

I2 if thes:e people are quallgied wtnesses, you may 

2, 11continue to disagree with their concluslons bu~t the
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O2I important thing is, are thel qualiflcations sufficien t to 

2 permit them to ozpress~ their concluslons.  

3 j With that, are we ready to take perhaps a recess 

4and then come back and consider Ux, dscussions about the 

SLOperation? 
?~Voigt.  

~'AM. VOIGN: MWr. Chaizman, we have brought here 

jtoday a large numaber ol vi1nesez. They have been with us, 

~ 1 for three (lays. Cmne oi. them, AL A. Whiehouseo, is an independent 

tobus-Isnosman. - He is no louger asociated with the Applicant or 

Tj any Of. the contract Companies.  

12 CIMMILMN JENTCH: Vbat -", the distinction you made? 

i sn t Wvestinghouse an independeat Qorgniation? 

144 MR. VO5IGT: Yes, sir.  

15 CHAZIRAN JAN CH: If you vant to release your 

1~witnesses, you can release them.  

rM VOICT: Sir, it Is not myl purpose to release them 

is until after the receess. I simply wanted to auggest that V1e 

19 take a raess o-9 fifteen, tw-menty-minutesi give Mr. Roisrdan an.  

20 opportiunity to jyat hfsuc~cs in a raw so wa can, at the con

21 clusion of the recess, prom~ptly conclude the examination of 

22 these vitnees-and then release them, sir.  

23 IiCHA XRU1N JENSCH: Wha tever be yovir des ire with respect 

24 to your -,itnesses you may arrange by yourself. Wic will 

Ii_:ccoiniate our schedule tc, the convenience ofthe -parl':-es In
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this proceeding and to the attorneys and the witnesses.  

-. ROIS A : MX. Chairman, x want to say IttDok 

the Applicant two months to get their ducks in a row on the 

Brill nmttero I will not .do it in twenty minutes° ! will 

look at the documents on the break while the other attorneys 

go out and relax. If I think I have completed an analysts 

og them sufficiently to release the witnesses for my purposes, 

I rill. If not -- and I don't think there is time today to 

finisb the documents --. then I will indicate that on the 

record.  

rx. Voigt is not going to put my ducks in a row for 

Ae in twenty minutes.  

CHAIMMN JENSCH: We better have a little longer 

recess 'than wve generally take. At this tim let us recess 

to reconvene in this room at eleven o'clock.  

(Recess.)
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CHAIRMAN: ?lease come to order. Have we conclu.ed 

2 all the interrogation in reference to the Brill letter? 

3 1. ROISMAN: I guess this would have to be for 

z Mr. Slotterback.  

s d MR. SLOTTERRiACI: i am going to shom you a document 

61 that vas provided to me this morning by Mr. Voigt. The 

7 subject is reactor ring girder. The document is entitled 

e Job Order No. 9321-01o It's dated 4/12/72. It's compiled 

P by, the initials W.TR.R At the bottom there is a conclusion 

so which states, "Slotting of girder flange anchor bolt holes 

Iiin accordance with field info does not stress contact draving 

112 area of nut beyond acceptable limits. Calculations ignore 

il help of washer under nut." 

Would you look at the "whole sheet and also at that 

15 conclusion and then I'd like to ask you a question about it, 

I please. Can I just have it back for a second.  

Is the implication intended to be of that statement 

that the stress contact area of the nut is increased by the 

proposed modification of the anchor bolt hole but not increased 

20 beyond acceptable limits? 

M . SLOTTERBACK: Yeg, sir.  

4. OR. ROIS34AN: Mr. Lofy, I'd like to show you the 

23 same item and ask you if you have previously seen this 

24 document, I %.would add that this was not one of the documents, 

25 '. Lofy, that I received from you, although I don't know that
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it's not one of your references.  

M. LOFY: No, I. have not seen this previously.  

23 

T7 

2
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M. ROISIAN: Does the statement that Mr. Slotterback 

just made, namely that there would be so-me increased stress 

as a result of the modification on the nut, although it wouldn 

A exceed the allowable in any way, persuade you to change your 

5 judgment regarding whether or not the modifications to the 

6 reactor support ring would change the less strong, if you 

.1 7,iIl, or not as str:ong as its original although still -oithin 

0 iffIL LOFY: No 

YMR. ROSVIAN: Thank you.  

I have no further questions based uporn the docuz-ents 

12 that have been produced so far. I think Mr. Wiesewann had 

M still not anawered the earlier que-tiono Can he answ-er that 

i now? 

MR. VOIGT: tb% Wiesemann is prepared to answer your 

$ question Mr. Roisman. I viri. hand you back the sheet you 

7 handed to us previously.  

MEL. ROISMIN: Thank you.  

MR. WESEPMN1: The answer to the question is yes.  

MR. ROMMS.N: Would you refresh my memory by te fling 

2 me what question you are answering yes.  

V I. WiESKMAIN: The one you asked me.  

MRo R0ISTIiN: If you want to keep playing garaes, I 

I can ask the Reporter to look back at the transcript. As I 

.2 remiember the question
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I MR. WIESEMANN: You asked me something about the 

z cases there. I would hesitate to rephrase the question. As 

3 I recall the question you asked, the answer is yes.  

4 MR. ROISMiN: I 'would be curious to know The 

Squaestion I asked you -

6MR. WIESEMANN: Excuse me, Mr. Roisman, If you 

7 are going to play games about the question, let's get the 

I question out here and we can deal with it. I got the answer 

to the question and ! have given my answer which is yes.  

MRlM ROISMAN: Okay. Just for the record, I would 

make it clear what my question was. My question was. did 

1z Westinghouse ignore any significant stresses in the preparation 

I~of this sheet. I have another question for you, Mr. Wiesem.ann, 

14 In the preparation of this sheet, did Westinghouse 

15 select the worst pipe break case for purposes of pipe break 

is cases two and three for purposes of determining the maximum 

T 7 possible load on the reactor pressure vessel? 

Is MR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, Mr. Roisman's rephrasing 

19 of that question is obviously objectionable, and I suggest 

20 that we ask the Reporter to strike that portion fErom the record.  

CHAIRWN JENSCH: I think more importantly 

Mx. Wiesemann had the question in mind when he investigated 

2 the matter and has come to a conclusion, and that answer 

24 Xill have to be related to the first statement of the metter 

12 5 in the record.
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I-M. BRIGGS: Could I ask a question? Where are 

2 theee pipe breaks located that %,e are talking about in case 

3 one and two or to and three? 

4MR. ROISI4AN: Mr. Wieseimapn has the sheet which 

states it on the sheet on the right-hand side. I will either 

read it, or if you would like to read it. If nobody is going 

7 to read it, will somebody hand it to me so I can answer 

It. Briggs' question? 

Mr. Briggs, on this document which is Reference B 7 

10 by the Parater, Inc., the right-hand side indicates that 

11 pipe break case two is between pump and L on reactor nozzle, 
12 and pipe break case three is at steam generator inlet.  

13 CV1RNAi J.SCH: Could we see the document that 

114 you have? 

15 M . ROI IAN: Yes, 

MCAIRIAN JENSCHi: I Will hand it back to you in 

17 just a taiute.  

l .jut WIESE,4ANN: I was intending to answer the question 

9 I want to set 1.r. Roisman straight. I was just getting a 

20 diagram from the FSAR that will help.  

21 In the volume of the safety analysis report which.  

22 contains answers to questions, and in particular, question 1.5 

2X which was answered by the Applicant, there is an illustration * 
P4 Figure 5.1-1 which was provided.  

25 In the upper view, plan view of the systemA there is 

Hi
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a section of piping designated by a lime with arrws at either 

end, rarked 3. A pipe break is taken in that section which 

corresponds to the case degignated in the sheet that 

4 W. Roisman has been referring to as between the prmip and 

5 the reactor vessel. This diagram shows the nature of the L 

that exists at the inlet nozzle, 

7 

103 

194 

17 

21 

24
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CHAD.AN JETTISC1: 1hat its this diagram.. that one.  

thaat youi identified f-roma FSA!.  

M ~. 171JSE~AN: I'm sorry. What Is the questioni 

4 CHAMMPAN JENSCHi: When you say "thisi 4ag am"9, you 

5regerred to the diagram shown In t~e FSMA, which you identi-.  

fied., 

M~R. WESRANIN: Yes. sir 

6 CKYURIMNA JEINSCRI: iask you.  

I.WSEW-NN: Tae Ot;er brea ., referred to In t6-be 

0 diagram reg-rred to by R Roiommau is showin in the ?A 

diagram, occurs :in the section ag pipe which is Identified 

j~by a I ine with arrowo at each end with the Figure 1, and the 

3 bireat is assumed to or-cur In that lite between the steam 

o gnrar an ah reactor vessel. And those break~s hs 

ilocations do result in 116he maxira loads that can be Imposed.  

CMI&MA JENSCHi: Trhank you.  

1JR.OSAN.: RW- Wiesornannt is the load In any wy 

13 a~ectedby the Place alorig that- pziece of ;o pp swhere the break 

In other words, wlaether it's nearer to the steam 

2 ganerator or nearer to the reactor vessel in ihe one case, 

PZ or nearer to the reactor, ieare to the pukup, or nearer to 

22 the reactor nOZ;E1 In the other case? 

~~ UMR. ESE~iANN1 'Iot in any signiftcant manefo 

the pug-~pose of load calculation,,
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MTR4 ROIrSANI: Are there piPe restraintS on those: 

pipes between those two points? 

M~R. WIESEMAN: No. -The supports of the reactor

coolant system piping are provided by tho, supports to the 

major components of2 the System, the pressure vessels :L, the 

system, and the pumps.  

7MI R 1OX3?IAK. In the drawing that you showed from 

the FSAR, an6~ I don't know whether that was Intended to be 

to scale, but for instance if in pipe break case number 2

if the pipe were to break nearer t-he punip and therefore at 

somne distance, at the Rm,:i-mun distance away from the reactor 

12 nozzloe that that particular piece of pipe could be, would 

there be any tendency O Increase loading on the nozzle and 

1cherefore on ihe reactor support ring beneath the nozzle d~ue' 

15 to the pipe whipping? 

~6AS. ZESEMA!T: I don't believe so.  

17 M'I. RQISBAN: Pia xnclea r about the use of the 

is term believe. You rm, ean of you present knowledge you don't 

know. for sive, or you jiuthavenlt Trade that calculation 

b3ut itt's your opinion, you lthink that~s the way it rrould como 

21 out? 

22 M.O WIEEINN: MWell, the loads are calculated for 

two types of breaks. YZou are ask~ing abo~ut the situation whicb 

S results from the case wihich -produces t~ie matimum loads. Also 

considered in arriving at the maximum loads are slot--ty e



t breaks in the piping, and we ar'e talking here about breaks 

S that were of the guillotine type break, which I do not believe 

would produce any significant whipping effects that wuald cause 

these loads to be significantly higher or these bre0kso 

We had anajLy2d tAhe sitruatlon for slot-type breaks 

6 where the loads are imposed in a d.f-Orent manner.  

7 MP.. ROISUAW: I'm sorry. Do you mean that when you 

a say you have as.lyzed the loads gor the slot-type break, the 

type break that you analyzed for on reference B7, this 

C document EDSK 323021, were those guillotine type breaks? 

V1 15. VN WIESMA Those I believe result from a 

gLO.12otine break.  

6 

ow, 

24 

*
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1R. R0ISAAN: Mm.) you use the term that it',would 

not sig&nificantly increase the load.. Could you give M~e sozne 

boundin, for that term significant in terms of poun&ge?: 

Would you expect a 100,000 pound change in the load or: 

f ifty or vhat? Just a rough figure.  

M. WIESMiAN: No, I cc34dnt give you a figure in 

a quantitative sense,. These pipaes are very thick, I think 

in the neighborhood o- invo or three inches thick, stainless 

steelv and -we are speaiking of pipes which are relatively 

short and st-ubby pipes, and I guess In the engineering sense 

you would call them short columis and are quite stiff, and.  

from a standpoint of the possibility of deflections resulting 

frown eccentricity of loads, which is the type of situltion 

that you are suggesting.  

M. ROlSPiAN: Thank you, Rtr. Wiesemann.  

Mr. Chairman,, I think it would be helpfual if the 

record included this draviing. The copy I have, which as 

far as I knoii is the only one in precisely this form vith 

the penciled nuvmbers on, it that %,e discussed earlier, beloncgs 

to Mr Lofy and itts the onl1y 66py that he has. ! would 

introduce it by Mr. Lofy indicating that it is a doc-urent 

that va relied upon in the preparation of the Parhieterl Inc.  

Stujdy, B3ut I wan-~der 74hether I coni'l hav~e -waive for the 

moment the re uiremen - to produce the copies for the 11eporters 

Ir thle other: Parties and ask !,Lr, Lofy if 1 could get one copy
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I of this that I will duplicate and distribute to the parties 

. subsequent to the conclusion of the hearing.  

CHAIRN JENSCH: Would you show the document to 

opposing counsel? 

IM. ROISMAN: Yes.  

Let me point out that I have received the document 

from the Applicant this morning, -hich is the same as that 

Sdocument with the exception of the penciled notations on 

-there, that vtere made by Mr. Lpfy., and the reason that I 

w would like that onc in is because r.Lofy and I did discuss 

the pecailed notations in the course of cross--examination 

earlier this morning.  

i -14R. VOI T. Mr. Chairman, I have no objectio-n to the 

I introduction of this document. I do snt to express some 

15 concern about its legibility and I am wondering if perhaps 

Mr. Lofy -would undertake to put his notes in ink for 

Mr. Roisman before Mr. Roismuan attempts to make copies, 

is because we may later vant to be able to read those n es.  

SC-.AIR4AN JENSCH: Yes, 1 think legibility is an 

RO important atter° 

I Could that be done, Mr. Lofy? Could you Ink that?.  

MR. LOFY: Yes, sir.  

CHAIRMN JENSCH: Let's give an exhibit nudiber to 

24 it and when copies are available I think is ai.. right.  

D IM. R!SAANL: Yes. I would now request that the
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Board have the document marked as EAiibit 11 of Citizens'.* 

Committee for the F'r~tectioA of the Environment and that it 

be received in evidenc6 to my subsequent delivery of copies 

of the docuinent to all parties.  

CHIMI&M JENSCH: Has the document caption been 

given suff iciently so that; we may know 

MMI ROISIAN.: I Ca~n do it, N'i. Chairman. its aa 

document thie top of i-.-hich says, -Vetinhc se Electric 

gorp ratio)n and it's~ idexitified in the right-hand carrner by 

the notation, it says, 'qeference (B.7" which is a.  

--efer:ence nzmber by Far~water, In. anid on the bottom the 

document is identified as EDSI-323021, Revision-1, April 2~, 196 

C1HAIR~b JENSCHi: The document to vhich Citizens' 

counsel has just referred way be marked for identification 

as Citizens' Comittee Exhibit 11, aid havig thus been 

identified and having beena previously ofiered is there any 

objection? 

Regulatory Staff? 

MI.' ARM: No objection, Mr. Chairman~.  

M11WAq JENSCHi: State of Neu York? 

M. IRTMI. No.  

CHIALLMUMA JEDISCI: 1Uudson River Fishermen's 

Association? 

GRAMAN JENSCH-: Applicant?



I . VOIGT: No objection.  

dWIAUPMAN JENSCH: Exhibit II is received in 

3 (Exhibit II as previously described is marked in 

5 evidence, to be forwarded tb the parties at a later date.).  

MR, ROISMKN: 1r. Cihairan, that takes care of our 

ducts for right now.  

11R. TROSW N: i., Chairman, yesterday Mr. Roism;5n 

9 asked a question concerning the reporting of deviations 

10 and the quality assurance program requirements that were in 

1 e ffecto I told han I would undertake to determine if there 

2 0as sarething -ore specific than a. pears in the FSAR dealing 

with this matter. I have done this and there is nothing more 

1 specific on this uatter than appears on page B.11 of the 

Ms final safety analysis report, and this is the answer to the 

°4 question that I would proffer to Xr. Roisman.  

19 
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*Wtl CHAMMAN JENSCH: Thank you.  

SIs there any other mitter that we can consider 

3 befo r e ve proceed to a discus¢sion and argument about the 

j test,:.Unzgtters? 

2132t. VOXGT: Mir. Chairmtnp ft muay b,- that othker 

6 counsel or the Board have questions to direct to the Con Rd 

7 panel. In the event that they do not, I have. one or two 

a questions on redirect4 

CAHXIRN MISCH1: Will you proceed.  

Does any attorney have any q 3eion of the Applicant' 

p.ael in this regard? 

V2 Mi. IAGM i: No questions 

DR,, MARTM4.: No questions, 

5- C HA- AAN JU,.SCHI: Very v.ell. 91oceedo 

MAR. VOIGT: Air. Berowftz, at Page ,5223 of the 

? transcript for 1hy 17, you ware asecd certain questions by 

Dr. Coyer, vha unfortunately is not here, 

is CHA)flIN JTNSCH: It should be noted that a prior 

commitment compelled Dro. Geyer's absence today and the last 

hour of yesterday.  

M R, VOXGCT: The firs't question was: 

".t is certainly required to support the steam.  

24 genraor, t Must be uMder strszeo FA;3 can you hold a ZOOI tou thing there w"iChout it being under stress?"
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Than there was a subsequaent question: 

.~1"I unde-rstnd. that pargoctly. I dont uundrsta~d 

3 how such material out there can avoid being stressed when you 

l.oad that 2ug.1' 

'Fuen at 14he bottlom of that page, the Cairan sta ted 

that he would lite for you to advise the Board at a Susiquent 

timan !R you wished to supplement your an.-,ers to D~r. Ceyer's 

qyestions.  

1I now ask you vllether you do vish to suppltement Your 

answers to those qesitPon'? 

M&1~ VOMT: Would~ ywi give you suppleental Inforna

tion.  

MAR. BM IZ -Tho Materipal at the Intersectioji 

S]betvyeexn the lug on t ho steam generator and the bottom ehannel 

O:F the stea ,- gene-rator is, of course, stressed. Itere was 

SJhoriever, extcess material there. Ste sitzesses would be.weli 

within allowable. limiitu.  

:AS our testimony shoved: t.111.0 was al.so excess 

mterlal. on the steam Peneiator support shoes. Excess 

ma terla I could have been removed either from either comzponent 

without exrceeding allovable ", ues.  

It is portinent to am'- that it vas proved to romove 

t ifte excess material from thoe Isteamd generator support shoesm 

:rather tlan from a press ure vessel in the ractor coolant
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pressure boundary, thereby precluding any possibility of 

a affecting its integrity.  

a . UVOICT: Does that complete your supplemental 

4 respons, Hr. Berkowitz? 

Td BMIKOTZ: Yes, !, 'voigt.  

VOGT: Thank you.  

I'd like to address one other subject mater.  

Is It correct that t:he S-m plates which are set in 
9 the shoes for the reactor veissel feet aroe part Of the original 

:0 Westinghouse design for those shoes? 

.o XGE TZ: Yes ae 

M . VOGT: When the reactor Is heated up f s there 

13 a radial teran t he rete s and ractor vessel? o.  

IM. VOXGT: As the result of tha expansion, do ahe 
6 reactor vessel shoes move? 

7 M. BERKOWITZ: -Neo 

AM . BRXGGS.- Could you state what doews -happen when 

140 the vessel expands?,...  

90 M. MKOWITZ: Y s, sir. The reactor vess@1 9e 

21 slide on top of 1%he shim plates and move radially outwrard.  

M R. VOXGT: Hs t it why it is Important to have a 

very careful and accurate i*asurement of the surface contact 

24 between the top surface of the shims and the bottom surface vf 

2 the shoes
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M~. BERKOtTZ: Yes.  

Am., VOG:T~n o, 

CHATMXOI JENSCH: 7s thene svae difference between 

feet and shoes hare? You ref:erred to heated shim plates and 

shoes for the reactor vessel feat. loe shoes move but the 

7 :2et slide, Ht sounds like the shoes are too big. I haVe 

had that difficulty mysexf.  

U. BERKOWITZ: Chairman, ig it would help, we 

i could put a large sized copy of one of the illustrations in 

our testimony on the board. This would make it soweihat 

I Z easier for you to see.  

IiCHAIiIN JBISCH: .would apprecite that. Wculd 

you do that. V do.z..- understand how you have that movemeat 

1 1,6 REOWYTZ: Figvxe 6.  

17 This ill stration is a large size version of the 

is figuro in our testimony that I bolieve is Figure 6. This.' 

19 illustration sho the reactor vessel support ring In a 

.0 developed view s hoing the cooling pad on top of the main body 

of the ring with the support shoe on top. It show, the 

:: levllng screws which were : -ued to level the reactor vessel 

,? prior to the taking of the precise measurements for the Shiti 

2 iplate. It shows the Shim plate on which the reactor vessel 

feet slide, and it also shows so-re side Shim plat-s that are
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i also ylovidad but do not affect thte levelness of the reactor 

2 ivessel~.  

3U-. ;above on the top Mart -of the figu~re which show 

the seatin'3 surface of tII6 rector vessel. Intervals and the 

5 bottom flange of the reactor voessel 

M.Y~ 1BIGGS: You havenlt Indicated the ftcot yet.  

MR BERMMI'5,: rizi szoir, sir. T7hii is3 the r eacWtIor 

CR A! J, n that slides over the shim 

CP _ A N JETSCH: Is that within a co~afinad bourndary 

Of rnoveraent? 

M. B MMOVITZ: Confined In wha~t sense, sir? 

CUP& JTENSCf: ;To' Iinf the extent of themoent 

I r OZ BMEWTZ: I beiv the shoe and so on ae 

~'designed to accept the raial oansion of it anid the 

diensions are proper~ly dete,.rmiod for that pvurpose.  

ORADRAVA JENSU: I i~nn eritand that. Do you av 

s~ome cont ined bon-r Joxrthe miovement -or not? 

MR.MEINMM -I don't lfow. Sir.  

M. IRMN XMBIH:Tionk you VGoKy M~hp B~ erkowitz.  

23 is thero any furtheor interr~ogation? 

Vo-t;-have you coniztd 

MR. VO1XCT:Yes



AC RHAN JEN SCH: "s there any further interrogation, 

21 ,M 11RO13tAN: I Ju.t had a question for Applintls 

4 ey. hinly p4 Ovided Me with a copy of Pace B11 02 

the FSAR that nclu.des the quality assurance program wth 

6 reg.ard 1o noncongoimity of parts. It has the Statement in 

7 It, all deta:1.s Iertinent to the nonconformity are shown on I applicable forrso -Later on in the same page they refer to 

reports of nonconforming material which are to be maintained".  

"IO CVave I nor received a copy of all of those l-rritten 

materials, mainly, all details pertinent to noncomformity 

on the applicable for " and all reports of nonconforming 

material? 

4 AM, VOXVP: To the best of my knowledge, thatTs 

15 correct

16 OAA:Thi3nC You.  

17 CMIR JBINECH: Is there anything further? 

M2. VOIM Bb. .hairman'r, A1 there are no further 

1.9 questions for these Witnesses, I now respectfully request 

20 that they be Ozeused and discharged fom further at eaftae 

in connection with this testimony..  

2 CHAIRUAN JEDSCH: Any objection? 

23 Regalatory Staff.  

24 DR. AL-,N: Ho objection.  

CHAIRAN .rFOSCHX: State of 'NTe v York.
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Im, MARTIN: No obJection.  

a CHL~.~'~CN JEHSC H: Hudson River Fishermen's 

3 ASSOCiatiOno 

0M .' P-CBETH: 17 objection.  

H C E ARMW JSCH: Citizens Co=mttee'.  

SAM'. ROISI: Im not sure of the signiftcance of

7 Mx. Vigtls last phrase, discharged from further testimony' 

8 Z take it the Boardls previous position oT the record being, 

9 closed would not rwan that they would be foreclosed from 

In. eing called back if cause were shown. I am not suggestIng 

11 that I have any good cause, but X would assume that the Board 

12 might conceivably have thut in mind.- Y didn't want M 

191 Voigtls statement to indicate, or my assent to it to indicate 

1.,4 that I have thought that the right to call them back ig goad 

15 cause was shown was being wfaived.  

s CHAIIM JEOSCH: I think each of those nwatters 

would have to be considered when presented. Discharge of 

the witnesses does not close the record. It just relieves 

them from gurther attendance at the proceeding and productlon 

of testimony. A&.y other matters will keep the record open, 

0 2 

I.N 

25i
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M4R. VOICT: That is my -emderstanding, sir, 

CHAIMMMIT JENSCH: If there is no request at this 

z time -Ior fuwrther interrogation, the w~itnesses may be excused.  

Is there any other matter ive can consider befo:,re 

S e proneed to a discussion of a motion for a testing license? 

M.TROSTEN: Yes, 1.1. Chairm~an. There is one 

0 ute mAttris time, Ex. Chairman, ,I ould like to submit 

9 t the Boardt aerceth oparties pucrsan t rt i n' 

mnotion~ for reconsideratimi of~ the Board's ruling ai 

Applicant's motion for a ninety, percent power operating licensel 

CHIAIRAN JENSCH: You may submit the matters and 

wye will review there 14c will take up any discussion row, 

hmc ever, the d~iscuss ion in reference to the motion for a 

testing license up to a maK imum of fifty percent.  

M. TROSTEIN: Yes. We certainly can do t1hat, 

SMr. ,Chairman. I just had something else I Would Like to say 

20 with regard to this.p 

21 ~We have receivel from Mr. Hlacbet'h a req~uest for an 

22 evidentiary ruling. We i'Ll resp.ond in writing in opposition 

23 to that request. Our basic position with regard to this is 

that insofar as it deals w-4ith the req~uirements uhich wiust be 

m included in the f Lqal- detail satement, it is 1u oper to s-,dbmi
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this request to the Board. Further, the request is too 

generalized and that it is contrary to the requirements Of 

NMPAo As I say, me will file .a written response setting fort.  

our position in detail.  

CHAIJU4N JENSCH: Mhet answer to that do you have,; 

Hudson River Fishermen's Association9, If you desire to file 

a reply ve will entertain the reply.  

Te. MACBST: Thank you.  

TA TROSTE1: I further wish to say$ f°. Chairman., 

with regard to our motion for reconsideratim of the Board'S 

ruling that we incorporate by reference herein our previous 

submissions to the Board setting forth our position concerning 

the Board's authority under Append:x DO Thank you, 

11r. Chairmdan.  

C PHAISN JENSCH: Will you proceed now with 

reference to the testing !icense? Do you think you have made 

out a case for a testing license? 

1-, TROSTON: Yes, 1-2r. Chairman. The Applicant 

most certainly considers that it has made out a proper case 

for the testing license.  

By way of background, the Applicant and the Intervenoi 

agreed to seek an expedited schedule for the fifty percent 

testing license., There is ,no opposition to this license from 

either the Environmental Defense Fund or the Hudson River 

Fi'ishermen s Association. Only the Citizens' Committee for

5660
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the Protection of the Environment opposes the issuance of 

2 this license.  

The testing license was sought by the Applicant in 

order to enable the Applicant to obtain necessary data concerni 

the operation of the plant as quickly as possible, to put 

6 Applicant in a position to operate the plant when the testing 

7 1 has been completed in order to supply power needed for thls.  

9 We have submitted, Mr. Chairman, a radiological 

case which, in our view, justifies operation at 100 percent 

of f]uL power, and we are esentialiy relying on that case 

'Efor the issuance of a fifty percent testing license. in 

Dj certain limited respects re have submitted additional 

14 testimony for the Board's consideration which pertains 

Z5 specifically to fifty percent operations.  

Now Mr. Chairman, the record in this proceeding at 

17 the present time is well over 12,000 written pages, including 

13 the exhibits; and the original submissions, and during the 

I9 course of the eighteen months of this hearing- the issues have 

20 been fairly sharply defined as far as radiological safety 

2 matters are concerned. In our view the Applicant has 

22 presented clear evidence that postulated accidents have been 

23 properly analyzed and that proper measures have been provided 

24 to safeguard them, that the emergency core cooling system for 

the facility sa-isfies the Atomic Energy Commission's
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applicable regulations, the interlm acceptance criteria, and 

further that proper security and emergency plans have been 

III 3 provid~ed in accardance with the Atomic Energy Commission's 

4 regulations.  

In addition, te have demonstrated that the need for 

6 paer from this facility, however pressing it !ray be, will 

7 not in any !xay compromise the safe operation of this aility.  

3 WAhat Applicant has basically done here, Ir. Chairman, 

9 in our view, is to demonstrate by convincing evidence 

10 presented orally at this hearing, and in writing through 

dozens of witnesses 'who have been available for cross

I examination and interrogation by the Board, that the rigorous 

requirements of the Atomic Energy Act and the Atomic Energy 

Commission's regulations pertaining to nuclear safety have 

I been satisfied. The Applicant has satisfied its burden 

:E of proof in the face of lengthy cross-examination by the 

17 Intervenor and searching interrogation by the Board. The 

A Applicant is therefore entitled to a license under the 

12 Commission's regulationG, having satisfied that burden of 

20 

7.1 

23 

24



ti Moreover, thiere is nothing really that the Entervenor, 

a tie citizen's Committee :2or the Protection of the 2MVIronxie nt 

3 has Stated, *which truly a ttacks the safety of the xndlan point 

0 4 facility itself, as opposed 'to an attack on nuclear power 

5 reactors in general.  

sCHiAIAN JEUTSCH: -Nfay I 'Intarx'upt a moment? 

M. MfOST1EN: Yes, sir.  ICflURlAN JECE Before 7iou consider the opposition 

9i situation would you tell us a bit more by way o2 perhaps re

o .2res-hing recallection? I know I have a Statement here fCrom 

Mr Chill about the outl~ine of your proposed testing 

1,2I operati~on, and we xill kec.ep that In milad, Ibut If you will 

i . just smririze briefly the time Involved, the sl..ops you have 

14 i nvolved and your statewnt talked about radiological safety.  

15 1"'m your opin~ion Is there any IMMA considerations 

16 1involved here? 

'7 AM. PROSTEN: Oh certainly, Mr. Ch arman. IWould 

I a you care to have me ad'dxess that first? 

19 ~C IRA~ TUaHX zXSCH: I1 thought before you dealt -with.  
2.3 the opposition you. Would -14,61l us rhat your afgirmative case 

22 AIR. 7RC4T: Yes.  

23 C~RMM JE SCH: 7hank you.  

42 M. MR01TEN: Certainly we hame submitted to thie 

25 Board as requiredi by the Commission's raulton. a case
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whiich juti;ieZ the interim operation. that is the testing 

2 o the facility in accordance rtth Section D2 of the 

Comisi's regulation$0 

AWe havie preseuted thais case In our written %1testimony 

5 dated October 19, 1971L, which was supplemuented1 during hearings 

6 in D~ecember and January. We havre presented a case indlicating~ 

7 the anticipated evironuxmatal knpnratj both radiological and 

:~othierwise, ccucarning the testing operations. Wehave 

di: ,aiod the testing oper'ations, what it is that we plan to 

do. what the epecteda .exrv.onmental impact tilbe dwring 

the~ period of those Operations.  

We have demonstrzited, we balieve, It- Chairman, 

3 by, convincing evidonca, -~that Vie environmental impact Is 

14 iri iignificant , and in any evenat is overbalanced by the vry 

5 pressing n~eed to have this facility available to produYce 

'16 power.  

'17 As far as thae scope cof the testing activities them-~ 

1.1 selvres, Mr. Chairxan,. which you inquired about particularly 

19 on Pag; :1 of your C-catober 19 tvtiiony# we described what 

~o it is that we planued to do..the general steps Which are 

involved in tahing this plant graa criticality up through 50 

2z per cent power testing level.  

2 3W hve, described I.he period of time lnolvd, whicb 

24 indicates that azroxlrately seven fays of testing vauld .be 

25nolved in goilag 'to 20 per celll pove?, and an iadd-Ltional



fCorty-two days in order to test up to 50 per cent of power., 

;7 We have Indicated that this estimate represents a 

01 best circumstances ga. for&~e tae.Aing -aad we have coin

If servat;ively astinated thtIt could take as long as twice 

Sthis period o ito -M ou 
coIea hopas Tor etn 

operation.  

dMz% Chairmano as far as the environniental 1rpact 

a of this thcilityi is concerzted, we believe that It is as, 

~ ~otatfrom am environental point o2 view gor the testing 

1 V 11 licens;e to be issued as it is froma the radio2ogical point oig 

We believe tha--t very vo."uable data~ w1ll be obtzined 

Sconcerning the operation oJR this gucillty if the Applicaut 

is permlltted to commence the testing operation. It is 

5 expected that these data iv:Ul be avallable and will be 

Sprovided to the Sta92 ir. accord-ance with the techn~ical 

P7 SP-'Cif1Cat1OaS And that these da-ta will prove of~ great vaue 

18 In the further +tage idthias proceeding.  

CaAMUMV. JEMSCEH: May I Inqjuire, voul1d you just 

~oWgive us a referwnce again to the ar~ount of chlorine anid wvhat 

other chemicals 111l be released? Dmil VIC testing only0 

~~ Im TR OS"'OEW: Yes, V'r Caian 

C IAN JMV"CH: PresentlAy do X undwrstand you 

Sprobably von~ have a necessity of cleaning your steamm 

g enerator? You May not have any Chliorine m1oving 6u1ring thI S
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testing period, Is that correct, MIr. ail 

2 R. CAHILL: Si', 7 don't think it can be stated 

3that defi.nitely., The period of VtIe that we are rugis.  

4 11 i.tedbut there rAy be some nzed for maintaining the 

5 conensor clenaliness during the poriodo 

6 We can say' that: we are not going to use chlorine 

8 EflIMUJ.E RICH: 'Maakpru.  

9 U7112. you proceed.. Mr. Tposten.  

.  

14 

'5 

16 
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I a.o TROSTEN: Yes 1 ir. Chairman. I might add 

2 -with regard to the Chairman's questions that the particular 

3 testimony on expected chemical discharges during the period 

4 of time is contained on pages 37 through 39 of oor testimony 

r5 of October 19th, 1971.  

6 In addition, I would respectfully refer the 

7 Chairman to the findings and coaclusions, proposed findings 

8 and cenclusions , part two, -which oere filed on February Oth 

9 ii hich have specific references to the transcript and to our 

i0 proposed testimony for the expected chemical discharges. sir.  

CAIPmAN JENSCH: Thank you.  

2 TR. TROSTEN: Mr. Chairnman, once this plant has been 

13 tested to the fifty percent power level it will be possible 

14 for the plant at that point to commence steady state operation 

15j at that power level and to provide needed pmwer for this area.  

16 In general, it is Applicant's position that we shoald oe given 

1*1 this opportunity to test this facility, that the tests will 

provide vital information, and that the plant will then be 

I available to serve the needs of this area.° 
C0ro Chairman, Applicant requests that the Board 

2 issue its initial decision with regard to radiological safety 

2 issues and that pursuant to Appendix D Section D.2 certify 

23 the entire record with regard to the environmental issues to 

V the Cormiission for its determination, 

25i I As me have pointed out in previous correspondence
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to the Board' specifically our letter of January 28th -

Excuse me, February Sth -- we Ielieve, Mr. Chairman, that 

the proper interp tation of the supplemental notice 

appearing in this irocee-ding and of the Commission's 

regulations is that in this situation where the Applicant has 

requested authority to test beyond twenty percent of power, 

th1: is to fifty percent of power, that the most appropriate 

thing to do and the most consistent approach to follow in 

light of the supplmental notice in the Commission s 

reguolations for the Board's initi-a decision to deal with 

the rediological safety issues an the 50.57A of 10 CFR 

par, fifty, and to refer the entire environmental record to 

the Coymission for its determination.  

CFAUL4NM JESCH: Did the Commission consider that 

possibility in the Palisades case? 

HR. TROSTEN: I don't believe that it did, 

1x. Chairman, and I think the fundamental difference bet een 

the Palisades case and this case is that we are seeking a 

testing license here rather than an operating license.  

CHAIRiAN JENSCH: That may be, but what you see 

and what the regulations provide may have two different realms 

fov consideration, and the fact that you have asked for 

something may not be fully consistent with the applications 

under the outstanding regulations.  

, TOS:Mr. 1 uC.hairma3 I would be the first to
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admit that the Ccrmassion's regulations and the supplemental 

notice of hearing on this specific point are not entirely 

clear. What we are suggesting to you , Mr Chairman, is that 

our interpretation of this is the most logical and rat._onal 

one and we believe most consistent with the intent of the 

Commission in this respect.  

CHAIR1iAN JENSCH: Well, there has been the 

impression, I tlhink, in some circles that the Board was looking! 

for an initial determination by boards that the Commission 

was looking up to the twenty percent level as to which the 

Boards are authorized to act, and upon the basis of that 

the Commission would have that determination for its 

consideration for any higher level paoer which it alone can 

offer.  

M1. TROSTEN: Yes.  

CHMALJ.M JENSCH: What you are suggesting is 

the Caumission doesn't want a Board to give the benefit of 

a record, a determination of the record, to the Commissim 

up to the twenty percent limit. Is that your view? 

MR. TROSTEN: Not it really isn't that, ir. Chairman, 

CHAIPLA JENSCH: That accounts for that.  

M TROSTE I don't really think so, 'Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIP"M JENSCH: Why doesn't it? 

DIo TOSTEIV: The reason I , think there is a 

difference here is that I feel -in a situation Such as this
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I hereas I have just described the testing operation lasts 

2 for seven days, up to the twenty percent level, and then 

there is an additional forty.-two days going from the twenty 

4 percent level to the forty-nine percent level, that it seems 

5 to me to make a great deal more sense for the Board to refer 

this entire r.atter to the Commission in order for the 

7 Commission to see the whole thing in context rather than Ior 

s the Board just ito deal with this limited period.  

9This is no effort, r. Chbai~man, to take this matter 

10 away from the Board.  

CM4AW.RM JUSICH: Look at it from the Comission's 

point of vie, iw we can all )ssume that perogative for 

the aoent. But a Board has been appointed to consider 

radiological and MEPA civsiderations.  

15 M~R. TROSTEN: Yes.  

16 C~HATIMN jE.NSCH: The Commission will, expect the 

17 Board, I think it's the obligation that devolves upon the 

18 Board in proceeding to a case' to scrutinize the entire 

record, 

20 MR. TROSTEN: Yes.  

21 JYR., CZUItMAN: If I may u se the term, they haw . lived 

2 with the record, they have w-orked with the witnesses and the 

2 attorneys and the parties, and I think that aside from ouir 

2-4 personal involvement in this case, that as a general 

25 consideration of the matte-c, that a Commission which is under

5670
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greater responsibility in many, many areas may find it 

difficult itself to recreate in its mind the problems that 

will be reflected by the record, ith no intention to 

disparage their capability in any respect, but there is a 

certain physical limit of it that any human being must 

consider, and it may be that 'he Commission would have to take 

a great deal of time to go through these, did you say 12,000 

pages with exhibits? kt there is about 5000 pages of the 

transcript, or a little more, and a Commission may take 
--..e- : if they :al 3ad :the tra Lps in the even'n you 

kno, a couple of hundred Pages would just about do it for 

a enrening, and they may have some other, you know, 

arrangements that they made, and their days now, I am sure, 

are full with a limit of twelve hours of duty and respobsib ilit 

and I just wonder what you envision the time schedule twould 

be for the Commission to thoroughly review the record and 

not have the benefit of all views not only of the attorneys 

and the parties and the vitnesses but the Board xihich .was 

appointed to come up with something?
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N t I(A IRMAN JEN CHl (Cont A11nuing)" Radlologically you 

2 indicate that the Board wvill goa Into Official position~ on 

3radiological mialtters. I think thn- time element obtiates 

4 teapiiio2the usual adm iitrative process.  

s Th~Yu say, we dont reall.4 i.ntend ,It, uTta' h 

6 way it works out, D~epends how you look at It. It kind oik 

7 1mounts to the same tng.  

8 ] Just supposin,,g these see days as iLnd o2i a co~mii 

9 deoinntor, But suppoa.-zng It happens that these seven days 

thiat the pla-at was In operation, there was the greatest 

-2elease og chlorine and slfates. Maybe It use somG terms that 

?2V ~ . lshcboth used, Tkis was the crucial time for striped bass 

i3 o be spwning or they were coming down the river, an~d thoy 

14 I u it a13 
Then you say seveA days isin't that much. Tbon 

I r threwont be any wa~re fis. It will tak~e thbeee or fou~r 

17 years fo te ocm ack. 'Maybe thosethnsdn wr: 

is oiut that way. So I don't know that the time elemeat that you 

q propose to operate neessarily excludes the application 011" the 

20 law or the administrative process as ordinarily undertaken., 

2! ~ ~ AM OSTEIT: I-r Chairscn, rve are not suggestiig 

2 tha, t -v are circumventing the law or the zMinisLt-rtve 

23 pr~ocess. I want to say.. alsop that the time element, the 

R4 seven-, ey parlod of testing is not the only :reason why we 

10 cei,-i Ms' 711res~-5 t iL~tOrpst the regulations as we
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are suggesting.~ 

CRA MUNN JIFUSC: Wh=%, do you find that langmago? 

I'd like to see where it is. I jiust don't see it. it sayo 

that tioh Board shall coosider, after a consideration anid 

balancing on the recokd all the factors described below.  

Then thaey enumerate thr'ee factors.  

They say, anything above 20 per cent, that has to 

go to the Commi'issiona.  

Thoe Wt0e~de- may wel I . that''a commission varnt s 

a XnIacjmg by the Boardi ToT you fo'V.1cs to even get 20 per 

cent.~ You. are saying tlkit the Bca~d shouldn't go for the 20 

per cent at all becaus~e we give the commission the thousand 

of pagas of testimny, and we hope they will have it out in 

a we ek. X think~ it is notonly iuirealistic but contrary 

to the tenor of the regulations.  

M~. "ATEN: Mr. Chairmany f2irst with respect to 

the rationa~le for our position, and then to turn to the notes 

of hearing as well as the regulations, 

In addition to the short period of time inv'oled.  

here, Which I really 11elievo was'. not ithin the contemplation 

of the commission Vnen 'I't set this 20 poer cent level in the 

regulation, there is also the fact that If the Board weare to 

follow the procedure girst dealing~ with 20 per cent and then 

certifying the matter to the comiSSI.OU theni the COMIRISSIOn 

I woIAd then have to 200k tit much 1thae same -mtter again., and. it
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Would have to interpret the evidenice In a somewhat strained 

way as dealing with testing from .2,0 per cent to 50 per cent.  

CXHADMAT MITSCH: T~hey did that in Palisades.  

dcOn~t think 1. hMVe S30D any CritiCiSM .9ron the applicant in 

that case or any othow applicant2 with the decision rendered 

by the eorn isalon. I don't think It would strain at all.  

Lt ~ ~OTEi:A~n .fyou were- de4aug. w t.  

situation Aoeo you'rieare operating at 20 per cent 96r some 

specific period of time, p Chaliman, It is a lot easier to 

see th6 sense o%" them refearing this to the comnmission With 

regard -to operations,, steady state :opqeratlons beyond~ 20..  

per cent up to the 60 par cent leve' as in the case of 

Palisades.  

CHAIMM~I JZYWCH: I don't know that Palisades had 

20 per cent more than Seven days. I don't knov! that yi.) will 

be abl2e to get 20 per cent in seven days or stay there for 

sevea days. You mmay -have, to come back down when you get to 

20 per cent. I don'~t know/. I am, just vorried about the time 

projections that hould limit the apivt"ication 62 thb rlS_ or 

regulations in any w1 wihout seeing somathing specific In 

That Is within reasonable sPecificity we are looking 

for Dow.  

AT%. TOSTEM: TAhe other point.. Ur. 12rrin s. the 

lan~gmec- On Pagp 55 as the original vesion or? the suplemntal
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nol';ie of? heari-ng, which I will read now gor you. It says

dthat: 
Sa license is one which requires the specifilc 

approval of the Commission, the Board will certify dih'ectly 

to the coprmision f or the determin~ation without ruling there 

on the Imitter o2 'phother operation~ beyoud 20 per cent Of SM1ll 

I'd like -to emphasize that contrzy to what thte 

rwtaveaors have suggo-.,tedo that vov~o this is an 'effort an 

t~he paxrt of the -Applicant t'o circumvent the rculations or 

ilrcvent the Board or do anythin of the sort. That is 

simlyno th cse It is our~ Aterwetati:no 62 ibt is* 

,rhe&;,cis o r this clearly wil2 Uri made by the 

Board, We submuit Itlut w'hat re are sayigig Is more rationale 

a nd a better approach for the Board to toll ow.  

in. any event, yrou have ashked for our, position on Ito 

IiCmjxahm-W JEMTSCHI: you.  

M, O-10TE: Hr Mhairan, iu light of the tilm 

requirements that You Seto I viould-

CEAU- MENSCH: We axe running a little ahead of 

Itime. Por the first time in this case, I think we hav~e run 

ahead of time and wa 'ha-ie more time now for you0 

Bu.TMMT What 21 Waulld prefoar to el sI reservo
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the balance of my tim. fol.lovwif, W. Roisman's Presentation.  

CHiAMfMAN JENSCIE: Could you tell us what it is about 

mr. Roismaa~s pre~olltation thiat Is objectionable in your view? 

M. TXOSTEN: How much time did you say we had, 

Mr-. ChAairm~an? 

OHIR~alT JE1NSCi: Five minutes here and theze Won't.  

~rtake a great. deal Of 411:feprence. GO ahead., 

LW. Roimns position, Ur. 'Chairmtn, is that If; realy awountE 

to ;% presentation that nuclear power rezctors are simply too 

unsafe to he built. Whev' you strip away all o:F the OthOX 

elaments of it, ~r ~imnand his client came into the 

hearing coniriiced th~at all nucleaz pove:r. reactors are too 

unsa fe to be built.  

I'm afraid, notwithstanmding our efforts, wo haven't 

covinced him otherwise.. They still bellieve this.  

I'm, rea~lly -not suve whether anyone cou~ld ever 

convince either W,-r. Roisman or his clients thalt nuzlear power 

reactors are safe ellough -to build. Lt least I don't think 

it Could be done Witbin this century.  

So, oa that basis, it is rather difficult 11o reall ~ 

find-ways In which you would be able to solve the concerns 

that have been epressed by the Intervenor.  

V e pzoblenm with ChIat pooltion, ndlinta.21y, is 

that St,14 not -1onsisztent wlt;h the applicable egtor o
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1 the applicable regulations., Perhaps Wo Roiswanls clients 

2. would like to see the basic legislation amended so that it 

would not be possible t build either Indian Point 2 or any 

4 I other nuclear power -reactor because there is not enough 

inforination which Is available. BTu a basic policy decision 

has been made that provided enough information OT SufVIcient 

7 uality, backed up by sufficient data, and if it Is Preseited 

t "o the Board' this Board can make the decision that this 

9 ZIcillty is safe enough to be built and operated.  

10 

€I m.  

17 

20 

I= 

II 

5 I
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CHARMAN ME , CH: Exclxse me for interrupting. Will1 

you define 4nd it may be helpful for his argument later 

o In, What do yo enby reasonable assurance that the 

facility Can. be operated voithout undue risk to the health, : and safety of the public in contrast -to -- I don'~t know 

6 he; -her the s"atement -vna madce in the earlier part of this 

7 proceedIng that there be a guaranitee of absolute safety.  

'h A ras e.Oteas enable assurance of the safety of the plat" 

is equivalent to the concept of a guarantee of absolute safety.  

There is no guarantee of absolute safety that could be gl~e*-V n 

with regard to a nuclear nmo#er react or or with regard to 

anything els~e that we live with in this world.  

A decision hae been made that provided daabe 

presen~ted, provided expert opiniovs are presented~ anda these 

10 dat and opinions are presented to a Board, this Moarc",whc 

17 s able to exercise informed Judgment on the basis of the 

~ ~evidence presented, and theni this~ Board is in the position 

~ ~to determine, in the exercise of, its eaxpert, judgme nt9, that 

20 this plant is safe enough to be built; that einough evidence 

Shas been presented to assure that the public health and 

2 - safety will not be in danger.  

2Z3 Wle subniitv Mr. Chairmans that: if those 12,OOO pages 

oJE transcript, and with all tzhe dozens of witnesses Pho have 

25 been here %Aho hve tes-tified before thIs Board in this ptfblic
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hearing, that the record is fully adequate to satisfy the 

requirements that the public health and safety have not been 

endangered, and that this Board is in a position to determine 

that the Atomic Energy Act's requirements have been satisfied 

and that this license should be issued, 

CRAI M JEMSCH: It is your view that the direction 

fram the Congress as well as the scope of the regulations as 

issued by the Atomic Energy Commission provide an adequate 

framework uithin which the parties and the Board can arrive 

at the deteruinations required by the statute and the 

regulations, is that your view? 

MR. TOSTEN: Yes,, sir, that is correct.  

,HAIP,1P £. JENSCH: ..Have you concluded? 

MR. TRSTEN: I have concludedo 

R BR!GGS: I have just c question here. It seems 

to me that my records show that the State of New York opposes 

the testing license. Has that situation changed? 

DEL. ROSTEN: Mr. Chairman, the State of Newl York 

had opposed That is the Attorney General of the State of 

New York had opposed a testing license while the matter of 

the Department of the Environmental Conservation of the State 

of Neu York's outstanding order prohibiting the operation of 

these circulating water pumps was still outstanding.  

Excuse we just a Moment. What I would characterize 

as a consent order has been agreed to o" has been entered by
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I the State. We have not. yet received it, I am advised. But 

we have been authorized to Start the circulating water pumps 

3 by the Department of Enviroiiental Conservation.  

4, fRI. DRIGGS: But the Attorney General hasn't sent 

out any letters saying that he has withdrawn hb opposi1tion? 

2,1. TROSTEN: IT have seen no such letter, Ph

7 Chairm an although that was the statement that he made on 

2411. LIRIGGS: 'he statement that he made on the 

o t record? 

I {. TOSTEN: The statement- that ,as made by the 

repesentative of the Attorney General of the State of New 
,Uork, lr, Proudfit I believe it -as, was that the Attorney 

g Generals oppcsftion was relatevd to the existence of the 

, C' outstanding order.  

I would have to go back and check the transcript on 

17 thiso Wr. Briggs, but I am reasonably certain that that was 

is tahat he said, 

19 1MR BRIGGS: I think it would be more helpful if 

we had a letter from the Attorney General saying that he no 

. lotiger opposes the granting of the teating license, if tlt 

-Pis the case.  

MR. TROSTEN: Yes, Mr. Briggs 

CIHAIMAN JENSCH: Do you desire to reserve some time? 

?MR. TROSTMI : Yeso
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CHAT11,14N JENSCH:- Dees the Regulatory Staff desire 

2 to speak to this matter? 

3 M,,k iARIAN:- Yes. May I. have a few moments~? 

J GRAMWUNM JENSCIH: Yes.  

SKRMAN: Pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act and 

rules and regulations and criteria, the Regulatory Staff ha,,s 

7 reviewed the appication of the Applicant for an operating 

li~cense over the cours~e'of several'years non. T-his henring 

has been going on since Decedber of 1970.  

~o II am going to restrict Fay comments to the fifty 

percent test-.ing license which is now before the Board, althougal 

12 the Regulatory Staff has indicated by -,eay of safety evaluation 

13] and other documents., that it is consEidered that the application 

14 for the plant W or 100 percent can reasonably be granted..  

1-5 However, for this fifty percent license the Boar~d 

10 has before it much testimony as comprehensive findings and 

7 responses thereto. In addition, in January the Regulatory 

to Staff presented, by way of evidence at this hearing, an impact 1 

19 statrt tprsuanat to Sectiont D.2 of the Appendix Dto 

P. license could be and should be granted. Since that time there 

2s have been several matters which hsve come before the Bard, 

and ve huave 'had continue~d hearings,~ as if evident by the 

Sthree days which we just completed now, based upon the
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allegation by the President of the FECOR Division, the.  

Pennsylvania Engineering Corporation, which I'm certain the 

Board was -- And righitfully so. - interested in having 

decided before it could issue any operating license because 

of the possibility of a safety related item.  

With respect to the findings, the Regulatory Staff 

cannot agree tith the Applicant's position on the findings 

and submission by the Board to tho CommissiOn, as was 

.... cndl c 1 .d .... i; ...-."... ............... . ... .. .oir resp nses of IMarch 1O0 aid " ; -4ar c .... i45t"' ... W e~ '  

do feel that the Doard should make the proper balancing under 

Appendix D, make the findings up to tw;enty percent which 

Appendix D contemplated..and then refer, for the balance of 

the thirty percent request, to the Comission for its 

determination 

CHAIRMAN JENSCH: Very iell, Does the New York 

State Atomic Energy counsel desire to speak to this matter? 

M, .ARTIN: Yes, Mr. Chairman.  

CO-DIRMAN JENSCH: Proceed.
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*Vt Mi LWAT!N: Mr. Chairma~n, the New york State H Atomic Energy Council is taking th1e position that with respect 

3 to this applications that it does not oppose the applicationa 

0on environmntal grounds, and it'al.so takes the position tha t 

the need1 f or potior In Ner. 1ork State -from, th~is plant issd 

thiat they hope the Boar~d vrould coiisider the granting of the 

SUThat as contrasted vitkt the Attorney Ganral, the.  

9 NO Y~ l StatO AtOMiIC 2n'8gY COUncAX iS 2 57Op,' astablshed 

Tj by 21.a. that is chred~ with responsibility of denim" op-Ing a1 

courdinated point, ot vriew. On hehialf of tbxe. agenoitas of the 

I . ovorrmat og Her York States they are concerned inth at=4 Ic 

At t~he time th2atP4 this application was ni.'e by the 

AppLicant, the Council met, Among the Rembero of the Council 

rearosented at th~at =eet'n~p iere the design~ee of. the 

Commission of S-1viraxnnt'al Conserv'ation an~xd tilePbi 

Service Comimissioni, At that timn~~e positaon the cun-ail 

would tar~e with respect to this applicatlon. wasd =ussed.  

n Ii t vas' resovedX tt the need for power was of such a nature 

that the Council Woud expe-Sz it-l desire t~tthis applla' 

h2 tion be grantedr aind altso tlutt the situat~ion withi respect to 

UDepartment of En irozoental rx.onvertaation V~as Stich that there 

-4iwas no~ reaslon to oppose thb aPP11cation..  

Si nce tbat time and skace tha&; meeting~ wan;h. 1
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there ims been no cotv,- 1va.t ioni from the 1N)patotet of 

:nvironmental Cousei',vatiorn indicating that the Cousnil shiould 

in any way need to cow-ider changing their views- althausl 

there Ias been a communicItIO'n lfra1ly, not at a raectinex; 

oncerning thib problem ol cicuators. I cannot speak for 

Sthe Attorney c nerals Office on~ what his posit-gon is, 

I t Is my ecoiltectlton thiat V) 15Noztengis reeol1ec

Stiou as to the riature 0,14 thefx op n,%ition' 1th-at is pend~ing.  

a :t salution of~ the uneteied consnt orde-r woult d be 

erteeand It Is my recoibetion tihat that is ozcth ~at 

it tho Attorney General toock the posit~ion, so long as thore lq~ 

azy Unreszoled quest ion th~at Con Edison would agree upon..  

V 91.f they TxAva reached ag ooeut, 1 'haven't been :&nformod of 

14 that0 

5 ~eha~of the Atomic Energy Com~ci1, our position 

,tiill that %78 rsLppor-t the 'arpiC~tiOn-4 ~,th respeCt to the 

17 Doed oR poewer from this plazt for tb,* State oa 2e York., and 

we -16 not oppose It upon any. Gvioementa1 jgound.  

19 1 CH!ALRMU 4-7 113 1: Is thore sona coordinating y~ou 

zo were going 'to under. take 11o get the Attorney Ganeral Vs vienq ia 

21 lne V ith tho Cons aat ion Deprtment or on the circulator pw~a' 

22 Is that the main coolant puako you are talking about? 

M.WR2R Ys
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CHAYRWIWN XENSCH: You say you haven't been infor'lned 

2 about it and It may be resolvedo It is your view that the 

3 Attorney General feels the matter oT tho coolant pump should 

4 be resolved before he will withdraw his objection; 1s that 

, Cor<rect ? 

M. MMITUT~: 02 course, It is here and it is on the 

7 record what his position Is It w.as theiv objection at th 

a time they made the objection to this appllcatioxn was based.  

upon the lack of resolution of that matter.  

MR. TR ENP : 1tty X just read 1om the transcript? 

I think it wou.2d clarify the issuo 

a & CIWMM JESCM Let me ask one thing. W . M -lt I n 

1.3 if 11w cdsen could hold it,, please..  

14 Could you get a lettor from the Attorney General? 

MRo MIRTW: R can ask him. The Attorney Generalis 

a separate party to this proceeding. As an elected offcial" 

17 he has that right to make himself a party. He is not a 

18 meraber of the Atomic Energy Council and I don t represivnt his 

19 O fice in any vay.  

20 CHAMul JENSCH: We rqeogniz you can't con it 

S:1 him Vill you ask for a statement on his pos.tion on this 

22 matter ? 

0 2 
T.318 IMUT* Yes ~i~ 

24CEM91A01A JI1.F~ hank you.  

23 Da T%7RX- 1.Cairmanp u, z I read th.e Statmnn
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This Is on Page 4786,, representing the Attoaey General of 
this state. Mr. Ak.oudfit sai.d th ""oig 

"Lot mo say this, .Xar ai..,man. 'e Deparxent of 

4. En v!ionmental Coservation im V1ling to rescind this orde 

if. c:r:ain con-dtio.s a r nemt by the Applicant. As far as 

6 1know, none 02 these Conditions thatv e -&sOt yet, athoh 
7 they appa: rently ,,te ats~ss.t ! hem t.% ahs me %% 

8 ~t Ur e i si n 0 : e f e -£ , z a d s a l o n g a s t h .s O r d a i s i u ,." 

IV .Ps3i was erxi , of course, to the ocd r of 

4 Department of Enviror.ntaal Comservation dealing with whe 

1 iCUlating wter pu-g ot th Pldant . We do not , o 

4 Calrwa h vthar Attorney General wZ. send 

is such a latter. 17e realy be.eve that what his repx'eseati-ves 

said on the rocord, Tic hjoyed Would be " - tizfctory !ram the 

I standpoint t %he ooard.  

CHARIN E-.,,-! The sdtate em-t then is 

is a, 'he oppose.,, it; 1.s that: co,- 'ee ? 

'P 1 ROSTET ~30 1012f, zs the order is in. e'sfZC't, 
2z ~ ~ ~ MOR UNRT : Is -th orde st; 11 In0 

,rder Inot I effect ,May iog.r, 

U Chairmay.

I



the other order, that would be helpfula 

BM j T OSTEN: wo willJ frnish. the Botard with za 

copy o the oardez° 

~~ JENS4CH:; u ~i~~~rin v 

IMMYSTE: Mo~ to -my a few Wordsi, Mi.O 

CHIMA MMSI- As I udetand It, you have 

elatera into a stipulation. Tell us a bit about the 

12 StipUlatio 

13 thlnk somothinbg was said about gorty-ming f2tyz 

14 and it could be twivce that long over three and a haUl or 

5 three and a third -onths involved here for the 3.icens.  

M; I undorst'nd, in that period ox time you don't believe.  

'6 -iex'e w-12.2 be any onviramentad idamage, is that your Vi~ew? 

M.0 =WST: No0 o disagr~o Nvit that onik two 

Fis, the yeriod gor tue 50 per cent tostingr as 

21 1 believe, Is for 2y-nie ayo Tbe sixy- three=dy Priod 

22 t;L-At I ras f orring to two ay0 ,o was in elation to t"he 

pm 90 per cent motion.  
$2
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20 per cenat of Pover;* gorty-two =r~e days to go t~o So per 

cen-t That Is forty-alne.  

As toe recognLz, :1t could taklb~t hoig e zald.  

'Mat is Ii~t-i1~ h~Iave th~rea and a thtird xnontho 

CHAYRUIAN JZWCH: 'You~ ay there would be no 

environmental, damage in tbatC :Pror of tirmo? 

CiMAWH ZVOCO: ',I-Ft is th~e oeope ag your 

St ipul.at ion? 

IM. tUMBETH: V'Ye &?O not Opposed to the issuapnc of 

this lcense. There are a izn~xY og practical problolel that 

V'20 Huso UIvcr iii~es ociation faced at -Th viI6 

rv . etered Into -the stipui.tiof in Noeber. There ware 

variou.s outstanding dis'putes over Otbe-_ matters Wi;tb he 

Applicant. Thete w:as a~ very cl.ear poblem. og ha~ving our 

anparts look at thie mater.ial theo Applicant had pear,,d, for 

hearings.  

We vianted to keeap this heari5ng goil.g 0a, a1c 

exedited basis as posibe , and Ymb also aated to obviously 

~coneeitrate our resourcos' oa the largest Issues.  

So that we had to roach p ractical dec LCM-o On 

whether or not we vould p~t In the refsOurces, put in~ the timi 

and so on In Opposing the 50 14T cent testing liense.  

W1t is cl.ear that this is Obviously a ll~cotse f~ir a



I miia sortex- period tha~n the -1.00 Per COnt 11tCenSO fM ftir't 

2 ryars. We made the decislon I..nt he face ol the PractIcal 

3 coidations which faced us at tht tir that e woul not 

4 opoPG th~s liaense but would opyuse any ftrther 1CenWo 

SOT courze in. partular, concentrate on the 100 

p~ er cent l.icense, fo 2arty years.  

7 
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CHAIRMAN JENSCIR: Excuse me for interrupting.  

Now I appreciate the stipiulation with a kind of practical1, 

adjustment that you made to your Pchedule and your 

anticipation of hcmi yo,-u would proceed in this proceedi,1g, 

but we want to knov; soewhere, we will have to perhaps~ dig9 

it out of the evid .ence, it's here, .as to whether a balancing 

can be made of the matters which the Commission has prescribed 

for consideration under Appendix D.2, Part 50 of- the 

NM: Y-ln sipulation doe~sn't help 'ua in thalt regard.  

Nnw the fact that you-hF4*ve. withdrawn, by way of S tipulat ion, 

frov consideration of the envir-araental matters -Xor this 

tepting lies in a sense may be an easy out for you bec~v.U'e 

you have a lot of -other things to think about, and youx': 

experts are busy at this. But we still have a question of 

eavironmental cons iderat ion tao be undertaken in thi s 

proceeding. And I am glad to have your statement tha';, you 

in a sense pulled out Of this testing analysis because you 

were busy wita some otberthirsgs or yaur. experts wanted to 

look at some larger issuies that you~felt were there. These 

issues are just as lairge to uz as the regulations define them 

to be.  

MR. MACBETH.: Mr. Chairrvan, thtere is. a very real 

point to what you sz Aiy think the Board does retain a duty 

whIch on thLs Poti the Hudson R.ivar Fsherme's Assc.ciat ion
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will be of litctle or no help to the Board on. The stiptldtier.  

that we entered into vith the Applicant makes it clear that 

we wl-not take a position~ on the warits of -this mnotion, 

4and I feel bound by that miot ion, mid I in a sense apolo~gize 

to the Board that we 8ot) n ot have the rer~ources., do not have 

6 I the resources and the timie that -waui be necessa'ry to -F-oeus 

7 on this issue,, Cw experts have not spent the 'tim~ 

additional time that wo-u16 be necessary, to locate the precise 

pariod, and during which the ffty percent testing 34ichnse.  

would be in effect,~ to yezeaCtly ,that 'vould hapen.  

dT Thore are difficult probliems, and1 quite bluntly 

put, the Hudson River Fishermen's Assocziatlara has -not taken 

ohm nt e~rd I1 apologize t.o the Board that we c~in'~t be of.  

a nyr f ,rther 1hel.p onI that issue btwe e not prepared 

evIdence on it* xava have not preented e-idence on it,, ant.1 VVC 

Ssimpl~y aren't in a. positioa to take a position on the merits 

on that,, We made a practical Jugmat and 1 feel anpecially 

S in :Iight oi the stipulation w,ith the Applicant thait we Must 

is rest on Ithat.  

PWO C Me-, 172,24 W JMNSCIH: I dod't a.1k you tai chomnge., I 

am only n.ying to be or.,- I uvdarstand Uthat y~our st.~PulatLi 

is not to be constrcued as any approval or any indication that 

23 there aren t some environmental matters, but you are lust not 

24 gcinto 0Participnte In theM5, is tlhmt correc-I? 

25 DR MiACTITH: Thk t is true, And I would point Out
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to the B~oard the language in the supplemental notas of hearing 

that says that "Any license issued. pursuant to 7%.2, Appnd~ix I 

D will be without prejudice ta'subsequent licensing acti on 

w~hic~h m~uay be taken by the CoMRMMssion with regard to Lniomet ! 

aspects of the facility and will be conditAioned ta that effect, 

snd I oudsuggest to the Boar~d that the language. to ha, 

effect be included in any fifty percent testing liceace.  

Ithink that the Applicant Tw.old agre that there 

fro deatein any :7hrt' er 11iceasing action is-sues, re1av-art 

to ex-iviroflental it-atte:s, and I wauld siggast to the 'Board 

11-11t language close to thnat or perha1hps exnctly that in the 

supplemental niotice oil hearings be includd to make tha.t tlear.  

MDR TROSTE: ktc.. Chai?.'rman, In P-ll Dsi-;-ess to olUr 

Previous discusasions tvith the Intervenors I th-ink it would be 

fair to say that the &3ard is required to make P- ba'lnnn

Judgment, and what the Tnte-evenors, I blelieve, have agreed 

to In the stipulation, is that they neither approve nior 

iapprove. They simply have not made and sndeidnc 

on the balancing.  

CV4IMAM JESCH: That has coma out of your reserve 

time.  

Citizens' Comittee, will. you prccead.  

jtR. 0'14 r Chairmian, before speaking oD 

bhall of the Citizens' C~mwittee~ Ijust vould like to briefly



Oshrna" on behaISf of the Environmental Defense Fund andadp 

2in toto what 14r. Macbeth has said. The Environmental Defense 

Fund han, as a matter of policy, nevier expressed an op~nion 

on hesubject it felt it could not rovide adeqmate experts 

to do so in a technically competen t marnner,~ and because of 

that ve ,mada a practical Judgment as diA the THdson River 6 

7 Fisherma's Associa-tion that Vie tfiimply would not be able to 

provide the resoiwcas to do the jclb that %,,e felt vwas need 

before ve would express ea opinior ni ~the fifty percent 

10 testing license, and remain absolutely rdeutral.  

Mr Trosten stated it ccr-rectly, we ne-ither approv'e 

nor disapprove the fifty percent testing licenise.  

Wwit regard .to the Ct;izens' Committee for the 

P rotection of the Evironiient, I -hink that Mr. Trasten, bar 

to some ext-n-t approprintely descr*11ed the position of the 

Citizens' Caittee WThen he said that .we ire concerned about 

the Gnfety of nuclear power reactors as a generic matter as 

uleli as concerned with the safety of the nuclear power 

is reactor here in dispute., But he has also indiCated. or imolied 

that 'Con-gres s, by passing &eAtomic' Energy Act of 1954 and 

subsequent aendments, has in come way or another stamped 

-2 aprva o telicensing of ncerpower plnsas a generic 

23 watter, and I think that is not so at all. What Congress has 

2, dope is it has delegated to the Atomic Baerg&y C i 

95 and the Corn isaion ii tunmn hss delegatee to this Btoard and
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Iii other Boards like it responsibility to decide vwherher a 

2 nclear power plant should be licensed, and in that procaeding 

it is appropriate to considLer wheiher or not the pi.ant is 

safe without any assumptions that anyone higher up or any.  

piece of legislation has indicated,that there is an appl:ied 

6 isafety to nuclear power plants, and it's toehely a matter of 

7 seeing whether or not a p.-&rticular Applicant comes up to the 

well.-estaklished st ndards that are sec nd achievable fo

n ..Cear pcvwer plants, 

Is 

'4 

iz 

2 i



itSr our* positiorn that at this tikmp 1,n -is Parjtad 

2 fdev'elopment of What is really an emerging technology., the 

developmen~t o2 ninclea~z power plants as such, that nucleiar 

4 p ow~er plants generic~ally, and this rnt itula~ pl.ant .11 

5 particular, are not sage and are not suit"abls gor lc x 

We ftocus ou this Particul~ar Pl.ant because really It is the 

7paradigmn example, if any plant 44a t4his sountry is not sage 

011 for operation it is Ydlara Aint 'Number 2~.  

Vis.. In one o-f mostnc higbly concentrated 

poIpult.-.ora areas of the country.0 -2 an error is mad JS the 

15 viskof aa accident In fact In mtata ~zd andi if that 

I t accident catie the horrile consequences that taic Atcmic 

*Energy COMM-1ssion Outlined in WASH 760, they will be riO~t, 

SIhorrible here. Vh GAViroumalt here is not only highly 

13 onctrated, -bt we sit in a ep tralley that vrould £imnel 

by tbo- prev?ling tinds most o24 the radoactivity to A-ztrcts 

S largest city~.  

And we bolleve that this Is an appropriate plaice to 

19 ask the ultirmte questioak hxas nuclear, technology reaclwda 

29 sf~fiolat.,tzg Pfdevaelopment that It Is aPproPiciate to 

~ isubject the public tol the risk of a major nueloar power plant 

22 such as this one? 

iCHAM1W~ MTSCH.. M~ay 1 interrTupt? SSIt yourz ve 

P4 tkat the same determinatioins lavo to be made on safety, Isues 

25 a-,nd saety componan-ts for tbiii 50 peuet testing lic-ns as
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it would bxe for any steady state operation? 

DIR '"201A: 14ov It Is not ouir position that that 

3 must be done. F'or ins6tance, in our filling with r'egard to the 

41 50 per cent testing license we seiically ideatigied the 

S[ Issue of iodine which wo discussed samerhat this morning and 

indicated that our probler with regard to ofslte doses in 

7 the event 09 allss of coola&nt accident asum~ing the 

:6 TO 14644 assumptions,, and not gctting into any other issues 

r~~ aiar gtewokn o .C or tefailure to Viorik werd.  

~IQ such thaat a 50 pcor cent the : uount of iodito released Would 

II be suffici4ent in our opllnion 'that we could not est~ablish 

12 that preseutly controls by Via Applicant vere not ade."Juate 

todeal wi~th that, that our 16d-rne p <,oblen only arose az you 

14 gotabove th 0per ceit lavel, -aud we ezpressed to thoii 

:: Board our concern that it need not resolvo the iodine m Ost ioz 

j6 in the context of the 50 per cent license.  

By the same token, a numnber og our positions 11 1tha 

regard to aety 40: to some extort depandi upon the at that 

feorty years of Operation involves a, reter rlsk than one day 

goj or one w61eek or for ty-nine dcays ozv ninety-eight days o2 ropera

tion. But by the same tolken the e- rience with nuc-lear' 

P-. power plants dmonstrates that the testing period is 1;Yae 

23 period vith more u~et iti in It than might be the czso 

24 of a pariod three or four yVears do:-= the line after Vae 

25 plant hu d gone thrugh~ Its shakedoun pa.iod and was rning,



fi relatively smoothly".  

Z So that we %Tore not able to maLe a judgyient tbat 

other important issues., s~uch as emergency core coolipl., sys3tay 

4 or the adequacy of plant sfacur:1ty or problarms assocciL ~od with 

5 isL~ tflu u~i he to th~e applicant's confusion ot h 

15 need for power with-&O need 2or saety., taat any og those 

cuddeginitely bo ruled out. Bat it rould to dsnenuous 

8 of. us to no t suggcst to the Boavd that as -the risk gets 16wer 

Jt may well be that you get closer to the point at Wh:ioh 

10 safety Is appropriate.  

I I And It might be t6hat if the only application Vlit 

12 were psndlkng z,.nd were ever Intended to pond by Con Edison 

was to operate this plant, for ninety-eight days for the Pur

pose of testing It'up to 50 per cent of power~ and thtt after 

15 that it would not be oprated agmin, coniceivably the Citizeni's 

16 Om-mittee --Pr 'the Rrotoction of the Environment, reallizii"V1 

17 its limited resources, wouild not have opposed that r~cuest0 .  

10 Obviouslyo og course, timt is not the case, and thie 

is cazie is that the 50: per cent testing if. but the 2. kst staep In 

20 an Important move by the applicant to bring forty yexrs o2, 

21 nualeax poi-wer to the Xndian Point .sites. to a plant w#hich io 

lavger than any plaat lcensed~ tadka with -regard1 to tkie 

Westinghouse Corpration that we are aware of,



CRA N JMNSC~H VIht :Influelace do you believe the_ 

operation of Indian P'oint Number .1 ha~s In this Considerat~on? 

VS. u 0 1SYMIx: I am not sure that you me-an by 

infuence.  

CAIRAN JNCUTi: 1n91W-ncG in th~l respect: WVe 

1, haven't Come over the XndiaD. Polh Number I. ility or 

7 operatilon in any detail, but it has bren r'egerred t0o, we'..  

8 Iikno t-, IV' there,, we know it's operating some parts of the 

9 t ime v asideo f.roz thiIS rater CIrculating Wamp problemn but it's 

14 eean there -;or somne per~o *9 time Uf tecont~rolan 

uu-4nagem~nt of people who are g .inxng nuclear exgp-arleuceevery 

17.1 Y and exercising control.  

Kcv are those fhctor, oR asistance in Your anaLYSIS 

14 in relerence t:o AEUdian Point Nmber' 2? 

Is IS.~ ROSA-1: I think it -would have been pasible,~ 

10 al though. we d-Id not choose to Pursue thAl mte, 'to brl At, 

17 t eiec ntiproceadiag the Operating record of.  

Indanar Point Nuxiber I. 1h ar, atterupf' to de-ontrato oac rzy Or 

the other regarinig the applican!;-'s carlyetence to opzrate Is 

20 nuclear powezaa.. 1 e think that that record wou~ld tend1 

.1 to Slapport the posi-11i2on that the aplicant has had problems 

22 with Inian Point 12aibe-z I, vhich way eithear sten :Crom 

21 prblems in their own aministration witlz regard to the plant 

24 or fundamontal design laes 1 the plaut.  

25Bu 1h d;A*1jer-MC btwean that plan~t amO Dnta



Plant No. 2 ln terms of design and operation and where the 

nuclear Industry Is today compared to where It ma then is 

so substantial that we were concerned that we would spend a 

Substantil. period o0 hearing time with an liue w ich might 

have only tangential relationship to 'the issue here, and that 

ig we were to point out somie maszsile misapplication of 

7 appvopria-te saiety prilacipes in permitting radiologicl 

*monitors to ba jammed and not properly Palnti.nad that 

appened An say 1 , that .it would ha.ve been appropriate 

for ot he applicant to have said, "1, tewn hidta 

S is no longer with us and -the procedures that we used -then 

I have been modified, ' and it wjouldn't: necessarily have 

12 established that the ap can, was incomrpetent 

17 

24
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By the same token, if CY-ie Applicant had poInted to 

some particularly favorable year when things had ri&vr 

iismoothly at indian Fo-4 t Wo. I, t L~t wouldn' t necessarily'.  

prove that this is stfbstantially larger, almost fat= times 

larger plant, with substantially new and modifted equipmlnt 

iit vould equally we-1be ru.S htwe thn ~a 

!~Indian Point Na, 1 in a safoety context is not -_elevnt$ n'or 

h ave ue at~tempted to relate accident canditions to siggest 
Ithat an zccident at No. 2 Uolaud s- meht or another he more 

sieverc., 1hocause No. I uas at the site. We have not raised 

that is~ue either.  

Mmow e believre that the starting point for an 

ianailysi- 3 of the s4.,fetv toestion is to recagnize vhere the 

Iburden li-es, Applica'nt's coiuasa1 hcsuggested that the 

record has in it some evidence which would establish the plant 

Iis safe. Assume agu,29- for a marent that that is tre.  

The prpose of this Board, of course, is not to mnke a court 

review of the Applicant axii Staff presentations to see if there 

is 'b .tent ial: eidepnce in the record" to sustnin -the question 

of aafety,' but "is to g~o to! a highar and wuore stringent standar~j 

~aawely to find out. -whether or nat it is miore probable thal: 

not '1-1t. ats to. these varioi.s safety issues the Applicant 

~has ca~zried the burden of proof, and the presence af_ sam 

posi''tive evidence in the record* of course, does uoa: relieve 

Sthe Board of thie respoicaibility to look at the nga;v

5699
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i evidence and to determ~ine xfhether or not a preponderarnce of 

S1the evidence favors the position urged by the Applicant and 

th~e issues of safety.  

4 HkNow we began tvhen this~ hearIlg began with the 

Sproposition that -there va an im~plcit risk2=benefit analy"ILS 

tchat has to be made in the licensling of nuclea~r pcar plants, 

and tl-mt it was appropriate to cansid-er what benefits would 

Sflow xrom~ the plant in. orer to wight it' against the visit.  

InT the course oE this h,, ring ue have been reatinded aigain 

and again by thte Staff nnd the Applicant that no silch risk 

dbenefit takes place, and that unles the plant is safe it 

will not be permit.-ed to operate:, and that if it Is not safe 

no amotut of Potential benefit frou~ its operation will 

override that safetcy.  

lie accept that principle and assume tchat the Board 

is is going to judge this plant on tliwt principle. lie think 

17 that utilizing thwat principle it is not clear, that this plant 

le is Sufficiently safe to Operate..* 

CHAIMAU JENSCH. z!Ven far testing? 

We turn at this time to the substantive issues, an VS 

22 1 think that clearly the most Im~portant or' these issues is 

23 the matter of the emergency core cooling system. Regarle;ss 

g4 of the Boardls resolution of the question of additional 

25 notice , the fact remains., end it cannot be removed, that the
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Atomic Energy Commission is in the position of holding a 

Iengthy, detailed scientifically extreey important hearing 

regarding the emargency core cooling sys tew. That hearing, 

if it proves nothing else,~ proves the basic proposition that 

nuclear technology is an emerging field, and it does support 

our basic Position that ilt is too soon to license nuclear: 

pomier plants like Tindian Point No. 2 ita as cloze proximity 

to major populatic-ri centers , that the industry shoatA remanin 

-uinexe it has been for many years, in -the field of prototype 

designs, and work exut the problermn baE~ore. they com~e for the 

building and the oeration of nulear p-,rer pnints lik2 

Evxen In fie'l"Is Txhe-re w c are, eal n g w it h I ess 

SeriOUS potential conseque, bc t tan an accident -in a nuclear 

Power Plant, greater care is Uned.  

The autamobilie industryr for in111Stance build", a 

prototype and tests it on 6 ftrach b.efore the Prototype is 

permitted to be sold to the public, nned even then as 'we" ell 

'know many antomobiles are retirned to the acto~rbecause 

safety problem-OStill remain.  

This nuclet3.r po; er plant is W<h _stinghouise0 s prototype 

for the 893 megawatt electric Iat t has not beena tried 

elseAhere. In factp vhen it wais originally designed It~s 

Original design did not even include t..he Critical portion of 

the emergency core cooling system upon which the Applicant
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nyw relies, namely the use of accum~ulators. TIat bit Of 

Itechnology has b'en ddded since the tiuie of the construction 

pqrmit becalUse thAt was where Wgtinghouse ha d mmoved.  

And once again since the time cfhJat that: w-as 

5 installed the Atomic Energy Commission, as a resxit of its 

continuihg review of emergency cecooling systems,~ has 

'Enund it neceseary to request the Applicants need an ever.  

more stringent standard for EC prformiance by the issVIAnVce 

of interim criterin , because they too verce worriezi abou-t the 

S emergency core cooling system. and the emerging technology 

And even follmring tn it iit ex-i m :a cce pt a nc e c ri t e ria.  

announcemient, the Atomic Energy Comsso felt that the 

13 matter. was sufficiently open tha t 3*t should hold a full and 

thrrough puiblic hearing,~ and even after thiat, it 'wns 

arnounce.d Wstinghol -e considerced that the prohlem desered 

furth er attention, and -we had a p-1-ping .-odification in~ th e 

.ererge-acy core cooling system~.  

18 CRGARD0\ JENSCHI: May I interrupt? 

20 C~IA~JENSCIIL: I wonder$ -sd rom your 

21 statements In that most recc'ra rega.rd, this Board has been 

direc-t4ed xinder the interim criteria anid uinder tize certification~ 

pr.ceui which was undertaken . that if there is a fin ding 

24I that this plant meets those criterin, the duty of the Board 

.2 s over, is it not?
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MI lOISiMAH: The Board 

GAX1MAN JIEUSCH-: So that whether there is a reView 

gointg on about those criteria is not perstiasIve in this 

proeedingv is it?( 

TOM R1ISA.N: The Board's duties include bo'th the 

duty to resolv~e that issue in favor of the Applicant o~r to 

conclude that- theP is a substantiCS1 question with respert 

to it and to certify.  

We of co~urse realiz~e that the Board Cannot~, and 

we are not asking it to determine that the interthn cri teria 

are in-vaUAd. I-J are asking it to Gltermine that therze is 

a substential questl..nn ar, to the validity of those criteria, 

anda based upon that far the Board tno lertify to the ConiMIssion 

for its judgment the determination of whether the emr~xency 

core cooling sy~ster, criteria are.,an ,,dequate safety standard 

for purposes of lierasiag-the plt and it is not Our 

uruderstanding that if the Board concluded that there were 

a stibstantial question that it oould go ahead and go through 

the dif icuit proess of determliniug whether or not there wss 

compliance with the interim -criteria and issue the license, 

but rather that It wouild certify to the Comtmisali on the record 

dealing with the emergency core. coolig syste eb~allenge and 

request guidance.
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1 Nor', at this latij date ve must say that wqe vciuld 

2 not oppose the Bloard reaching its conclusians on all S'aftty 

3 issues based upon the regulationa av it interprets thm.  

4 and ther. withholing. a dec'U-ion m the qu~estion of whether 

the lant should be permitted to operate. But sirmtltaneoussly 

7 certification of the question vegarzing eoergency c cre cooiing 

1 ystem,3 that it %Ould riot be a P'actical rise of the Board. s 

time~ to simply not: naw advise the Commission of its resolution 

of Other issues in which nio challenges are being made to 

i retmlations and cartify, ~atfor the critifcation to Come 

12 back ;and then decide atmething 

12We thillk the entire attrcould be set -forvard Pt 

One tirw, 

IS I ~ In this regard vithll re-axd to the proced-icer t , 

utilized as the Board ChNarman is avare the Regulatory Staff 

Sin the Vermiont Yank e proce edlnr, 1:as taken the positions 

In, and tie ,_ssume tha is 'the positin of the Staff, tha3t w~ith 

iq regard to challenges to the emekgoncy core -cooling sys tei.  

20 in that* proceeding the Staff woulfd supl'port the propositimi that 

21 -hat the Board should do is viait umtil the conclusion of t he 

'~-~ harigsat which tieit would then ask the parties beginning 

v it h the lrtervenor to indicate what portion~s of the emergency 

core coollmg systeoii national hearing reco-rd they cltoose to 

rely upon fOr purposes of their chellenge , give the o'ther
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parties an oppommuity to reference with detail thp- lrtions 

that they rely upon for their position that the ~gf~in 

ar~ atde~h Party to statie if there Is any siwpplewental 

informatfion whiccd, they desire to 5-ntroduce on the sulhiect 

and the wanner in which they wer i1d propose to introdce it , 

the time for doing s~o, the Board would tlic~ decide ieh 

anty additional data sh~ould be receiied, an~d once Onot hkd.  

been receivki or o~nce the Boa~rd had decided that no more 

sbox!Ui be. racaivedD the Board cou"A~ decide that the~ ai.estion 

IG certifiabla and s~end the entire question , along with its 

decis ion onz the other utatters ., uj to the Appeals TI~krd 

pusuant to the certificatio pzaedirre, 

CRAI~A~ aitscr py 

"N" ROZ-5VAN: Yes.  

CMJ-1-0 1 JEWSOR: This SiLr 8 mnatter on wh ih I -,,All 

jut av t sea as a l1ymn, 'but K'n a testizw UPCene s 

tha core going to reach the candition where you ha-ve thes e 

hih temperature prdblems? And I certa.ify thing they haVC 

been erkvis joned by the ionteri, aceptaxice criteria for which 

ceirtain provisions have been made., 1 mean sifthat ha-pens in 

a testing licens~e that Ma~ybe I ~hou Id ha-ve tal1k ad xv ih 

my coLleagnies here, but I'd like to h1,ave it on the rec.oad t~o 

get your views, is the emaergency core coling .:.ystam gollig 

tobe sich a ,ital systemn that even the tenting cannor b-e 

I say tht , howver, wilh n~awe'kislao
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I because as recall Applicant:'s czounsei stating he S .Id, 

o orse, efince we e t U p to f if ty percent p~xe~r we A~re gradng 

a 6~ be ready to sta4v thon," and I just think -we hzi> to kcaep 

0 ~a caution in mind. that vAiat has been reqjuested i~a tet Ag 

: ilicense up to fifty ppercent, dimt~ know whether it 

enisioned that you -eare go-ing to shut dmown at fifty peco-ni 

until the authority bas been --Svs~i for steady s tate prwer.  

G a-fter tbtkator not.  

1-fIL ROSEM:.11. hairman, 112hat i M abt. by that 

10 remark v~as that i: w-e "ia testeed the p'Larit up to ftfty percent 

of full pcner the plant tvould then be avipa11ble imlnadiel~y 

1 2 upon One autharization by, the Cmissin to praq-_Ld p~ower, 

Nj which 1 'believe is - very important advantage of tl ntol 

1, tton of testing, ha it provides. ,an additional valeo 

15 assurt-lnce that the plant will be available and re&a@ to produce 

I nower %ihen itis needed to do so. 11,Iat -was the Intent of 

17 m y remarks.  

I I CHAIRMAINY JEDISCHi: Wael2IL it Inav be ready bJut 'Of 

course we have not had the em~ironmentni revie-v qusAlfyfo 

20fifty-percent. So the anly thought I had in milndl was -t1hq~i 

Smight be repetitive. Be~t ht3oard that if vie ever got 

12 t. o f if ty percent power wr e vante4& to stay right there, and 

2 ffrom the Commission to stay at Steady state power, and. I think 

i hould be clea;_ that the.reco~i. wh&lly ina equaL. lor
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I a steady state poter at fifty percent. Do you not agree? 

MR. TROSTEN: , Chairman, this is -

3CHAIRIA 1 CMhI: Will you try that yes dr no? 

' MR. TRvOSTI: I am afraid I can't quite ants'er it 

ZIIyes or no,. Mr. Chairjm . This is one of the reasons why we 

s j have fMled a motion for reconsideration of the'Board so that 

we can have the record complete and authority from the Board 

in order to give us the authority to proceed with operat ions.  

I am trying to be responsive to the questions.  

GIIM4 -.1 JMSCN The only thing is that we are 

a differen'ce, I guess, only an reference to whether you are 

talking about nine-ty percr-It e 100 percent. Will you proceed.  

13 Bxcuse mr=, 

IM,~ 10OTN4IN: Yes.  

C AIMRIA JEYSCH: Will you tell toe what yet think 
about this? Will the ewergency core cooling system be euch 

17 a vital. component or system th-at it vill be very vital and 

should be a kind af z co i i'tion fokr special consideration 

I even in reference to the testing license? 

2 MR, R0IGISMAN: Yes.  

ie tFirst let me say that testing itself is no 

dif ferent in terms of the way in xihich the reactor will be 

'23 functioning at the part-JEcular poer level than it would b e 

4 if it -oere steady steraetin at that level. So that 

25 there is noth'ting unieue abo t tcestl.ao The only question
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would be is the level of power fifty percent somehow or 

another so Mai that emergency core cooling system would t~ot 

be reqaired?. The ansoer to that is contained first in an 

answer to a quesition that i-.as asked of Witness N'ioore,, which 

we ideantfiecA in our proposed findings o.F fact, in w hich he 

111dicaited that there was suf ficient heat in the fuel rods 

rwhen -they were at fifty percent of po-.wer if there should he 

a loss of cqolant accident, and th.,ere -were no water made up 

in the aractor,. thert the residual heat oculd take the fuel 

rods -to the mlting point.  

So that in that context we contenid> e energency 

core ctpoling system is important.  

N~ow i1t is true that at fi{fty percent pawer a 

Gl~h'tantially drzgro'ied ECCS niight s-till be able to provide 

eiiou~~~~;h~ -pe oth yta~t e the fuel rods frow reaching 

the Me1ting Point~ and 3aybe ry~r maybe not enough wiiter to 

asCist them to keep the fuel rod tem~peratures L'elm)~ the 

interim. criteria 2300 degree w irii ta=,, rature figure.  

But at this point we don t any evidence in the record to 

substantiate that.  

In other vords, t-he Applicant or the Staff have not 

wde& any a--empt to assume variaus degrees of degradatio01 

of the EMCS and tha~n to demonstrate that: givan -those degrees 

of degradetion at fifty percent they xwould '0e A~le 1--o meet the 

int-erir., criteria even thocugh at that oee f degr.,i j. ,U --k~,3 they
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couldn't meet the criteria fifty, sixty, seventy or eighty 

2 percent.  

So it's sort of a zero s= game that ve are faced.  

vith,, Our Uaiton is that the XEOCS has not been establishod 

that it. will, work effectively at any level, and the Applic-ant's 

-,position hav been in support of it that it has been establishned 

tha t I.t will, zork eZIfectively at the 100 percent level-, and 

the record on the fifty percen~t question is not directed to 

Sthatc Out Pos it ion rema~ins that at, long as th-ere is a 

~ I esiualheat caIty within those fuel rods to permit th~ 

rods to mel. unlesa emergency water is brought in arnd ao lona 

1 2 as there i*s a riskt of loss of coolant acc-ident ocecmrring'.  

and both of those it is our contentions are correct, then.  

the consideration of emergency core cooling system performance, 

15Iis relevant to a fifty Perceut testinR license.  

1 1 might 06oint cut that tha record in the Ntoa 

~ IEmergency Core Cooling Systemn has Ladicated that at least 

o-ne qualified exonart who works with the Atomic Energy 

Com~mission. or one of its contractors has inrieated that a 

20 derating of nuclearX power plants of perhaps as much as thirty 

percent mi.ght be required -in order to bring the, ECCS inito 

22 compliance with tehat that gentlergan thought would be an 

adequate acceptance criteria.  

pn4
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MR fl0ISMN~: (Continuing) IT point that ouat oaly 

to ~incato t1at thore Is export o-pinion in the iied to 

suggest that as, you come down from 100 per cent you may b~e 

abl.e to roach a Yle'vel at which the dograded EMCS could. still 

funtion, but that that gent1 -an t s Statement wias rot to 

my knowledge there w~as no detaiL pesented to indiaze whether 

30 Liar' cent would be enough or there would have to be :50 -per 

cent or 55 yer ezt. Glviously' those would be criial points 

in terms of the Board~s ajdgment about th~e 50 par cent testing, 

Fnally, I thin It is :Sair to say, as X have Pointed 

out before; that the duration of %testing -aud the tizz in which 

the reactor vill be at 50 per cent~ or 40 per cent is les 

and thoe~ will be some itesser rislk Trhe record does~ rot 

distinguish -- and this Is the noe:11t point I would 1:10t to- talk 

about. That Is that the kecord does not distingulik on this 

or anything elso how tWhis Board- can havo so=- Raetual basis 

to distinguish betw'een what -is adequate and what Is Iinadequate~ 

what iS safe zadwhat is~ not safe, what Is substantial. ZA~ 

uhat Is insub tantial vAhat As likely and Whatt is t'zAJel8y 

The entire trandcript this imornlng we hoard it 

ftom 4r. Viesemann and we have heard it from him before. Vie 

have heard It from other witnessaes 

Iis in the Staff2s testizony under 1VA_ Brill.  

Qualitative words 111x- adequate,, likely, unliiEdy a.,Le through

out'- the record. Those words oai critica2 dllferrenzz L n 'the



1safety judgments.  

AS we pointed out, tLe U~nd of9 ruPture 0%? t1he 

3 reactor PAM'SSure Vessel that we haVe considered has boon~ 

4 trated as an improbable evenit by the Staff and the 

5 Applicant0 'Pat, they are unable to tell us how to draw the 

i fne --etween whatl, is probable and. what Is improbable. We 

kuow, the practical consequence, though.~ 7Z something is 

a imro~ble, there is no design rquirenen-, 'to cope vwith 11t 

Xi f it is probablQ, tl.ere Is a redun&-nt design reqtyiirement.  

10 There i~s not even an attempt to require of the Applicant in 

11 its dosign and It gradually moved fromn redundancy to a 

12 single program, to a possible answer to a Woblem, and finall1y 

13 to ani etrerinely unlikely event and e~trenely unlikoly 

A hard and fast line is &-ai for~ practical pur

i pses but no hard and gast lIfne has been drawn to hello us 

17 understand why thase certain events Yfiall. into the improbable 

bcategory and other events fall into the probable category.  

19 think that, too, is a product of the emorgent industry

20 The nuclear industry is young as Industries go.  

2 n the peaceful uses, it is a scantL twenty-f ive years old.  

21. They have done very wrell to advance this far, but in our 

P-3 opinion they have gone too gar when they have asked the 

24j citiZeas Of this area to withstand tile risk gor forty years 

25i of a nuclear power plant at this point is one of -a icnd and
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untried, and which depends upon the proper operation of 

systems which are still under study' by the Atomic Bnergy 

3 Commission, which are still. under study even by the vendor 

4 and the applicant, and whose safety has not been established.  

' We do not contend that ths must be a guaranteo.  

We simply contend that there must be a margin of safety that 

7 is substantially higher than the one that is present here.  

M C A q JENSCH: Excuse me f"or interrupting.  

9 You say forty years. We don't have that: do wet tor this 

10 extent? 

11R R0OThNA!T: T1hat's right. 71m sorry. On the 

121 50 per cent testing.  

3 C[SAE£RAY JENSCH: Vhat is the time limit that you 

I. I propose* When you get to 50 per cent what are you going to 

15 do? 

C- MR.o TR0MTEN: 1Mo. Chairmn, our intention is to 

17 eom. lete the schedule of testing that is outlined In the 

is final saf ey analysis r.'eport.  

1 Ei MUMj N JENSCH: Then you get to 50 per cent, and 

20 you complete the tests for 50 per cent, what are you going 

[ to do as to operational level? 

22 ',. TCTEN: It. Chairman, our thought is to test, 

.211 and we cannot operate for producing power iZ it is not for 

2, "testing purposes, ID Chai.mano 

AM -AUI J.EN SCF: Xn one sease you are ta-wys1 esin.
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As I understand, each plant is hinad of re lated to the others 

in emergeny technology . At what level are you proposing to 

be at after you go;t to 50 per cenit of power? 

M TOSTEMW Trho answer is, we will shiut down, 

Mr.* (ha irimn 

CM1M~ -n, NSCH: Very vell. Thank you. 11 had that 

in mind.  

1R. IROYEN:' TICS, that'S correCt, and I should have 

been 1.1,pTIcit in that we are tal .h!ng here about the ninaty

eight-~day oporation oT tLhe plant during the testing period.  

As p" ointed out beforev It is inpo.-tant to recognizel 

the testing pakr!iod for an untried., that Is perhaps the most 

dangorous period oi a~l. 19 tC"he ECCS is called upon and It 

doent work, it w'ill not do much gopd to the people a f Ner 

Yarlt to bo t old that, well, that was just One Of the bugs we 

hoped to-. -work out during -Ae testing period. I think that's 

Very Imnportant.  

This plant has not been tested nor has th.i.s particular1 

combination of components previouslIy toaon test-ed.  

CHAIEMAIN JENSCH: Mxcuse me. 111 think in the course 

of tiis proceeding - I have just-forgot'.ten what the response 

was -- we didJ have Some Inquiry ad t what the experinmental 

program was that the Comission or the (Comrission in connect ion! 

wvith other units was undertaking. Vic did rquite a report as to 

What t17. PrOgram N7aS9 bUt I don) t InOT hC'iw Many Of those
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Iprograms are in effect. I wonder iJl the Commissiona fulnds; 

2have beeon available to Perm~it it -to carry out all that 

program~ that vas sent out for expe-Imental vork, or whether 

41this facility is a subst1tute for the intended experimxntal 

5 work.  

15 Do you recall what the record shows in that regard? 

7 RVA RQXISYA: I only got the Stagf "- well, first 

6 the. document , WASH 114, hih descri bes the program i.n 

gerreralp is i& evidence, andu I believe Is Cit.izen's u~mmittee 

13 Ii ;tr the Protection of the E:virorr:,ent V. but I would have to 

di 
11 check that to mako sure; ttat the Staff did, after several 

12series of questions by t11he Board,9 produce an entensive 

;3 coniputer print-out which pu~rported to descri.be the state of 

14 the experimental programs as of, I thinill the latest date was 

1~5 February of 1971. The computer print-out was dated,;4,Tue, 

1971, but boocause the computer was lagging a little behind 

17 in terms of actual work~s, it covered works through something 

16 lit-e February of '71.  

1.9 1 It stated the status of experimental progoraws, which 

223 ones "nere st:19.l continuing, which one had been discontinued, 

i which one h2ar been coumplete4, and which one had not been 

2 Icompleted.  
23CHAIRAN JNSCX: What did thyshor about the 

24' emergency core cooling system? 

'7 M ROXSRAMi: As I ramember, they showed an extensive
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amount of research work still to be donet and in addition, in 

the documents which we have sought official notice, M1382, 

I believe, the then Idaho Nuclear Corporation, had a chart 

which showed the status of work on emergency core cooling 

system itself, a type of flow chart which purported to 

,demonstrate atterz which had been concluded, matters which 

were substantially completed, and atters on which a little 

bit of work had been done, and matters on which nothing had 

been done in terms of resolving ECCS concerns.  

Riy recollection of -that chart is that only a very, 

very smll portion of ECCS was considered to have been 

reselved, and a Leat proportion of it was in the category 

of only a little bit of work or work in progress.  

As far as we know, there has been n substantial 

work completed since then. Ag.in, this subject is discussed 

in detail and will be included in those portions of the 

transcript of the ECCS National Hearing which we wish to 

reference for the Board's purposes depending upon the Boar ds 

resolution of the whole outstanding question on evidelace on 

the ECCS ua'tter.  

While the ECCS is clearly the innust important of the 

issues that -e have raised, and while an important adjunct 

to it is this question, I'm trying to put some bounds on the 

use of terms like "likely and "unlikely and "p: cbable" and 

"improbable". X would like -to merely br-Zefly mention important
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1 issues without denigrating In any M.wy from a1l te issues 

identified in our proposed findings og fact; and proposed 

3 tOnclusions of law,.  

4We think the question of the fire repair is an 

izuportant question rhich has yet -dcquAtoly been resolved.  

6 We have indicated to the Board in a letter, 1 believe, of 

7 January 19, 1972, that we believe the applicant was not 

providing in this TeCord a. sufficient amount of information 

to confirm the eStInd and repair work that was done after 

we had our hearing on fire, nor was the staff providing us 

'1 vith any reports.  

12 CGR-AR JENSCH!: Go On., 

1.3 

.'4 

16 

19 

22, 

23 

251
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19. ROISMAN: At present the status of the record 

is that Mr, Troaten's biweekly or monthly letters have been.  

coming to the Board merely stating that. the status of the.  

repair is such, and we have completed, period. Wie don't know 

if any problemt; they encountered ttich differed from their 

originally predicted s~chedule on that, nor ,71-t damage the 

fire had 'done which they had not thoqght had occurred, nor have 

we seen any sign-off on the questo of th~e fire, 

We thirnk the record is incomplIete on that and that 

the plant would not be preozpred for testing ar. operating licenu 

until that recorel was cornp~leted, 

We think the plant secuity is still very iivch ,7IP 

in the air. We %:eceived a l~ot of general assurances that at 

soetime in the fut-ire deficie dies w:,,hich ve have pointed 

aut with rega~rd to Security vill be resolved, hut ue have not 

received any~ evide~nce that those have. been resolveld nrff4,, We 

think the more we hear evidence Irow Mr. Schwartz and other 

representatives of Consolidated In,1isan rgarding their belief 

about the need few power,~ As eraneous as that belief way be, 

the more we are persuaded that evYen during the testing period 

Applicanta ad the operators of Applicant's reactor facility 

are going to be- influenced Iby thre belief titat -- I thInk 

Mr, Trasten invited 0arld Trade itelE. it hinges on the 

operatkion Of TIndAJn Point No, 2* and is certain to -. fluence 

those split secorxc judIgmnients that are needed to make sure that
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U reactors, when they do operate, are operated safely. We* 

V are frankly frightened at the prospect that the Consolidated 

Edison Company ',as committed and honestly committed as it 

4 is to this question of power, also simultaneously be committed 

to the more important question of safety, and that even if 

all other things were all right ith the reactor, we would 

7 feel that the reactor should be owred and operated by some 

party who is not eo deeply involved and committed in the 

L. question of the operation of the reactor for the purpose of 

9 supplying power.  

Finally, we have raised several legal, issues that 

21 I think deserve mention'ing here, that the Board should resolw.  

3 One is the question of the adequacy of the Staff review in 

general. We feel that the Staff review has not comported with 

the requirements either with the Office of Communication 

" of the United Church of Christ cases to -which the Board 

17 referred yesterday, nor to the more recent decisions of 

S~GreenC Plan ommission'ersus The Federal Power 

19 Comrnission, both of which indicate that the Staff has an 

0 affirmative duty to bring forward 6l1 of the pertinent data 

11. to a proceeding, and to see to.it that it is on the record, 

22 and that the Staff, as an advocate, is an advocate only in a 

23 very secondary function and not in a primary function in the 

.4 pradceedingh 

ji5 The Staff believes that i t is an advocate in -the
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I proceeding and has choseh to pr&duce the data xwhich it 

2 bel.ieves supports that position. 2For another party that, 

21 Tould presuably be perfectly permigible. It is. in our 

4 ninirn. inerissible for the Staff.  

Oza the question of the environmental reviewPa e 

We believe that because of the environmental review involves 

a bl,- cing of radiological risk againat benefit~ that it is 

Wi.;xet-nnt to ask the quistiotis to which xw.e hwive not receivedi 

adequate ansi, rs. AIs to hov it is possible for the St ff 

10 to do its balavciug in a statem~ent of consideret ione When 

Ij it Zlsunn a riteasure Of risk frml radioactive accidents below 

14 that ssumad for jyrpses of the safety revie-ts as though 

Sfor sam~e reavion or another when we are Toeighing it against 

~ nviro'nental conalderatiois, we use a different scale and 

15 easuire it agai.nst. scie other kind of yardstick.  

~ !In addition, that. the consideration 'of the scope 

17 1of benefits in tho. Staff Is review is urholly inadequAte9  The 

~ ibenf 1it. in that review are related to fifty percent steady 

altate aperntion. As the Board has pwinted out,, thi~s is 

a license for fifty percent testing,, That would not 'be a 

U roblem if itx wEere not that the Staff had the respansibility 

72 to do a balne. lie dc not unvderstanet hoi. it is possible to 

21 balance factors if both sides of the s cale uere loaded wijti 

24 a lot of irretz-vant m~aterial. It 1-ay 'be that if the factors 

25 whiolly related to fifty percant testiig %,ere balanced,, that
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the radiological risks, the environmental harms, the benefits 

2 to the public frow the operation of the plant would tip the 

scale in favor of the license even on that ground.  

4 While we do not challenge any of the environmental 

issues substantively, we do believe that the balance has not 

b been properly conducted and that the Staff review at this 

7 point is grossly inadequate.  

Finally on the question of benefits itself, 

S &pplicant's counsel has impi- ed that in looking at the beefits 

i ckof fifty percent testing' we should look at the benefits of 

fifty p rcen t o-- higher steady state operation. Guxr position 

12 has been that that is perfectly pe.is.s-le so long as looking 

?3 at the adverse cons equences of fifty percent testing -oe look 

at the adverse consequences of fifty percent pomer levels and 

higher. Therefore, if the Staff and the Applicant's position 

II 

I6 is to remain as it is, and that is that we should consider 

17 1what swe will be doing for the City of New York in the  er 

8 Iof 1973 by having this plant tested this suz er, we should 

19 also look at wfhat -we may be doing to the City- of New York in 

2(" the summer of 1973 by aving -this plant opereting with 

21 inadequate safety controls, Both must be co-extensive.  
We are willing to see it lizaited to fifty percent 

21 testing, and that the consequences of fifty percent testing 

;I will be considered, so long as the benefits of fifty percent 

25 testing is looked at and not what the future may hold if the 

testing proves out, should be consieede
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Of4,4RL?!IN JEwSCH: A~Y X interrupt? 

M. ROISIMAN: Yes.  

CM:RRMiN XENSC]H: Is the need of power a sharp 

4 issueIn this testing license? They are not going to produce 

5 any Povier, are they? 

M.RISNN I would have said that that is 

absolutely correct, but their-testimony and t4he Staff's 

statement of enviroumiental consideration is replete with 

Seviden~ce on the 50 per cettesting lcnedealing wit the 

W power that this PlIant gener~ates, some oi' which, I! might add, 

iirelated to the siuzo~r of 1972, which seeris a I ittle out of 

12 date. We donit raise -the questio-n it is out of date since 

is we thin that even iU.-it related to the fall of 1972, it 

veouldn11 b,-, .-aleant because this is not a power generating 

18 req~uest. It is a testing request., 

10. CHAIRMAN JMSC: Is there any power to be produced 

I! under this proposal 'for test ing? 

ROSMT I believe that it produces a small 

amount at powex- level of -~I thin ft . MhW said above 

_0 35 per cent they harde sufficient steam 9ox the turbines to 

2t spin, and theref-og'e whenever they are- spinning I presume 

2a electricity can be generated.  

BE,, TROST-104 This is correct, M~cairman.  

CHUAMAN JEL14CH: What is your contemplation of the 

amount o apaoflioatyu-are Eoing to push out., on the
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Ift CAHILL: It is roughly half of the plant 

electrical rating at 50 per cent power. That will be Xhilo-

watts that is generated within the plant and pushed into the 

system. The duration of ihat, the total kilowiatt hours Will 

only be sufficient for, the tes~ting.  

!}RAW JEUTSCH: What 1t have in miud is , if yPou 

7' are going to generate power at 50 per cent atd you are alwayz 

CItesting, you are always testing zad you get 50 par ca, at 

divry of electr.21cty, and you won't have to have any 

further environmental or anything else for a while.  

Mz TMOSiEM: W.fr Chalrnian, we have a fine testing' 

progray set forth in the FSAR. That is the program that t,,e 

IS~ desire and will be carrying out.  

14 ~ CHA IRMO JE-YSCH X undorstand that. SUPY)OO±ng the 

1,5 tests -- you will be still be able to genermte a lot of power, ::6 but the doorhandles ar,_Wt working, or somfletiafg. 12 same~

17 thing is aot going to detract froai the production of 

electricity, but you are going to test and the &oor vion't 

Iopon, what. will you do? Ijust don't understand what 1the limnit 

~Cjis on your testing program because you can still geierata 

electricity all thime, can't you.  

22 IM TROGTEW: Mr. C airman, the only '1ng6 a 

Ssay about that, in an effort -to be fully responsive to your 

24i quaestion, Is -that we havo a prograir wbich we need to carry 

25 out In order to fin~d out whlether the plant can operate
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S is defined In the FSAR. We don't want to carry out a 

necessary tCests or door-changing tests. We want to carry 

& rout those tests thiat are corntemp.ated and necessary in order 

S to prove out the plant.  

X~~M "HC: 'hT -I~nd. of a tisxe schedulewul 

7 you ree iimend to be inl ln in the testing license so we 

Sdon't got into this door-SwIVnginu test as a. part of itt too? 

MR Mit2OSTEN: "Wr Chairman, the tilme schedule that 

I believe wo, uld ba appropriate tD inclue -in the testing 

Sjlicense would be a time schedule~ !R there wero to be A 

time schiedule sipallar ~othe fuel. loadi; ng schedule, it would 

Sbe the six-mosith time limit which has been, I believe, as a 

m,%tter of regulatory practice, Impase on these particular 

Slicenzes , Thatv I be-Aleve, is consitent ith wh'at has been 

done in other cases. u ~ ~ prcn 

CU1AMMUA X31-SCH: 1:1 you puhdout SOprceto 

your generating capacity gor si~x months, you have a pretty 

slzceatle delfvery,. I would. inger. Who is going to determine 

iyhen your tests are completed, to stop your tes ting? Your 

testUng could easily operate as a steady state power operation.  

BM.O 00 AT : T&. (rairm-ant the program is determined 

by the Rfinal safety analysis report. Sic Ctnipl kance Division 

W11.l be Monitori.ng the co~npletlon of this programi. T1he 

psr-ogram will be termina ted by the Applicants as XSAid before,
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t when the program has been complete.  

CHAXIRMAN JENSCH: I just wonder If you need to have 

3 50 peT cent of power to -ully test your: facilityo X think 

4 some suggestion that 20 per cent might do it or 10 per cent 

might do it should be considered.  

. TROSTEN: Iir .Cahill previously testified about 

this. Testing at 20 per- cent would not n equately teast the 

gaci iGlty. It would not spin the tub nes; as I recallo 

CHAMMAN JEi-SCH: 20 per cent on-?t turn your 

e t~bineo? 

IfLtQQ TROSUMN: Mr. Cahill will answer yout question.  

,MMMAT JMNC2: Thank you° 

MR. RO SXTAN: to. Chairman, Vm going to sit down 

* but I would still like to conclude.  

C-A-W XIMSCH: Yes.  

M. o CAHILL: 20 per cant would spin the tur'bines.  

17 It takes about the order of about 10 per cent of the reactor 

porer to just get enough steam to bring ";;ho turbine up to 

S speed.  

In previous testimony we indicated that power levels 

beyond 20 per cent, up to 50 per cent, are needed to really 

adeqately test the steam plant because the flows og steam 

P and water in that plant don't get up to sigmificant levels 

that provift test and performance indication to that level., 

ShOur prog-ram for teottig Is outlined in 'he PSA
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I and in the testimony to accomplish certain things. At trhe 

2 level just beyond critical and at 10 per cent and 20 per cent 

a and 35 per cent and 50 per cent there is certain test-infor

4matiou that Is to be obt'alned there., Nuclear paramters, 

5 parformance tests, equipment and so on that are to be 

r accomplished. 7tat's the purpose of the test.  

1 resent an Implication thate. we are asking for a 

testin~g liense to just deliberately continue oper~atinug the 

Splant. We want tog of coux,-se, ck~atinue wlih the operation 

of the plant. That requires additional authority. WIfe are 

Sasking to complete ourD testing prograpi to 50 per Cent. I 

have in~dicate~d that this talres itleally soniethigg- like 

I fTorty-nine days. It could take twice that long and stil be 

Swbat I would call not an abnormal kind of startup. Xt could 

take longar. What we are as~king f£or Is the authority to 

accoulpliash the. test, to get the ingormationi and the mile

17 toes passed and the time, vihatever that time Is, to 

accomplish that. 'We are not asking, in this Blotion, to go 

19 up to 50 per con"(. and accomplish 1;hose tests and then 1*eap 

running. Ve will ask.For that and have it.  

W. 'ROSN Tic have asked for it.  

P2 te,~ CAH(IL: W~e ivill dNo that In a separ~ate motion.  

211i CMMBUNA JBIMCH: What w;ould you suggest to avoid 

24~the implication that somo people ,my wish to~ extend tal. wie 

S do not by our inrqui'ry -. but In fairness to yourse'.tf:, va
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would you suggest as to a time limit or other control limits 

so that it would not appear to the public that there is any 

a possible distortion of the operating authority of atesting 

llcei~se if on~e wer'e to be issued? 

For instance, you have al2 these dials vhirllng 

and you~ waut to set it at 922 and it comes up to 91 8 per 

e ent and drops bacIh and then it comes up and you v ant to be 

sure it is up to 92 pez cent . How are you going to be swe 

L, that the test is ginally done? 

ForP all practical purprs, 91. migbt 'be enough 

o21 the d-ial for all practica"" testing purposes. Who Jis going 

to say when you actually Got enough done? Whose jiusgpnt Is 

it so that -Isaid ii fairness toa yourself -- so it doesn't 

appear that you would misabusxe aut%,hority? I kaiov you don't 

U5 Want t-o do I-ht. It is no iUlpl !cation an my part that you 

are going t"o abuse anything. But to be sure ti"ae public under

17 tands that there Is Lso abuse or likely abuse or Inted 

1 . abuse or possible avallability oA' abuse, we are asking for 

your views.  

OR. THOI-N: As far as the wonitoring of this, 

ur, Chairman,, this Is like the monitoring of any other 

l.icense condition,, Thie applicant is absolutely committed to 

22 performing these tests that are outlined in the finial safety 

ann.1yois report and our testimony for the purposes indicated.  

it is like any other license condition and any otlver poisioa
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tin the technical agencies. This is monitored by the Division 

end o:Z Coutp iance.o 
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CHAIRWM, JENSCII: I understand i:hato As I 

tunderstand it, they are a reporting authority to the Division 

of Regulatory ActiVities, and they see the dial come up 

4. to 91.8, and the write that it is 91.8. Well, write us 

5 another letter. The dial turns again and it goes up to 91,8.  

6 'They do nothing but report the -attere 

WVhat guidance would you want the regulatory group 

1' to have so that no one will misunderstand what you are doing 

9 and no one will feel that there is any possible abuse with the 

a udiority you are seeking? 

ral. TROSTEN: We would hope that no one would think 

thee is an abuse of the authority when the Applicant has 

S1committed itself to perform these tests that are outlined in 

4 the safety analysis report where -e have testimony in this 

15 hearing that has been given under oath by an officer of the 

6 cor e-pany as to what its intention is. I would really beliew, 

17 ixr° Chairman, that that ought to be sufficient given the 

I8 =nitoring of this where it is not simply relying on the vord

of the Applicant but also with monitoring by the Rlegulatory 

S-C-affc of the Atomic Energy Commissiono 

V CHAIPULAN JENSCH: Let me give you an illustration.  

Ie'2- Supposing your: control rod situation again.  

23 MR. TROSTEN: Yes.  

24 CHAIRMAN JENSCH: You test those periodically imder 

25 
1any kind of aperation. So you test; your rods. In the first
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1 couple of months they are working fine. But you are never 

2 really done testing those.  

2Are there other types of tests of the same kind? 

4 You say, yes, we have to keep running tests. So in one sense 

5 you are never finished testing smiie component because you 

always test them for any kind of operation, 

MR. TROSTEN: I would sisicerely hope that the 

interchange we are having would not restrict the Applicant 

e from conducting those tests, which are necessary to the 

proving out of the plant. 1 really believe that it is 

important that we be authorized to conduct appropriate tests 

" and that the equipment be tested and proved out.  

C}Hii 4AR JENSCH: You will be testing control rods.  

S if yoa have a license for 400 years, you al-ways will be 

0 11 saying yowu are testing the controlJ rods. Whnatever the 

14 # section vas or -,hat has been elitinated by this amlendment 

I7 to the Act, that is. This used to be a testing license to 

W8 verify something of experimental research. I think that was 

101 the way this thiIng started, We have an amendment to the law 

20 that got that one out.  
I y point is th.t there isn any end to testing, 

1122 You need it. If you 'have a fifty percent testing license, 

2 it has parts of operations that always have to be tested, 

or you will never terminate, in one sense, your testing 

authority, would you?
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R. TOSTEN: ! think the testing authority would 

be terminated, Mr. Chairman.  

CHAIM W JENSCH. Tell us hom.  

MR. TROSTEN: Ho' the testing authority ,vould be 

s terinated? 

a CIAUMTMN JENCH: Yes.  

IOL TROSTEN: When w e have completed the program 

V xehich is out lined, I think, -w ith considerable specificity in 

the final. safety analy is report. When those tests which

10 are set frth in the final safety analysis report have beer 

cwrxpleted, it wili terminate.  

CHAIRMM, JENSCH: You don't, have the control rod 

20 test set up for tenting? 

14 MR CAHILL: Yes there are control rod tests.  

W As you. say., there are checks or tests that are to be made on 

contrcl rods al the time as part of normal -,-routine operation.  

7,V If there is a shutdown for some reason and you start up, or 

I if the time period has elapsed. There are routine tests that 

I are made even in normal operation.  

20 The test program uhich is the subject of our 

2 1 discussion no,7 is defined better than that, Mr. Jensch.  

It fundamentally involves testing at different pouer levels 

for certain periods of operating time, not necessarily 

calendar time, sir. But so many days or so many hours run 

at fifty pea'cent power dw rin-g ,,, ibhich parameters and performance
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characteristics are determined.  

2 On the completion of those determinations, that 

program is over. N it is true that at twenty-one percent 

or )hatever a test level isp thirx:y-five percent, uhich may 

call for X hivrs of operation, ttaut the generator may trip 

6 or some other malfunction may occur thich interrupts the test, 

and we ulould have to make that repair and then go on to 

complete the test and perhaps even repeat it for sequence.  

Tb.ii' is u~hy calendar time is indeterm-inate.  

'What we ave to accomp.sAh the bits of informaation 

and the steps, is well enough defined in addition to taking 

' I ur sincerity into consideration. It is well enough Iefined 

Ithat Compliance ccn certainly detect any deviation from the 
license.  

19 

2 

25
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I uAIi JESct: we1i what 3 had. in mind 

II particularly 'was in reference to emergency core cooling 

system* as I understand the time of operation of a facility 

affects the ca.ilation .f radioactive fission products in : ~ the Coe, and if you run up and down a little and it extendsl 

as you say over an indeterm:_hate period of time for many, 

many days, many, many months, perhaps, you are building up 

more of that fission prsoduct actmlation as you utilize in 

the cowe ,hatever power you have, which is then related to S perhaps the ne*-vessity of performarce of the eme:rgency core 

cooiing system,- That's w.hy i wondered %het can be a cutoff? 

If yo- con provll-d a cutoff. If you cannot, we will just have 

to try to consridn-e t vithout, benefit of such suggestions.  

But it seems to we tit 

M-, T:ROST:M: Th. Chairmant I really don 'believe 

that a time cutuff -can be-

.17 CRAIRUMIT JONSCH: That's vwat NM. Cahill just said:, 

yes, 

M. C AHILL: The amount of energy generated, 

therefore lbe mmotant of fission. products , because of- the nature 

' of the tests and the limited duration of them, wi.1 be small° 

I don't see as practical I am trying to put myself in the 

place of the Board and the AEC as well as in the place of 

Con Sdisou that there would be a practical way of putting 

time limit on it.
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GC AP o JENSCH: Very well. You did have some 

2 further statements? 

1MR., ROISiAN: Yes.  

4 1 First: on this matter ,e have indicated in ou.  

proposed f-in.ngr; and consider it nertinent for fi-fty percent 

testing that -ue belleve the Appii..ant s concert uith the need 

7 for pcu-er would .o','rride their judgment in an emergency 

a situation. We do not mrean to imipl.y that we b .eleve, .owever,, 

that the Atplican woulId if it qere given a fifty percent 

testing license, intentionally abuse that license in such a 

21 %,,ay that it wTould try to -nz the plant. And wile me 

Aund.. tand the Board's concer. vi th members generally of 

LIZ the public Oho woald certainly like to say that as far as the 

Citizens' Co.mi.ttec fo the P:,'otecticn of the Environment is 

15 concerne-2 tie do not beli eve that the App"licant will 

intentionally attempt to abuse the fifty percent testing 

licens'ee 

CHAIRMA JENC The Boarcd Idoesn't feel that way 

I either.  

20IlkR OISWIV: UTh. 1 undarstood it was with concern 

.9 of the public, but as a representative of at least a segment 

22 of the public, T vanted to make it clear on the record that 

our disagreements w.ith the Applicant in terms of h, welt 

i they would respond to an emcrgency does not extend to 

intentional carefully worked out dupl*.city on theikr part.



We doa not bel~leve that that w~yald be the case., 

e~ttter~CHAIRMAN JENSCH: The Board does not be lieve so 

SS though, I think M.Tros ten has sznid, well, perhaps a 

s x- nz .term on thefit percenDt test ing licensie might be 

7 pp-pp priata at ani earlier tlrja and we ,,7uld not have any 

objection, asnuming the license is iesued at all, to it 

being Contsid~ered in ai S!n:-nth tern, 7a&c1 would suggest t c t he 

Brd Uiat at least an~ oater bo-unVd on fi;S-ion products could 

bese b assuming that during (C~le six-montch perio'd th~e Plant 

oprv at the full fifty percent leviel during every day of 

the S ix KaOrths.  

11 Now~ that would, be on the assumipt ion that: the piant 

US i imedizately or vir'cuafy immediate&ly got to fifty percent and 

VA~ then every test that was being run at £f-ty percen~t caused 

17 1thern to have to ruin it again, rand that they had to continue 

i ei at fifty percent because the t est ke pt failinig. That may 

9 be an outer boundary that may be legitimately falls into tie, 

20 problem~. But iF. the Board is loalring for way of gr-tting a 

measunrement on fission products, that woul~d certainly be one 

1 afaDe extremely conservatiye posit-Lon that they could ta!Ste, 

Sassuming the plant OPetd forth triof the license at 

Sthe h-Ighest power .'evel _.author ized-4 

In any even-t, I amerely ti-o that Out as posil
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I suggestioii, 
1 2i I merely wanted to say in conclusion, , . Chairman, 

that our position with regard to fifty percent testing, and 

4. Ur pC ition with regard to the ultimate issuance of the 

6 license are virtually the same insofar as they relate to 

16 the f rndae.taI quest ion: is the Pfblic ready R-or a base 

7 lo&X0 nuclear poer plant of this size, and is the state of 

technology suclh that it is prudenat and wiise and that there 

is reasonahle asswrance that it can be operated even during 

the testi e, period with a sufficient degxcee of. assurance that 

this plar can obtain a. license with t-he confl.nes of the 

, Atomic Energy Act.  

We think it is not and that Congress meant when it 

pa,,sed that law that until that t.ie was reached that the l 

Applicants should not be permitted to operate their nuclear 

I's po ,er plants. but that they should continue to -ork on them.  

22 

25P
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Indian Point No 2 has a fine promise porhe ps 

I! for the future, If it w;,3ere located elsewhere we might ..t It 

B evam oppose it being run for test Lg purposes only.  

Unfortunately, it's been chosen to he onted in this places, 

&nr0tie believe that it is rong to test it here at this 

C Ume under these conditions and ue urge the Board to deny the 

7 fifty percent testing lic-ense0 

CltflYAk JENSCH: Eucifie ive. tay I understand yur 

.. ost.-ont  I have great difficulty with that po.tions T-.  

il Atomic Energy Act has authorized the Atomie .Energy Cowiss.on 

t co jastia licenses fae nuclear pa-,er plants, -and the 

I .regulIatimcs 6hi h have been issued by the Atoraic Energy 

3 it Cornniss ion have been submitted to cer-taiAiy one if not more 

committees of (o0gress 

The Joint Commi.ttee on ,6x..omi,. Energy, I mIt say 

I feel fr.omt all the sttvd-tta°s, tint the Commissixt .os 

4 p7 oresentea to the Cauiassion4 the Jr.it Committee is ftily 

fari ..ar with the regatiatons issued by the Couim s.zion0 

Now they h ve presc-.ibed in their regulations that 

20 if there is: rea aornae assurance that the nuclear facility 

z, ' ,c,, be constnactcd .tnd operated without undue risk to the healt,% 
S.and .ay of the pb.lic. which admittedly .vo.ves a judgmer4t 

'e [Ic ,wrecjnati,.on to a large degree, that .icensfes may issue, 

24 N at no time has the Congress, as "Er .  

25 a~qLetsq i.ndicated Ithat that s-tant Irci was nat. p,,roper, anrad a n Ii
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I administrative agency, and certainly this Board it onLy one 

pA.: of that agency, imst conform to those regulations and 

the d rection by Congress.  

Now I thimk the Iang age has breen used in many of 

thes e c.ases rhich I think is a little unfortunate, that the 

Cogress has mandated the issuances of licenses I don't 

think they have. 1 think Cangres,. has said, "Here is an 

administrative agency which, accor'.ding to the legisiation, 

authorizes the Coimssion to preserrbe the regulatioaso" The 

Co.I~os-on has doe that,, .t'o ae.ing within that framPTATork 

as to w1hat is and what shall c n t reasonale asxa'nce 

,~r the oper-ation of the plant.  

I 2 I don t think we recessarily get- in to..t hese.  

nationwide prog.ais, but we necessarily have to focus an 

this one facility her n that's been constructed at Indian Point 

-and it's had two 'reviews w.th a contruction permit h.a .ir .  

7 so far in this proceeding, and these matters of fire repair 

pland ant security are importat 

As you tmow, the, regulatlons provide that some of 

theses I don t say per'ipheral items -t.t thlei e are. cer":ein 

Ii items that aere left. fcx: determination as to the adequa of 

completion of estabiihed programs, are left to the Compliance 

S e.tion reporting to the "Regulatory Division of the Co"Wissicm 

?4 which in tzwn reports to the CamwDigsion Your concern therl:, 

'30: i inrn is primrily on 1 re emergency core cooling s-n.. and.
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the gEn-eral feeling thatt safety has not been esta'blisher! for 

2 nucIe.a e pcmer plants, b-it for this facility your concern is 

3 pimarily with the emergevcy core cooling system, is that 

4 correct? 

~~!,,M. ROISM04: Yes, Nr. Chairman.~ 

G AcMIA-.1 JENSCHt Especially for t.is f:ifty per cent 

7 -of testing.  

To :Olh A 1 Yes, Foc; ing or the fifty percent 

w0 T-. be tn ' .ch ith the exception of a chaIlenge to 

th e interim acceptance criteria We z5re nt Ch'Ulnging the 

S GC"rMis sion. s regulations . Ve are acepting them i ,; m tten, 

,1In so.-e2 othier proceeding it might be that would choose, to 

i '4 chzflenoge themn, bt h-re vie accept thoee reglatim s,, We 

contend that the Applic-ant has not prm.en that it me-..:ts those 

,- standards. Now we havc , ' that- the weakness i:. the 

7 I presentation of evidence as -we see it as a general matter im 

13 the consisterit use of these probable-,improbable, likely

i in.ke.y terw, wftl-out putting any meat on them, The 

-eulations don't pi.prt to def.ine those words: eitheic . The 

regulatms le.ave , L to the Interpretatica given xthe speciA.fic 

fcts , e tgai.nk that i a perflect y l e g iti mate, a 

2:11; legiti mate delgatilon from the Commssio down th~fe Board.  

24 The Boarcd mist ,tifl make the dter minatim within 

25 th. context of the reg.;i, tati , a s ,: s I bi laeve ir ',igg'', 1has
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pointed out very early ini this prceeding, talking abatit the 

tUe of the term Pro'bable and imT~rdable, ;vhich has ic t 

Zrequently been discussed,, and thz;at is in the design criteria 

the Commission indicnited t1-hat the loss of coolant accident 

shall in'clude, and 1 quote, "br'eaks in the reactor coolant 

pressure iotvndary up to andp' 4-~h~1gabak uvet i 

sim:e to the doubi -ended rupture of the largest pnipe W! -the 

reactr, coolant System." 

AP6 that language apprpriately pointed out by 

'Mt Ex-Iggs is properly Interpretaq to mean that the vessel 

it.S~alf could rurptwca ujp to the siz~e of the largest breek of 

thbe largest pipe, and that tha.f ootnote. then indicattas , 

"I-uthrdetal riaatiig to the type, size and oin:to 

v9 postuilated breaks and specific conkponerits of tF-he rekictot 

cool ing pessure boudary are imder develomart." 

2Te Commission acting as a reguLatory body has not 

issued a regulation making this one ainy more specific. The 

Staff has Inielfte it tsel-.1 that the postulated werst 

accident iz a rupture of the lIarge.-; t pipe im the sysr e Th atl" 

Safjudgmnent, ho'wever. lhas neithex the approval o! ~h 

(',oms..Gion nor any impIlie4 approvaL of Congrss Or' course, 

and it's subjett to comiplete reviev here the same aa 1L' the 

Applicant had made the assertion that itbelieved the worst 

possib le break that could happen is the do~or handle break, 

ari'a all. other breaks are improbable -,
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And we are arguing within the context of these 

regulations that the burden of proof has not been met, and 

1 did not mean to suggest by puttfig that challenge in the 

4 context of the broader issues in which it belongs that we 

5 are asking the Board to go beyond the bounds of the regulations 

6 or the bounds of the statte or :W arny way to get itself 

I embroiled in what are properly matters for the Covmission or 

t he Congress to deal with 

WThen it comes dow.in to -this, this plant has not 

D0 proven to be adecialteo We say this plant has not been 

U developed that it is designed to cope with the accidents that 

z are most probable and that will occur over the -life of the 

forty years of the plant, or the likely life, because there 

11.1 is not sufficient proof to define how'we distingish between 

Is ithe likely and unlikely.  

;7 

24 

255
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ii And I should1 rbention you said the main concern at 

the 50 per cent level Is with the EM~S. Me are eqaal.y 

Scocr.'ad with the~ probenze, of raasctor vessel. Integrityr, the 

J, transiento to which the veslIs isubjec ted as the result of 

f requo-,,t hot a.d coldi shtdowas which take place not only 

during aom% testlng, b~ut frequen~tly reactor turbine trips 

-take place duing tes~ting, more fyequety than they dAo 

I ~ ~or~a:L o~e~tiox~&,all other5 1hindo of tr nsient hc 

can cause prbls with the vessol 

NZ1ow It~s true that vessa'd fatigue associated with 

it l.onglife opera tion is not really a probleal If you are talkl~van 

about even as iauc4 as si months' v7orth of apec-ation, but the 

1 13 integ:'.ity of~ that vessels its in'teriI i typ integrity 

is stM~ an appro; ,.rate;, issue .te proceedilntg, ajnd f':rtinont 

to to the questioa~ of 50 per cent.  

~ 2Finally, the Boeard ipie that the Joint Committ~ee 

ron Atomic Exxargy his been cons Itenatly supporting tb(, 

Coailssion~s determination of saiety and I thinR it~s 

1PI appropriate to say that "The tlnes, they are chnging", 

20 In senate Coanittee RZeport XR±nber 92-787, dated by 

21 02 972~, and deling with the passage of the bill S-43543 

"N author :U'11ng the issuance of itatergm operating'Y 11oe-s for 

23 'wala power plantsp Senator Baker sald In his supemeatal, 

241not di.ssantin'g, view, but in his supplemant views ro ardlng ~ 

SPropo-oa2 that lae had mide t as usc'nl rtdb
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the Corruittee, '11he soarch on nuclear reactor saf~ety Is 

presently being conductec'. with the Commission Is DiviiUon of 

1Reactot Dveloxxment and Technlo-- in thae Office:.of the 

Geeal M11agorp 

Althoughi there have been reaently some public 

allogationas that the Co issifn's :rm's~ e-arch Program.  

isi defectivet I am not Sufficltent.y -Lag-rmd on the subect 

to question or congirza the aequj~acy o:9 that proaxsam. The 

Joint Co~Ittee P.an to hold herig 01 safety later this 

yoar C, v IF!a.nment w'as based1 voy simply on the traditional 

prolaosition that tVzoce chtarged wf" th te promotion. an develop-.  

rm nt of any givren objective should not swltaneoulsy b~ 

charged i...ith the' regulation oT that objective and~ ass~ance 

09 its saety.Y 

Wo point thici out to indtclate that at this ti;vte 

one MGerber of the Joi.nt Cornmitte''i ona Atomic Ex~crPr Is at 

I1eAst ! -,ffciently~ coiicarned about the state of vagety that 

lae vmats to -lo Surther inrto it and~ has gone to the point 

of propsing ar. amendent to lihe latomic Enoigy Act wihich 

wou~ld Ihave separated Ithe DI-vislon of Rector Dvopm~ 

and Technology Research Program out 2.,ram under the Geeral 

~~ office andi Into a zapa:iate branch*, 

I think MILtI f air 1t0 say that the tin they are~ 

ch-.ang$,-aS an that Conxgresa is evoidng for the ftrtrt t ime a
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The ujal proposition that lCongressional roonactnt 

of statutes in the face o2 a regulatory program year after yoaz 

S indicates somue approval o:C Uthv program imiay rot be true In th~e 

was 0 teJitCmite, whi&1 ltselg is now begimiLng to 

wade v1tthar itt h~as lerned~ all thf fCts about mzuclea 

sa 9 et y That, of course; is mnot a Issixe in th~s praceeding 

1ut It bring it up~ t1o morely indicate that I don't think 

Cbmres isstap~ng wy A. ig:iielther on Indian Point 

D Numibow 2, or an Cooidted Edk-l2anT estnioe on, 

Theyo too, have elelegated to tha Co~mission, whLich 

has eveegatCeni to this Board? thle question of dcldir-g should 

the largest plant. of its size in~ tha countryr be, a-,).horimed to 

Sat 50 per Cant of testing withim ,wr~."-four wniles: 

ofE th~e larga-st city in the country? 

ITO :Oontend tha on th:is rcord2 there is not enugh 

17 evidence to say that that ?isl ,'.;ould be taken., The pln 

is3 notl saie to operate.  

C XAMMt&AN .11M.CH: I think you aro statirg it im one 

20 f but th rea Issu isis ter re.sonable asurance in 

~: th-s recorid, timat the plan:t should be conistruicted and~ operated 

w ithout undus risk to health and sagety of the Publi ec? 

IM ROISMAN: 'ind our answer0 is no, in czsc there 

24 -*as any questiou about that.  

2! ~CMAURMON JENSCH: BFAve you a few more m-iumaea in
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M S;I a few mre minutes of t 

M~AXIMOA JS CH: Proeed.

17 

15 

111



M. TROTEY: I Cr. Cirma, there are several 

Z disturbing lanconsistencies iihich ru~n through~ the arguweat of 

cvminsel for the Intervenor. On the one had lie asserts 

-that there is not adeqiwv- te inforrwtion about th'-e &nfety of the 

p~lant , tha- woe do A-ot. h've suffic-.ent iform~ation to dr-w a 

hard and faxt U-ne. T"i1wit Mr Roisan is saiying on the on'e 

hanvd is thatL sonhow ii-lere faust be some type o E: a m~atheltatica-3 

e! nalys61 o- osome. hard and fas-mt linp that znst be dramn wiith 

Sregard -Co what is safe and vhat is not safe, and yet neither 

nor anyone els'e can really siiggevc: that th ere is in reality 

such s, Th-ard -snd fast 11-ne.  

I 1( On~ th . ot'her ha,-nd5 wjhile he says that he also &O' 

-3 .,n to say tdmt th-a mag-L wf safety for this plant vitist be 

substan~tially higher than it is a"- present, and then he -wmuld 

be-- satisfied Yvith It.  

~ 'S o he has drittwa this T-icpliar distnctonA between 

I? ; the margin of safety vwhich should be required -."or this plant, 

Swh-ich he says should bL~e s a-ehonw geae th--,e ariTa 

has~ presently be dirawn,~ and -in the other hand states nt' 

20 beexmuse there has been no mahmatical analysis, if you will, 

I? madeD as to e-actI.y- wha~t is safe and what is ~f~ therefore 

2 this plant should not he allowed to operate.  

SAnd I suggezot that this is a. fundaiwmtal 

24 inconsistency which runs through the arg mment of hb asa.  

1' The fact is th-,.t you t'ie not able to make judgments with
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i matheimaticai precision on these srafety issues. You must 

m ~ake i.nformed judgnients, taki:ing inito account all of the -data 

' that are available, dndi it is the Board's function td make 

*1 ~ithat jtudgment.  

Another probleem that 1 have vith what M , Pismari 

11~ has said is~ that on tlhe one hand he seems to feel that it 

7 would be all right to bt-id -the Indian PEoint 2 plant ,t 

cIanotlivr place, but somehvw it is not all rig.t to build the 

sjparticular facility here. What he seems to be su_gest ing is 

10 that wt~ould be all. right to build thi.s plaznt if fewer 

people were exposed to t~pe ypothetical risk of'this plant, but 

i'l is not all right to build. flais fEacility 41f there are any 

~ ~b~:of people Mho live in this area -id -i sub toit, 

M~I~r, Cbairian , that t'his is not the approach that is inorporrt( 

in~ the Atomic Energy Act at all It is no -r-,ore pernic'ssible 

ir to expose a siall nur-ber,. a fewer number of People to vis ks 

17 of hazard ithan it is to expose a large number of people to 

risks of hazard, and I submit that 'Mr Roisr-ian has fndawntall-3 

w~se t'hat point in his argumant, 

~oINcaw with regard to the emargency core cooling sys tem.  

~ Iproblem as it pertains to the Thndian.Point 2 plant,. the 

Commi ssion has pramulgated the itrmacceptance criteria., 

i which are binding regulations. It is holdlutlg a national.  

1e. rule-making proce-eding it 7,4Thi all opposing points.- of Iw 

2 r beig e7qresseed, and in hi all of the in:C matian -ohich

I
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c_,Ivlr Roisnian at one point suggested should somehow be 

cerifed by this Board~ to the Comm. in~ r P o~ beng 

3 presented in the context WE that rule-malting proceeding.  

It is qu.,ite clear, ~It 0 (,'hairman, from the ruling 

S of the Atomic Safety and Licensing Appeal Board'that the 

question uhich this Board haf, wvitih regard to the i-nterim 

7 acceptance criteria has been ans~cered arnd Ithat this Reatrd1 

having& itS qUeStIon ans~ered by that Appeal Board, is now inl 

Sa posLiton to decide the funcdhmenr:ai queL?tiona, whother the 

SApplicant has cew'plied -.ith the- Lterimu acceptance crizeria.  

~ ?Ph% Rois man m~ade the pnint at one point during his 

a ruzr ie nt that the Citi2,ens' Co=it tee for the 'Protection of 

S the Environm~ent xja questioning heerthe Applicant had 

Scomiplied with those criteriA and I. really find tha t raither 

adifficult point to understand, ,3ince -so little of the 

avidencd tht vas int-2oduced by the Cit izens' ikjofittse 

pertained to the question of whother the Applicant Iiad 

Ssatis'Cied the interim accept~snce cilftaria. And the vast bulk 

of the evidence pertained to the fundamertal question as to 

the validity of the criteria, ohich has been transferred to 

Sthe emiergency COr(,: cooling system rule-making proCeeding0 

With re' ard to the question of the pratotype 

which have precaded Indisin Point 2, it must be remebe rei 

t II vht this facilk?'Cy. like other facM$ities, I.-,uilds an tile 

entire technology of the nuclear industry, which goes back,
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as lb% i1oisman points out, aver a period of some tranty-five 

Year~s. The v'friap components, V?!e varicus fetures of this 

plat, have been adequately testedL, ha-ve been tested oe 

Saznd over again , and there is ev-ide-ce , there has been ev%,idence 

introduced to the Cestircg and as to the experience 'which 

has been developed upc% wohich the Applicanst rests its 

contentien. that the plnnt has been sho'wn to be adequa'tely safe.  

ShConcernin~g the fif-R.y rpercent power leve)' at vvhich 

L the Applicaint sees to test this plant, there ilea enei 

tz record 4-fr this Proceeding hchde~ns trv tha-,tti 

heat in the core 'will be very, w,'ezy s anif SS th.ran 

1101 wou-d be the case in the event that the -!ant vqere operaited 

at full pbwer, and that the temipe.-atne of the fuel rads 

I ' would be very s ign ifica-nt ly les s The a mugment tha t the 

'Citizens , Cot~unittee miakes %w.ith regard t1-o that shcx..#ing of the 

tApplicant is rather reveal'Ing, I belie, Ie, because upon.. beirig 

P ahow,,n these facts concerning the- temperatUre Of the fuel 

Selements thelus ellvea tihe argument of the Citizens'I cvmittee 

then shi. Rts to another oTne, and. the argulneiit is then made 

I;thnit somehtrvi even 'with the showing of Iroer temuperature there 

IS just imply not an adecliate assurance that 'Khe system is 

going towork a l 

And I. find myself in the disturbing s ituation of 

b elileving that no matter -oha- kind of showing -'was mdade, as 

T indicated earlier,, it sim-ply (,)ou12 not be pos;sie to
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satisfy Mr. Roisman that this plant would be safe, 

There are two or three other points that ! vould 

like to make concerning the emerg-.ncy core cooling system and 

the maat:er of the pressure vessel, 

Nx.,, Roisman has argaed that somehoa the definition 

of loss of coolant accident might possibly include a ruptutr 

of the pressure vessel. I should like to point out that Ill 

of the plants that have been licensed to date have beer 

licensed on the basis of utilizing the dovfblecended pipe 

break as the largest break in the reactor coolant pressure 

boundary. There has never been a requirement imposed on the 

plant to desigLn against the ruptime which Mr. F.oismi.n asked 

this Board to cons'ider.
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The Applicant has presented extensive, volumanous 

ttstImony on the adequacy of the pressure vessel in response 

P to the very searching imqulr4es that the Board has d£re ted 
to th- Applicant, probably a more complete and thorough 

presentation on the adequacy of tte presstme vessel that has 

6 ever, been made am an At',.c &afety and Licensing Apel'" 

B 
Finally , .r himn with regard to the legal 

vrwutpnts which M,r. , £ -" made, "as ,. believe that our 

S1brief adequately demontrates th't the Staff review, the 

egtemt of the Staff review, the adequacy of the Staff reviewo 

4 1;2 z", not an Issue in thi:s proceeding, and the issne in 'ais.  

13 ;yroceeCing is whether this plant has been constructed with 

1, .reasonable assurance that it will not endanger the public, 

' p and it is up to this Board to determine whether the record 

16 is adequate., 

17 Whether the Staff has done the sort bf Job that 

is Mr. Roisman thinks it should have &cne is not. the 1tissu 

19 beore this Board.  

Finally, Mr. Chairman, with regard to the matter 

tof he Staf. role in tal ning m he envirenmental iupact, here 

SbagPain BJr0Rcdsuan misreads the reganticms of the Atombz Energy 

22, CO~mSnission. Xder Ape Dr PI~t is not the Staff wlhich Is 

required to baance the evidence in the record. R-4 is the 

1mL Board which is required -balance that evidence0 Eve;3 if



the Staf f had failed to do its ,job properly in condue-11ag its 

enirnr-ntrevialv a point VWich we Mno,,t certainly fdo nert 

3 coaedqe , *SU tthie Board todetermine on the baSIS O:C 

t e evidence in the rcord whethe~i fromu an~~a 

of view 0 thlcs shouldc issue.  

M.ChairmanUP I have Do fnther CCM "ets 

CKAI~.~MAX MNS':-CY.: rhank you vrery much.0  I m-'

tese anniments will be very helful to 40he B3oard. 11

trnscripts will Ix ava1able for ou reve 

I !~~~~ have one moant,, Mr. n __ i a-az 

I donat know whether yoa alltted mwe any tfr-me bunt X a M 

f 0 qzsia~g just a moent.  

M. MA.YIDMI: Unr1 -the :Tvl~ an riactticea 0-'i Vie 

Comsin M1r, Cirmaxn, the Re gU;atory Sa:f isdeed to 

10V be a pnrty Ioany hearing. RX02ULSan w~ould noebn 

Sindicate that thme iStag-- my ba playing too 'acti've V. role in 

thek Colure Of a hearing 'sch ;a. this , yet on the 0"hexL hand 

qaticon ";he adequacy 02 the staffEV review. I am not here 

to dicuis the issues as to whet-he., or not the StaT9 revirI 

an Issue In this proceeding, but the record w3.11 indicate to 

the Board ia zrakins, lts decision about the reviev of the 

21 aplication &%-do by tlae Reguatory Sta.,T± under its, w-.datad 

requirement by the Con7,rass of the UntdStates S~l hmw 

Ithat lvhls was an~ ocdaqte reviewv and that the burd':en. co
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'gt I with respect to this 50 per cent testing license has been 

carried by the Aplicant0 

CHRiJiNAN Xn.MiSwCi: suafl youa 

-XS there any further sta~tem~ent? 

T&1R, ROKSMHAN:. Ltk- Ohairrman, only just to give the 

Preercrnce, slne ther e seemed to, to some con±21'sion with regard 

into T0C h art 2, Subpa-g:raph TEIG0 which in describing 

wesponsiblities of the Bo)ard says,, "The role of the Board 

9 is to decide Thether the application and the record o:,! the 

fi roceeding contain saii", ri ation, and' the review o! 

the application by ite Co~missionts regulatory staff has 

'b en -adequate to sppo vt the titvdings proposed to be made 

by the Director of R¢egulation and -the isuace of the 

oxstt'?uCtion permit proposed by the Director of Regulftioa0 

MR.l RU- .- CV Ohinv M'rO Roismn isz reading 

1 from a aect-ion 02 the regulations dealing with Uncontested 

4 r CEfAIN_.U ... NS : Yes., And if you will turn over 

19[ to the contested cases they say, "In addition to the :I,2oregoing 

requirements in the previour subs*ction you shall Inzlude the 

I following items," 

So the Previous recitation is still effective 

I Is therae any further statement? If not we will 
end



• M. VOIGT: Air, Cairman, beroe you close the 

ecord may N subait to the Iembers of the Board three copies 

" of the original deisn Ialculations of stresses and loads? 

CHAAN JMNSCH: 7 think it's already been given 

to the parties.  

AM VOIGT: It was given to . . Roisman I did not 

7 have coples available. That' s been my problem, and I apologize 

a for the dei-lay in gottiug the copies, but I have then , a nd 

they %re available to the other partieso 

10 01 CHAMMICAKN JIH fe.: e i. not wat to receive them 

,cte other p4ties have one to..° I will taks on.e :Or 

11 4CMI11[111 JZNSCH: Does 1that Conclude ths~stto 
TMe ,Board ha.s jus a' 0 r • .a,

Thh s one item to meation, to r.enind the ,tt ney, 

that , he BoarO will eax.,ect the attorneys to proceed to endeavor 

17 to SeCure some stipulation3 about teshat we diussed 

1 earliex in the praceidingo . believe the Citizels Cxnamitte 

ID i dicated that by RFy 27th it would subml.t a proposed list of 

items for' st:iLp ation 

,. V1.01S.M. was1 )~ the-- ha, tha 

SEnvironmental Defeaze Mnd.  

MUMM AZ;E SCMI: X am soroy, Eviroental1 Defense 

In nly event, all seekig to See if there are m atter
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*Ttt; that can be considered for a June hearing that wouzd avoid 

U any repetition between the 100 per cent or 90 per cent limit, 

in case ther, e is to be any difference rade, the Board is 

4 Tcl mned -to stay with the 100) per cont 1±ni't. We wicon

~ sider matters tahat can be prosented rrior ;,a suto ssio 
. the fnlenviromn't:l inac- S 'h 

t iu. pact stat! int ?:hich Stuff 

counsel expects wi!ll be available in Jcflyo Wfe would lile 

to have a repox~rt Iron the. partCles in refereence to these 

mtters by June 9" 19721. and Ift i-a the opinion of the Board 

4 they are not mdttrs which indicate - let me state it this 

-ti.g tt iv' t here aemtters that appear to iravolveX ai 

SI repet!tion betweexi what could be discussedfrom an environ

entCal * Of vi, now and ,whenn the environmental inrpact 

1 statement is out, the Doa 'd is inc2ined to cancel the une 

19th contemplated session of hearmxas, and as to which a 

Zormal' order will 1 be Issued.  

At the present tism, however, public notice is 

IR hereby given that this proceeding will rconveneat 1:30 p.m, 

i on June 19'th, 1972, in vorhat Y believe 17ill W, the all purpose 

r room of the Springvale Inn, bu th. exact location will have 

2; to be identified by a o-rther- orier, so that we encourage and 

9 ,i hope the attorneys wil oladeavor to see itg there are matters 

I2 that will not be rpetitive In charcter between the env.ron* 
Z4 ' ental data presently available and that ,whi-ch wotu he Mcre 

24 ftlly &-ievooed by a fii-tf envmironmental :&zT -pac~ tatzlnt
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MR, TROST2N: M.r. Iirmn £ assume the Bord wil 

act on our motion 22or recontsideration off Its 'Lmufhng" a ,qd an e 

uAd hope Uvt the 13oard would a~ct oa that as pzomptIy as 

pmoticable



MR. oACBETH: Mr. Chairman.  

it CADDIAN JENSCH: We .ili keep the amount of 

paperwork as low as practicable I. assure you, It may be 

Wthat e will have to get a report -rom the parties before 

%ie can mike that determinatio too.  

1. o ? i fEle: I will fie a wrsten esprnse to 

, .x' Trirsten's mot:ion. I think there are no ne-w fEacts in 

the motion. I ha've looked at it ?6e-ry briefly during the 

beaching~~~ hi onn d tinon that basis alone thl
h!ardn his.. nort7 andtur thn r 

B ca d hol.J ot&_stub hdruling that it made yesterday, 

bia 1_:. ' will file a formal respo nse to lb,%, Tresten promptly, 

I also began this worning by giving Hr. Trosten 

a le t r which I hope ,i.l lead to some sACpulation8 and 

1 e:npeditioms hearing process in June when the Board next meets 

May I give to you vhat appears to be a lette r from 

hj National Resources Defense Coincil datoed A ril 14 7.972 . i wt 

j? copies to all parties. I can't read the first page,. and the 

public proceeding branch sent it to me. You might get a 

better copy.  

MR. MCME : I will endeavor to do so.  

ang MIIAIRMN JENSCH: Sand a legible copy to the publi'c 

Mr ROISNO: That "a-i the one where they w.....  

the intervention.  

I 111MO ETH. I will e-ndeavor to supply -the I c'a'
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with a legible copy.  

2 CHAIR21YRN 3EIS ' I 'there anything further that 

we can consider? if not, this wsio of the hearing is 

cncludei and~ we will resume on jun.e 19, 1972' 

(Hearing idj u.rned.) 

7
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